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Make sure you ask for Konig

WIN A LUXURY WEEKEND BREAK.

Buy 10 kinig LOPT's and you can enter our draw for a luxury weekend for 2.

See our web site for details: www.konic.co.uk

Available from your KoNIG CLUB Founder Members

c4:4: 1:111: Seme
WILLOW VALE
ELECTRONICS LIMITED

Also available from your Kiinig Approved Stockist

Technical help line: 01635 278678

E-rrai : technical@konig.co.uk
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The JOULE A-400 Radio Decoder
Joule Electronics
Hilton Road, Aycliffe Industrial Park
Newton Aycliffe, Co. Durham DL5 6EN
United Kingdom
Tel: +44 (0) 1325 310278
Fax: +44 (0) 1325 300189
Email: elecsys@elecsys.demon.co.uk
Website: http://www.elecsys.com

if you already service car audio equipment, the A-400 could prove
4o be a very valuable source of income to your company.
Please feel free to visit our Internet Website Where you can.;.

full details, pricing information and demonstration soft
-

ware.
:Nlersion 9.2 software is now available adding even more radio type
.
to the existing system.
;lf you wish you can visit us on -site for a demonstration,

1 Decode and recode car
radios and CD players
quickly with the Joule
A-400 radio decoder.

Now sold worldwide to
service departments
and Police Forces.

C.E. Approved - meets
all current regulations.

The A-400 is also
millenium compliant.

Prices start from
£375.00 + VAT for the

Starter Kit covering
over 100 models of

popular radios.

Call us now on 01325
310278 fora free

information paCk and
demonstration disk
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Can't Find a ..,..6.,4, 4

Particular t41.( - 444)
Remote? .

M C E S
Specialists in the Service and
Recalibration to original manufacturers

YOUCAN HAVE IT!
specification of all types of:

Tuner units
t---,, Combined tuner and IF units

..-

World's Largest Range
Over 60,000 References

RF boosters and modulators
Video upper drums

Unique Match or 'Make Free' Service LNBs
Ring or email now for

.40-INA
I SAVING Competitive Prices From £4.95 LATEST PRICES
 ..- Telephone 0161 746 8037

R:Eiiiiii 'Point&Go' Simple Set-up
Universals

FAX 0161 746 8136
Email sales@mces.co.uk

15 Lostock Road
Davyhulme

a.
Remote ControlsIIfor TVs  VCRs  Satellite  Hi-Fi

Manchester
M41 OES

For Further Information - Just Call Our Helplines
www.mces.co.uk

Tel: 020-8870 3388  Fax: 020-8870 9988

Suddenly - You'll Love Selling Remote Controls
Irlall
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COMMENT

Digital Contrasts
Over the years we have learnt that one
of the most important things in video/

TV technology is selecting the best system
to use. We have also seen how difficult this
can be. Prior to the start of the colour TV
era in Europe there was an great to-do about
the best system to adopt. The US NTSC
system seemed an obvious choice to start
with. It had been proved in use, and refine-
ments had been devised. But alternative,
better solutions were proposed - PAL and
Secam. PAL proved to be a great success,
in fact a good choice. The French Secam
system seems to have worked just as well.

Apart from the video tape battles of the
Seventies, the next really big debate con-
cerned digital TV. When it came to digital
terrestrial TV (DTT), Europe and the USA
again adopted different standards. One
major difference is the modulation system
used for transmission. Coded orthogonal
frequency -division multiplexing (COFDM)
was selected for the European DVB system,
while in the USA a system called 8VSB
was adopted. COFDM uses quadrature-
amplitude modulation of a number of
orthogonal carriers that are spread across
the channel bandwidth. Because of their
number, each carrier has a relatively low bit
rate. The main advantage of the system is
its excellent behaviour under multipath
reception conditions. 8VSB represents a
rather older, pre phase -modulation technol-
ogy: eight -state amplitude modulation of a
single carrier, with a vestigial sideband.

The decision on the US system was
assigned to the Advanced Television
Systems Committee (ATSC), reporting to
the FCC. The system it proposed was
approved by the FCC on December 26th,
1996. The curious date might suggest that
there had been a certain amount of politick-
ing. In fact there had been an almighty row

between the TV and computer industries
about the video standard to adopt, the two
fearing that one or other would gain an
advantage as the technologies converged. It
was 'resolved' by adopting a sort of "open
standard" - we are talking about resolution
and scanning standards here - the idea
apparently being that the technology would
somehow sort itself out.

There seems to have been rather less
concern about the modulation standard.
8VSB was adopted because it was assumed
to be able to provide a larger service area
than the alternatives, including COFDM,
for a given transmitter power. Well, the
USA is a very large place! But the US TV
industry, or at least some parts of it, is now
having second thoughts.

Once the FCC had made its decision,
there was pressure to get on with digital
TV. In early 1998 there were announce-
ments about the start of transmissions and
broadcasters assured the FCC that DTT
would be available in the ten areas of great-
est population concentration by May 1999.
Rapid advances were expected, with an
anticipated analogue TV switch -off in
2006. So far however things have not gone
like that. At the end of 1999 some seventy
DTI' transmitters were in operation, but
Consumer Electronics Manufacturers
Association estimates suggest that only
some 50,000 sets and 5,000 STBs had been
sold. There have been many reports of tech-
nical problems, in particular with reception
in urban and hilly areas and the use of
indoor aerials, also with video/audio sync
and other matters. Poor reception with
indoor aerials in urban conditions is of par-
ticular concern: that's how much of the
population receives its TV.

The UK was the first European country
to start DTI', in late 1998 - at much the

same time as in the USA. The contrast is
striking. ONdigital had signed up well over
500,000 subscribers by the end of 1999, a
much higher proportion of viewers than in
the USA. Free STBs have played a part of
course, but it's notable that DTI' reception
in the UK has been relatively hassle -free.

In making this comparison it should also
be remembered that the main aim of DTT
technology differs in Europe and the USA.
The main concern in Europe has been to
provide additional channels. In the USA it
has been to move to HDTV, in particular to
provide a successor the NTSC system.
There have been plenty of channels in the
USA for many a year. For example the
DirecTV satellite service started in mid
1994 and offers some 200 channels.

Internationally, various countries have
been comparing the US and European digi-
tal systems. They have overwhelmingly
come down in favour of the DVB system.
There have been some very damaging
assessments of the ATSC standard.

The present concern in the US TV
industry results from this poor domestic
take-up and lack of international success.
Did the FCC make a boob, in particular in
the choice of 8VSB? Following compara-
tive tests carried out by Sinclair
Broadcasting Group Inc., the company has
petitioned the FCC to adopt COFDM as an
option in the ATSC standard. Not only did
its tests confirm poor reception with indoor
aerials: they also established that the greater
coverage predicted for 8VSB failed to
materialise in practice.

Could the USA have two DTT transmis-
sion standards? It seems unlikely. It would
involve dual -standard receivers and non -
standardisation of transmitters. In the all-
important business of system selection, it
looks as if the FCC got it wrong.
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http://www.telepart.co.uk
ou can search our www site for video spares, semiconductors, remote controls, satellite gear, line output transformers and CCTV
omponents. Its simple and will only cost the . rice of a local call. You can order parts, enquire about parts, or simply send a message.
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Our experienced staff

WANT WANT WANT to help

T

OUR PROMISE
If we can't find the part required immediately, we will HASSLE and
HASSLE our suppliers. HASSLE and HASSLE the manufacturer. We

will make phone call after phone call, Fax after Fax on your behalf. WE WILL DO
ALL THIS FOR YOU. We will do it willingly and we will do it for FREE

Economic supply TV & Video parts cp?3"1-`4 ertA41 Fast
Remote Controls

Top - 10

£5.95 each
1 RCPOP1 Universal for Philips Tv's including 14CT4206

20CT4636/210E4556/22CE2267/24CE2670 etc etc
2 RCPOP2 Fergy 36K3/51K7/51L3/51L7/51P7/A36F/A51F

A51R8/59K7/59L7/59M2/59M3/59P7/RH885 etc etc
3 RCPOP3 Apollo SR1800/1900 Fergy IRD2000/SVR1 Astra

Hitachi SRD1050D Pace PRD 800/900 Panasonic
TVSD250 Manhattan 800/900 and many other satellite
receivers.

4 RCPOP4 Amstrad SRD510/520/540/550/600
5 RCPOP5 Fergy 20A4/20/34/20C4/22b4/22D4/RCU1652

T722/T762/1-731/T738f1741 JVC CT3S/RCU1652
6 RCPOP6 Fergy RHT10/851ND/B51NX/B59F/C51NX etc etc
7 RCPOP7 Mitsubishi CT21A5STX/CT21A5ST/CT25A5ST etc
8 RCPOP8 Decca 8873/DUV9854/170,180 Series/RC70

Tatung 8725/8731/8734/9725/9731/9734/9821
Samsung/Sanyo CBP2145 etc

9 RCPOP9 Fergy 14C2/14D2/14J2/14L2/16A2/16C2/20A2/20D1
20E2r1725/T740/1745/T750fT770
2256/2282/37101/37141/37311/37371 Logik 4094

10 RCPOP10 Panasonic TX2/TX3/TX3370/TXC78/TX21T1
Granada C16D52/C16D54/D51FK5 etc etc

Too Complicated? Just phone
our sales desk with the model
No. for the cheapest remote
we have for your set.

It's a pleasure to help!

,5000 different models

Remote controls in stock for 1000's of models at exceptional prices.
If we don't stock the remote for your model number - send the old one
and we will even get one made for you. Average time taken 30 days.

MSC woupp

SEMICONDUCTORS
Just a few of the types stocked - all QUALITY products at KEENEST prices

REMEMBER we can help you with over 34,000 different types
N4001 25C2482 AF200 BC637 80208A 82010 MPSA06 1A8215H TDA4605-3

64002 20C2500 565265 BC639 BU208D CD4001 MPSA42 TA8216H 70646052

64003 2052655 AN5512 BC640 80250A2 004013 MPSA56 108221 TDA4953

64004 2052705 AN5515 808468 BU2508DF 004017 MPSA92 TA8251H TDA4950

64005 2552785 AN5521 BC847C BU2520AF 004053 NE555 TA8403K MA7052
64007 2$C3225 AN5601K 85848 BU2525AF 504066 NE5550 TA8427K TDA7263
64148 2603311 AN7174K 808488 BU326A 004069 0647 TA8718N 7057394
64936 2553425 AN7190K BC848C BU406 004094 P600A 7555506 MA8138
65062 2053795A BA157 BC850C BU426A CNX62A P600J TAA611CXI 7058140
65400 2053807 BA158 808566 BU500 CNX82A P6KE1300 100761 7068145
65401

65402

65404

65406

N5408

N5822

6914

2SC3885A
2SC3892A

2SC3953

2603955

20539736

2SC4231

2SC4517A

BA159

8639108
853918

BA4558

855406

BA5412

856209

BC858

858588

8C8585

65859A
BC875

BC159

BC171

80506D

80506DF
BU508A
BU508AF

805086F1

BU508APH
BU5080

CNX83A
CNY17F

CNY758
D2VREM
DCREG
DTA114ES

DTC124ES

P8KE1806
R2KL
R2M
R4050

RG2
RGPIOG
FIGP156

TBA1200
18652061

785920

TC154AP

70510135
TDA10138

TDAI015

7058170

1068171

1068172

7058175

MA8178E5
TDA81796

N2222A 25C5129 B062096 BD131 805080E DTC14EF RGP15J 1061044 7058180

63055 2SC5149 8562198 80132 805080 015144E5 RGP3OM TD61060 7058190

63055H 2SC536 856247 BD136 80806 FR605 02000A 10010855 TDA8218

63440 25C945 BA32L 80139 80807 FX749 3200053 TDA1170 7483500

N3773 2001138 BAT43 BD140 60908 H1000L 02000AF 10611708 7058380

63904 2001207 BAT85 BD234 804056 HA13119 520006 70511705 TDA839I

N4401 2001292 84020 852410 BUH515 HA13150 62055AF TDA1175 MA9503
SA1012 26D1330 BAV21 BD243 80115150 HA13151 SAB3035 70515195 TEA1039

$61013 2601398 BAX14 BD243C B0H517 4446261 SG264A TDA1521A TEA2018A

SA1015 2001426 651076 802440 13100445008 MFBCAO SGSIF344 10A15246 TEA2029C

0610151 2S01439 BC108 60317 8010456 JC501 611431 TDA15540 TEA2029CV
SA1016 2601441 651085 80433 80111 552206 SR2K6 TDA15570 TEA2031A
SA1020 20D1453 801098 60434 807115 KA22066 STA4415 TDA15580 1552164
SA1020Y 2601497 BC141 80435 BUTI1AF KBU602 S116413211 MA16756 TIA21640
SA1145 2001541 BC182 8D436 801125 10662104H 5164140 7051904 TEA2165A
S61302

SA562

SA673

SA683
SA684

SA733

SA933

2501545
2S01548

2001548
2001554
2501555

2501556
2001650

851821

801841

85212

802121

8C237

8023713

BC238

BD437-

80438
BD839

80901

BD911

BD912

6DW945

8071257

65118AF
BUT56A
8UNT1A
BUW12A
BUX84
801715

5561004
LA4282

LA4705

LA6324

LA7116

LA830

LA532

5710414211

STK415211

S1641920

5155332

STK5342

S1553724

STK5481

1002005
7052006

TDA2030H

TDA20300
7052050

1062541

7)525775

TEA2260

TEA2261

TEA51016

TEA51016

TEA5170

1151060

SA940 2501651 BC238B 8E199 6UZ778 LA833 STK7253 70525785 1152460

SA950 2501761 BC239 BE240 BUZBO LA7B35 S114730-060 10525795 11CP1060

SA952 2501815 BC258 BF245A BUZ90A LA7837 011(734100 10825810 TIP110

SA966 2501858 BC307 8E258 BUZ90AF 1A7636 S107348 TDA2593 TIP111

SA970 2001877 803078 BF324 BY127 LC7132 5153907 70526115 TIP1126

0984 2$01878 BC308 8F420 8Y133 LED3G STR10006 TDA2653A TIP120

81010 2501879 853098 8E421 BY184 11412036 STR11006 100282244 TIP2955

$81143 20E11884 BC327 8E422 BY227 LM3171 57650020 TDA33018 TIP296

$81243 2501887 BC238 BF423 BY228 1143246 S1850103 7053505 TIP3055

8560 2001889 BC337 8E458 BY229 1443396 51850103A TDA3560 TIP31A

86496 2002012 135338 BF459 81255 1443586 018514244 TDA35610 TIP415

$8688 260400 135368 8E469 80298 161381 61654041 70535625 TIP42A

8774 201:400F BC369 11E487 81299 LM386N STR5412 7053565 TIP42C

8793 205467 BC372 6F494 BY399 M29361 STR58041 70535768 TIP761A
88922 2SD669A 805466 8E758 80448 M49481 S1R59041 70535925 TIP791A
1383 200718 805466 8E759 60476 M511821 5766020 TDA3603P TL0725P

SC1740
517400

C1815

518151

SC1846

SC2023
SC2120

SC2229

2508378
252856

280966

2509656
2061118
206135

20(1507

255241

BC547

855470
805478

BC548

805488
BC548C
BC550B
BC550C

6E788

8P869

8E871

8E960

8E970

BE981

BFR90

BE6906

803142
6111330

80033.1

BYD33M
80010-40

80027200

800958
800955

M545441

M58655P
MC13002P

MC1310P
MC34063AP1
MCR1008
MJ15003

W2955

51661001
S1604429
STR060080

51906202
S10573051
STV9379

16071V

19053V

7053650
10936538
70536530

104365350
10A3654
70536540
7064500

TDA4503

11082

11,731

TOF2040A1

028298

U46148

053842

003844

SC2230 2SK30A BC556A BER91A 600960 NUE13005 19064V TDA4505E UP51385C

SC2235 251626 805568 BR100 E00968 6*E18004 TA7140P 100450544 UP5137811

52236 7407 BC557A BRX49 80956 MJE30551 TA7280P 7064510 UPC13945

SC2240 7805 BC557B BSX20 BYVi76 MJE340 TA7281P 7054600 UP51488H

SC2274 7806 BC5588 61139600 811995C MJF18004 167698AP 1064600/2/3 UPC1495H

S52310 7809 BC5585 811515006 8016968 MJF18006 TA8205AH 1064601 UPC574H

2552314 7812 BC635 814084000 BYX10 MJF18204 168207 70646010 ZTK33B

2052335 78105 85636 81612600 130(55600 MN650 TA8210H 7064605 ZTX650

Over 34 000 types of
transistors IC's diodes etc. or e  uivalents stocke 

YOU DONT SEE IT LISTED ASK FOR QUOTE, GIVE MAKE MODEL LOCATION, REMEMBER TO ADD £1,50 POST & HANDLING U.K. MAINLAND ONLY, EXPORT AT COST,ADD 11,5% VAT TO TOTAL
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YOU!!
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ECONOMIC
Thousands of 'semiconductors I.C's etc.

of video parts, heads, belt kits etc.
of remote controls. etc. etc.

over 100 000 database records to help find the difficultf
video parts 'quickly. Stock availabilitY & Price in, secondS

We 'coMpets on -QUALM -1e -Mit compete on SERVICE...
We will not compromise and yet our prices are often less.

...and look at the "'"'"4
special offers......

BUT11A @ica0 each BUT11AF @48.:10 each
RU508A4314rUP each wired scart lead

a slight inconvenience....
you must buy more than one.

B-U208A X 5 £3.76 TEA2018A X 5 £5.75
BU508A X 5 £3.00 UC3842 X 5 £2.95au508Ap 5 £3.00 CNX62A X 5 £3.00
BU508D X 5 £4.45 S2000AF X,5 £525
BUT11A X 5 £1.45 TDA3653B X 2 £1.80
BUTIIAF X 5 £1.90 TDA3654 X 2 £1.80
Philips type 1.2 volt Back up battery X 5 £3.40
Philips typo 2.4 volt Back up battery X 5 £6.00
Scart SOart lead 1.5rn Fully wired X 2 E1.98
Positor PT37,TH96009 (White' X 5 £3.75
Thorn TX100 (keen spot LOP each £12.95and now askfor a full price li t

hoteesse ed4411.60 8114 T1

MAJOR STOCKIST
PHOENIX
PSU repair - rfurb kits ox
Look,for thavPHOINIX stamp of approval, 00-

Viot 200 000444(

4 r fk,4*$.

Arrs.;,.
-...

.4111..-;i.>

t:,.`
KIT1 86.96 Pao*  PRD800,PRD900,PSR800,PSR900 Ferguson SRDS,SRD16,Grundig STR1, Mespro SRE2508/1,8508/1, Philips STU802/05M, Manhattan 860,960 Goodman'
81700, Toshiba TU-8D200,84,7119
KITS 16.95 Pace - SI1930,9200,9210,MRD920, Ferguson SRV1, Grundig GIRD2000,8000, Philips STUB01, Network 900,9200, Bush1RD150, Nokia SATIN°, Maspro SRE2508,350:1,450S,Alba
SAT6600, Fink: fiR5700, Thompson SR&
KITS /.6.96 Amstrad  SR510,520,1540f3RDR46,SRD550 KIT4 /6.96 Amstrad SRD 500 KITS 28.96 Amstrad SRX820.340 etc (export models)
KITS 16.96 Pace DI00,120 KIT7 16.96 Churchill D2MAC decoder KITS 26.26 Pace MSS100
KIT9 /4.46 Paws MS8200,300,Apollo KIT10 /18.11 Pace MS6600,1000 KITH 15,96 Porguoon SRD4
KIT12 116.46 Rc.hostar 8R5500(early PSU with adjuster) KIWI 199.71 Echostar $3118500,7700,8700 Krn.4 128.96 Amstrad 8120500
KIT1517.311 11111mteo (Sorenson PSU typo only) KIT16 25.96 Amstrad SRD700,SR960,8RX100,301,501,1002,2001,8RD2000,8AT250
KIT 17/8.96 BT 8V8800 KIT 18 210.62 Amstrad SRD2000 KIT 19 8&05 Bush IRD165
KIT 1011.96 111Inopro 9T 6 Grundig 160,250,280,300 Matsui Rd800 Minerva KITH 16.96 Amstrad SRD650
6171-1 /9.96 Philips STU909 KIT28 /7.96 Nokia f3AT1700 (mainly surface mount) KIT26 /16.95 Maw* ST -8
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What
a Lite!
Christmas time can mean more work for some
expectations from customers. There's always a
help, ha ha, sorry I have to trouble you!" Don
commentary

It was getting close to Christmas
and we were up to eyes in work -

yes, really! The door opened and an
armful of rags sallied in. It was
Dancing Fred Entwhistle.

"Brought you boys a little job"
he cried. "Our set went wrong
about a fortnight ago. Thought it
time to get you to look at it for

Paul took the set and started to
check it.

"This one'll kill you" Fred piped
as he danced about. "Here. Take a
card." He fanned a handful of play-
ing cards and pushed them towards
us. Steven, looking perplexed,
thought it best to humour him and
took a card. It was the ten of clubs.

"Don't let me see" Fred ordered.
"Now put it back. Anywhere.
While I'm looking away."

Steven slotted the card back and
Fred started flinging them at the
counter, one by one. He stopped at
the four of spades.

"That's it, isn't it?" he asked.
When Steven shook his head

Fred repeated the performance and
came up with the ace of hearts.

"Ah, of course. This one."
Steven again shook his head. On
his third attempt Fred came up with
the two of diamonds.

Steven looked up with a frown.
"Forget the cards" he said, "do
something useful. Make the tea."

Fred went off to the back and
Paul tried the set, a Toshiba Model
1400RBT. About a third of the
raster was cramped at the bottom
while the top was badly stretched.
"What could this be?" he asked.

"The field time -constant is non-
linear" I replied with, I thought,
commendable cleverness.

"Yeah, but why?" Paul contin-
ued.

"God knows" I said. He studied
the field output stage and removed
the 2.4F, 50V feedback capacitor
C317 to test it. It had been sitting
in a pool of dried up electrolyte and
produced a reading of less than
1µF. But when he fitted a replace-
ment and switched the set on again
the fault was still present. He stud-
ied the board again and came
across C303, which has the same
value/rating and had failed in the
same way. It decouples the height
control and read 0.3µF. This time
the replacement restored a fine, lin-
ear picture.

Flighty's Combi
We heard our next caller, Mr
Flighty, chatting up a lady passer-
by before we got sight of him.

"Not at all my dear. You pass
first. This isn't heavy - or am I
telling you I'm strong? Ha, Ha. I
say, those are lovely ear -rings
you're wearing. Nice colour, and
they match your eyes."

Then he pranced in, carrying an
Aiwa TV -and -video combination.

"Oh God" I let out.
"Don't you like Aiwa telly -cum -

videos?" he asked.
"They're all right" I replied.
"Then what are you moaning

at?" he said.
"Guess!" I said as Greeneyes

came in wearing her £150 trouser
suit, the one worth thirty bottles of
Bells.

"I say, I say I say" jabbered
Flighty. "What luck I have. How
are you my dear? Not liverish like
your father here?!"

I shot him a stern look.

of us, with increased
last-minute

ald Bullock's
"can you
servicing

"Your hubby I mean, yes of
course. Silly me. Lucky chap!" he
jabbered on.

Greeneyes glowed, and I won-
dered how such a bright girl could
be so gullible.

"How's Mrs Flighty?" I
enquired.

That quietened him and he
sloped off.

Flighty's set was a Model
VXT1000 Mk. 2. It's TV section
was dead. Steven soon had the
STK7348 chopper chip IC4 out and
found that it was short-circuit
between pins 3 and 7. R103 (1.50,
3W), R104 (270, 3W ceramic) and
R105 (1ka, 0.5W) had also failed.

Replacements didn't complete
the repair - the set wouldn't start.
Further investigation brought
Steven to C90 (1µF, 50V), which
was short-circuit. It had obviously
been the cause of all the trouble.

Colour Drop -out
Mr Tell is a tiny, tidy retired dentist
from Wales. He has a perceptive
mind, a soft voice and a delightful
accent. He also has a 21in. Sony
set, Model KVM2150U (BE2A
chassis), that has given him quite a
bit of stick.

"The colour drops out, Mr Bul-
lock" he said carefully. "Sometimes
it happens when my wife just walks
across the room."

Surely such a small, pleasant
man wouldn't have a wife that
large, would he? I wondered how I
could find out.

Paul took a look at the set and
found that the trimmer capacitor
CT332 in the colour oscillator cir-
cuit was pappy. It's a common
offender. Sometimes just cleaning
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it helps, but we prefer to fit a
replacement and keep a few in stock
- the Sony part no. is 1-141-418-11.

When he called for his set Mr
Tell complained about a record he'd
just heard on his car radio.

"Dreadful it was, Mr Bul-lock. I
had to switch it off. Those Beatles.
Whining voices, the same over and
over again and a heavy-handed
beat. Noel Coward was right,
wasn't he, when he said 'wonderful
lads - quite without talent'."

"And how" I replied.

A Monitor Problem
Eddie Ebworth is a worrier. He's
going grey the wrong way, from his
crown to his ears, as the worst wor-
riers do. He was carrying a Philips
computer monitor, Model
17A280BQ-02C.

"Worries me to death it does,
Paul" he said. "It's like my missus.
All right one minute, useless the
next. What d'you think it is?"

"Hard for me to say, Ed" Paul
replied. "Haven't met your missus.
Did she have an unhappy child-
hood?"

"Not my missus. I know her
trouble all right, and am patiently
awaiting the cure. I mean this moni-
tor."

"Dunno about that either, Ed.
Leave it with us for an hour or two
and we'll see."

Paul put it on the bench and tried
it. The monitor came on once or
twice but not the third time.

"You're in luck" I said, "there's
one thing you can usually count on
- that an intermittent fault will sel-
dom show up in the workshop."

He opened the unit and probed
around in the chopper circuit.
"Amongst all the bits and pieces
here, I suspect R3944" he declared.

I asked him why.
"Well, it's a small resistor and its

value is 1M12" he replied.
"Prejudice!" I said. But he was

right. The resistor was virtually
open -circuit. A replacement
restored reliable starting.

Intermittent Loss of
Signals
Hank had meanwhile dropped in.
He does a bit of servicing in a near-
by village. Just enough to finance
his trips to the local pub. He was
carrying a Daewoo TV set, Model
T514 (CP365 chassis).

"No hurry for this chaps" he
said. "It's supposed to loose the sig-
nal now and again. Maybe I've
been unlucky. I've seen the fault at
the house, but not at my place. You
might have better luck."

When Steven tried the set the
fault was present. There were on-
screen displays but no pictures. He
switched the set off and tried again.
Up came a picture. But not for long.
Half an hour later it disappeared,
leaving just the on -screen displays.

It seemed likely that a supply
was intermittent. Steven used a
magnifier to study the circuitry on
the secondary side of the chopper
transformer and found several dry -
joints. He resoldered the lot and
pronounced the trouble cured.

An Alba 4859
The day wore on and we were also
feeling worn. We were just thinking
about sloping off to the Barley
Mow when the phone rang.

"Hello Mr Bullock, ha ha ha" the
voice said. "Sony to ring you so
late, ha ha. Thought I'd just phone
to wish you a merry Christmas."

"That's kind of you" I replied, "I
didn't catch the name though."

"Mr Nudger of 9 Flupps Road.
But you don't know me. I'm a
friend of Mrs Slye who knows the
church verger. He always speaks
well of you, though he reckons
you're on the other side, ha ha ha.
I've often seen you in the pub with
your lads. Nice lads, you should be
proud of them."

I looked into the phone's ear-
piece. It didn't help.

"Just one thing" the voice con-
tinued. "Ha ha. Our set's just gone
dead. What a time to fail, eh? Ha,
ha. Trouble is my wife's an invalid
and her father's just been told he
has diabetes. We're out of cat food
and Miss Puke, our neighbour, is
also a bit down. Her old donkey
died a fortnight ago, and you know
how lonely Christmas is without
the telly. I just wondered, like. I'm
only across the road, round the cor-
ner and up a bit. Do you think you
could pop over? It went wrong
when Terry Wogan came on . . ."

Paul went round and collected
the set. We asked Mr Nudger to
call round in half an hour's time.

The set turned out to be an Alba
Model 4859. Its 2SK2750 chopper
transistor Q801 was short-circuit.
We had ordered some from Alba
only a week or two previously and
had been sent P2N60s, which aren't
insulated like the original type. We
had already fitted one in another
set, making sure it was insulated
from the heatsink, and this had
been OK. So we decided to do the
same again.

The 0.475I safety resistor R809
was also open -circuit, as expected.
It's there to provide protection

"Here. Take a card . . . "

when there's a short in the chopper
circuit. We also checked the high -
value resistors in this area, as they
can be troublesome. R802 (100W)
and R805 (3301(0) were open -cir-
cuit while R826 (100k52) was high
at 140ka

After replacing these items we
switched the set on. It powered up
nicely and produced an excellent
picture.

"This one had less wrong with it
than the last 4859 I did" Paul com-
mented. "With that one I carried
out all the replacements we've just
done and it still wouldn't work. I
had to change the TDA4605-02
chopper control chip as well."

Mr Nudger popped in just as
we'd finished. "You managed to
get it done!" he cried. "So good of
you. I've had to park across the
road. I'll take the set over and call
back."

He took the set and, a couple of
minutes later, stuck his head around
the door. "Thank you very much
indeed boys. You've been very
good. I'll spread the word. Oh, I
didn't have time to bring any
money with me. I'll settle up after
Christmas, if that's all right."

He returned to his car at such a
lick that I swear I heard the
Doppler effect from his footsteps.
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Rental Merger?
The current merger mania in the
world of TV has extended to the
rental sector with the announce-
ment that Granada and Radio
Rentals (Rental Holdings) propose
to merge. The new company would
be called Box Clever, would have
over 900 outlets and 2.5m cus-
tomers, and would be 50-50 owned
by Granada and Rental Holdings.
It would have an 85 per cent share
of the rental market. The major
question therefore is whether the
Office of Fair Trading would allow
the merger, with its virtual
monopoly of the rental market, to
go ahead.

The companies argue that the
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Vann Draper Electronics has released two low-cost
instruments, Models SCP201 and SCP202 (single- and
dual -channel respectively), that operate in conjunction
with a PC. Both models provide a 20MHz real-time,
40MS/sec digital storage oscilloscope, a 20MHz spectrum
analyser, a one second to 999 hours data logger (signal
register) and an AC/DC voltmeter. A simple plug-in ISA
card operates from a PC using Windows 3.1, 95, 98 or
NT. The virtual instrumentation is designed to look and
operate like conventional bench units, with a cursor and
on -screen readouts. These features, together with the
ability to import and export waveforms and data to other
Windows packages, result in remarkable instruments for
the price - £159 for the SCP201 and £199 for the SCP202.

The software enables several other instruments in the
range to be easily added. Demonstration software is
available on CD-ROM. For further details contact Vann
Draper Electronics Ltd, Stenson House, Stenson, Derby
DE73 1HL Phone 01283 704 706, fax 01283 704 707.

proposed merger has to be seen in
the context of the overall TV mar-
ket, in which the main competition
consists of Dixons with 26 per cent
and Comet with 12 per cent. Box
Clever's share would be a lowly
seven per cent initially. This rather
overlooks the difference between
renters and the high street retailers,
though the renters have been sell-
ing sets for many years now. It can
also be argued that digital TV has
introduced considerable uncertainty
amongst members of the public,
with the result that many may pre-
fer to move to rental until the situa-
tion becomes clearer. Box Clever
would put the emphasis on provid-

ing a service, with rented equip-
ment replaced every two years.

The proposed merger would
involve a deal worth nearly £1 bn.
Box Clever would acquire the
Granada Technology Group's
rental business for £600m and
Thorn UK (Radio Rentals) for
£380m.

Because of overlapping, there
would almost certainly be branch
closures and job losses. One head
office would go. But the two com-
panies have already, over the past
five years, cut employment by some
5,000. The hope is that the merger
would strengthen the group and
lead to job creation.

Pay-as-you-use
A UK company, Future TV, has
launched a pay -as -you -use interac-
tive TV system. It uses personalised
smart -card technology to provide a
billing system that debits the view-
er's account for only the time actu-
ally spent watching a chosen pro-
gramme, whether in part of in full.
The Future TV system, known as
Mi, will offer subscribers a range of
services including a personalised
electronic programme guide, 24 -
hour access to video -on -demand
and audio -on -demand, unlimited
live digital TV and radio pro-
grammes, e-mail, web browsing,
home shopping, interactive games,

multiple player gaming, low-cost
telephone calls via IP (Internet
Protocol) telephony, secure e -cash
transactions and targeted advertis-
ing.

Future TV says that as sub-
scribers continue to use the various
Mi offerings, such as Mi Music, Mi
Guide and Mi Movies, the system
will develop a personalised service
that reflects the viewer's watching
and listening preferences.

Future TV's parent company is
Future TV Inc.: it consists of Future
TV UK and Hong Kong, NeXus
Electronics (based in Cambridge)
and Systems Magic Ltd.

Telewest/Flextech Merger
Telewest Communications, the
UK's second largest cable TV oper-
ator, and Flextech, which provides
various pay -TV channels, have
announced plans for a £9.6bn merg-
er. Other than the creation of a sub-
stantial media company, it's not
easy to see what might be the
advantages of linking these dis-
parate TV activities. The companies

have said that the merger will bring
no immediate cost savings, but con-
sider that the enlarged group will be
in a better position to develop inter-
active TV services.

The Denver -based group Liberty
Media, Microsoft and the US tele-
coms operator MediaOne will be
amongst the combined group's
shareholders.
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Satellite News
SES, owner of the Astra series of
satellites, has provided four shared
digital -TV multiplexes at 28.2°E to
cater for the needs of smaller UK
broadcasters: the new channels to
be made available in this way will
be aimed at viewers of Asian,
African and Caribbean origin.

SES and RealNetworks, an inter -
net technology company, are to
conduct broadband streaming media
trials using the Astra-Net DVB/IP
system: the aim is to provide video
and audio to PCs.

Eutelsat and Loral Skynet have
reached agreement on the use of the
12.5°W and 15°W orbital positions

which provide transatlantic links.
Eutelsat II F2 was recently moved
to 12.5°W, Eutelsat's new Atlantic
Gate location, and will be followed
by Atlantic Bird 1 in mid -2001,
while Loral has just completed in -
orbit testing of Telstar 12 (previ-
ously known as Orion 2) at 15°W.

BSkyB has, for about £940m,
acquired a 24 per cent stake in
KirchPayTV, the main German
Pay -TV operator - it was recently
formed by consolidating DF I and
Premiere. As part of the deal, Kirch
has acquired a 4.3 per cent stake in
BSkyB. Rupert Murdoch has for
several years sought such a deal.

Digital Video Development
Philips Semiconductors and Divio have announced a digital video (DV)
system for use in products such as cameras, recorders, plasma TV sets and
projectors. It consists of a Divio codec chip, a Philips FireWire communi-
cations chip set, analogue video and audio codecs and a microcontroller
chip. Products that use the system will be able to import, capture, edit and
distribute digital video. This ability to create DV content will provide an
entirely new range of video applications. The DV format is being promot-
ed as a standard for consumer digital equipment such as camcorders. It is
understood to be compatible with other industry standards including
MPEG-2.

The Divio chip replaces six/seven chips in other chip sets and has a data
rate of 25Mbits/sec.

DVD News
A Norwegian hacker has forced
Matsushita (Panasonic), Technics
and JVC to delay launch of the
DVD-Audio system by up to six
months. Panasonic and JVC had
been set to introduce the first DVD-
Audio players in Japan before the
end of December 1999: summer
2000 is now considered to be a
more likely date. The DVD format
uses a series of keys/codes to
scramble and unscramble the disc
data. An error in a commercially -
available DVD decoder software
package enabled the hacker to crack
the keys, making it possible in theo-

ry to copy a DVD disc on to a PC
hard drive and thence to a record-
able DVD disc - recordable discs
are due this summer. The hacker's
information was posted on the
internet. The rival Sony/Philips
Super Audio CD format is not
affected.

Pioneer has demonstrated its
domestic DVD-RW player, Model
DVR1000. The format is one of
three recordable DVD formats like-
ly to be launched this year, the oth-
ers being DVD-RAM (backed by
Panasonic, Hitachi and Toshiba)
and DVD+RW from Sony and
Philips.

Mobile Videophone
Orange intends to launch a mobile videophone in the UK this spring. A
number of UK companies are contributing to the development.
Cambridge Consultants is leading the overall technical design of the
handset and user interface, Celestica is providing hardware and may
manufacture the units, Motion Media is developing the video specific
application software and control protocols, NMI is to integrate the
Windows CE operating system while the University of Strathclyde is to
provide video compression software that it has been developing with
Orange for several years.

World CaIINET has announced that following its
introduction in Germany, Turkey and Australia the
company's TV e-mail system, called WilTV, will be
launched in the UK later this year. Further markets
under consideration include France, Belgium, Spain,
Italy and the Netherlands. The system provides
access to the internet via a TV set without the need
to pay a subscription charge to a digital broadcast-
ing company or buy or rent a set -top box: it will
be available via TV sets/STBs that incorporate a
M@ailTV module. This uses a chip se developed by
Zilog. Bush is to launch a 14in. set with the module
early this year, and upgrade receiver units will be
made available.

Up to five e-mail addresses per W set can be
provided. Text -based internet access and e -com-
merce will also be available. E-mail text can be
entered using either a remote -control unit or a
wireless keyboard. Connecion is via a standard
telephone line, using a local call number, with no
membership, registration or subscription fee. The
modem speed is 2 4kbits/sec.

A Chinese -language version, see photograph, is
being developed. Users will be able to enter
Chinese characters using a limited set of basic
strokes.

New from SoftCopy
SoftCopy can now supply Version 8 ot the computerised
index to Television, covering Volumes 38 to 49 (1988-
1999). The price of the 3.5in. HD disc is £36. There is
also a new fault report disc at £15, covering Volume 49.
For further details of these and other products available
from SoftCopy see page 247.

Show Dates
The Cable and Satellite Mediacast 2000 event is to be
held at Earls Court 2 on May 15 -17th. This year the
emphasis will be on convergent broadcast communica-
tions, i.e. delivering broadband services to homes.

This year's Electrical Retailing trade show will be
held at the National Exhibition Centre, Birmingham
on March 26 -28th. For further details apply to Steve
Bromley on 01737 855 351 or fax 01737 855 482.
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Satellite Notebook

Reports from

Chrisopher Holland

and

Hugh Cocks

Digibox RC Problem
A customer was more than pleased
to see me for a digibox installation
- his old Pace SS9200 analogue
system had died that very morning.
While installing the digital box I
found that the remote -control unit
had to be used very close to the
digibox for it to work properly.
There was no difference when I
replaced the digibox and its remote
control unit!

The clue to the cause of the
trouble was the fact that the TV
set's remote -control unit suffered
from the same insensitivity prob-
lem. In his frustration, while trying
to get the SS9200 receiver to work
that morning, the owner had
jammed in one of the remote -con-
trol unit's buttons. As a result it
was permanently sending an infra-
red signal in the direction of the
digibox, thus reducing the sensitivi-
ty of the box's infra -red pickup
sensor. C.H.

Meteorite Trouble
One afternoon in mid -November
we received a call from a customer
for whom we had recently installed
a digibox. He was very concerned.

"Do you still have a picture?" he
asked.

"Yes" I replied, "why?"
To cut a long story short, he'd

been listening to Radio 2 and had
heard a report on the imminent
Leonids meteorite storm and the
damage it could cause to satellites.
Shortly afterwards he had switched
on his digibox and seen the on-
screen message "no satellite signal
being received". Quite naturally, he
assumed that the satellite was in
trouble!

The remedy was straightforward.
I told him to disconnect the receiv-

er from the mains supply, wait for
thirty seconds, then reapply power.
A few minutes later he rang back to
report the good news that his
receiver was now working normally
and that the satellite hadn't gone
off air! C.H.

Enabling Canal Plus
Digital Cards
Those of us who have installed
digiboxes have become familiar
with the subscriber card enabling
process, mainly via the telephone
line and the receiver's modem or,
occasionally, manually via the tele-
phone to the Sky switchboard. On a
recent visit to France I had an
opportunity to see how it's done
with the Canal Plus digital system.
The signals are transmitted via the
Astra satellite system at 19.2°E, an
IF loopthrough being helpfully pro-
vided at the rear of the box in case
an analogue receiver is still in use.
The instruction booklet contains a
viewing card. There's no UHF
modulator, connections being via
scart sockets plus two standard
phono sockets for use with a hi-fi
system.

Once the receiver has been
installed, either by a dealer or the
owner, and the receiver's signal -
strength menu is well into the green
area, you get a screen which is
blank apart from the name of the
channel that's been tuned in. Even
the preview channel is blank except
for some scrolling text that indi-
cates upcoming programme high-
lights. To add to the confusion,
when changing channels the box
tells you (in French of course!) to
insert the viewing card even when
this has already been done. The
only indication that the card is OK
is that the preview channel doesn't

produce even rolling text when the
card has been removed from the
slot.

No contract is signed at the time
of purchase. The shop provides a
receipt with the receiver and card
number and the phone number of
the Canal Plus call centre. When
you ring up they run a check to
ensure that the box has been prop-
erly installed. You are asked to
select several channel numbers and
report the on -screen name present -
for example channel 33 Disney and
channel 81 History channel. Once
the call centre is satisfied that sig-
nals are being received from the
satellite, the box and card number
are taken together with the caller's
details and the address to which the
contract is to be sent. This has to be
filled in by the owner and returned
to Canal Plus. In the meantime the
receiver can be set to the preview
channel 8 to provide viewing and
left for half an hour while the card
is authorised.

Unfortunately there's no way of
telling when the card has been acti-
vated. It must be left in undis-
turbed, as no picture is seen on the
screen. After half an hour the card
has to be removed and the receiver
switched off (there's a real mains
on/off switch at the front of this
digibox!). You then switch the
receiver on again and re-insert the
card. Pictures are now seen.

A phone line connection is pro-
vided for pay films, also a slot for
insertion of a smart -type credit card
- though home shopping doesn't
seem to be available as in the UK.
The various free -to -view Astra
19.2°E channels, such as RAI 1,
Egyptian TV and Travel Channel,
are available - but only when the
card is in the slot. Otherwise they
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are not seen.
According to the Canal Plus

instruction book the French word
for a remote -control unit is now Le
Zapper. The Canal Plus list of
channels is available via a favourite
list that's called Le Zap Liste. C.H.

Pace SS9000/9200
These receivers still occasionally
come in for repair. Replacing the
electrolytics in the power supply
can work wonders for overall pic-
ture quality. Even when all the
main ones have been replaced how-
ever there is often sufficient ripple
in the output from the power supply
to confuse a universal LNB, which
can switch to high band (11-7-
12.75GHz). This is less than help-
ful: you are mislead by an apparent
no -signals fault because the recei-
ver doesn't find any analogue sig-
nals. If a receiver with this ripple is
tuned to 10.977GHz H, the German
N3 channel should be seen - the
receiver is looking at the very bot-
tom end of the LNB's high -band
output.

A simple way to remove the rip-
ple from the receiver is to cut link

LK205, which carries the supply to
the tuner, and fit a choke in its
place. A suitable one can be found
on a scrap 9000 or 9200 panel - it's
L3, which is adjacent to the 5V rec-
tifier diode D13. This will restore
normal LNB tuning. LK205 is just
to the right of the tuner.

An alternative solution is to fit
the choke in an external box with
connection via two F sockets.
Connect a low -value (about 22pF)
capacitor across the choke to pass
the wanted IF signal. The connec-
tions inside the filter box must be
kept short - component lead
length has a significant inductance
in the satellite IF range (950-
2,150MHz). H.C.

SkyDigital Radio Listing
The table to the right lists the radio
stations currently available from
SkyDigital. BBC Radio 5 is encrypt-
ed and requires at least a free -to -air
viewing card. Talk radio requires a
minimum Sky viewing subscription.
All other stations are free -to -air and
can be received with a European
digital box. There's no station 925
yet, and nothing on 931-933. C.H.

SkyDigital Radio Listing

EPG Programme Frequency Pol

No. GHz

911 BBC Radio 1 11.798 H

912 BBC Radio 2 11.798 H

913 BBC Radio 3 11.798 H

914 BBC Radio 4 FM 11.798 H

915 BBC Radio 5 11.798 H

916 Classic FM 12.110 H

917 Virgin 12.324 V

918 Talk Radio 12.324 V

919 Classic Gold 12.110 H

920 The Mix 12.110 H

921 Planet Rock 12.110 H

922 Core 12.110 H

923 Capital Gold 12.324
924 XFM 12.324 V

926 BBC World Service 11.798 H

927 BBC Radio Scotland 11.798 H

928 BBC Radio Wales 11.798 H

929 BBC Radio Ulster 11.798 H

930 BBC Asian Service 11.798 H

934 BBC Radio 4 LW 11.798 H

HOW DOES YOUR EQUIPMENT MEASURE UP? AT STEWART OF READING THERE'S ALWAYS SCOPE FOR IMPROVEMENT!

TEKTRONIX 2445

4c 150MHZ

Delay Sweep Cursors Readout. Only £700

PHILIPS PM3217 - VERY GOOD OSCILLOSCOPE

Dual Trace 50MHz Delay
ainncelueo7t 2c,r:,treorbes, Pouch

E250-£300

Gould 0S300. Dual Trace 20 MHz. Lightweight.

Very good value.

Only

TN S IS THE BEST

CHEAP SCOPE

YOU WILL EVER

Gould 051100. Dual Trace 30 MHz.
BUY!!!

Delay. Very Bright. Supplied with

manual and 2 probes.
£200

TEKTRONIX 400 Series

468 Digital Storage Dual trace 100MHz Delay £550
466 Analogue Storage Dual Trace 100MHz Delay E250

485 Dual Trace 350MHz Delay Sweep £750
475 Dual Trace 200MHz Delay Sweep £450
465 Dual Trace 100MHz Delay Sweep £350

FLUKE SCOPE METERS
Models 93/96/99. Dual Trace 50MHz

+ Digital Storage etc.
Unused from £400 to £650

MARCONI 2022E

Syn AM/FM Sig -Gen, 10KHz-1.01GHz

Up to +10dBm output, phase mod, LCD display,
keyboard ent etc. Small lightweight

£525 5750

MARCONI 6311 Prop Sweep Gen 10MHz-20GHz......... .£375

H.P. 6657A Synthesised Sig Gen 100KHz-1040MHz.... ...£2500

H.P. 86568 Synthesised Sig Gen 100KHz-990MHz............£135
H.P. 8656A Synthesised Sig Gen 100KHz-990MHz..............£995

GIGATRONIC 7100 Synthesised Sig Gen 10MHz-20GHz....£5000

MARCONI 2017 AM/FM Phase Locked Sig Gen 10kHz-1024MHz

....£1200

GOOD SIGNAL PURITY

H.P. 864A AM/FM Sig Gen 500KHz-1024MHz £450

H.P. 8640A AM/FM Sig Gen 500KHz-512MHz.....................L200

H.P. 42754 LCR Meter 10KHz-10MHz............ £2750

H.P. 4192A LF Impudence Analyser 5Hz-13MHz................£5000

H.P. 8903E Distortion Analyser .1750
MARCONI 2305 Mod Meter 500KHz-2GHz from ...............£900
FARNELL AMM2000 Automatic Mod Meter 10Hz.2.46Hz Unused.. £1250

WAYNE KERR Inductance analyser 3245.......................... £2000

H.P. 81126 Pulse Generator 50 MHz.. .£1250

DATRON AutoCal Multimeter 5Y,-70 digit. 1065/1061A/1071......

.from F300-600

RACAL 1998 Frequency Counter 1.3GHz, IEEE

OSCILLOSCOPES

TEKTRONIX TDS350 Dual Trace 200MHz 1GS/Sec etc. Unused..

.E1500

TEKTRONIX TAS485 4 channel 200MHz etc. Unused.........£1100

H.P. 548106 Dual Trace 500MHz 2OWS. Unused ..............£2000

H.P. 546068 Dual Trace 100MHz 2OWS. Unused .£1000

GOULD 400 Dual Trace 29MHz 100M/S. Unused. £800

ISO -TECH 1514650 Dual Trace 50MHz Delay. Unused.......... £325

TEKTRONIX 2430 Digital Storage 150MHz 100MS/S. f1000

KIKUSUI C0S6100 5 Trace 100MHz Delay £425

TEKTRONIX 2205 Dual Trace 20MHZ ........
PHILIPS PM3092 2+2 Channels 200MHz Delay TB Cursors etc £950

PHILIPS PM3082 2+2 Ch. 100MHz Delay etc £800

TEKTRONIX TAS 465 Dual Trace 100MHz Delay etc £800

MARCONI 2610 TRUE RMS
VOLTMETER DIGITAL/ANALO E.

AS NEW ONLY £250

STEWART of READING
110 WYKEHAM ROAD, READING, BERKS. RG6 1PL
Telephone: (0118) 9268041. Fax: (0118) 9351696

Callers Welcome 9am-5.30pm Monday to Friday (other times by arrangement)

SPECTRUM ANALYSERS

H.P. 8562A 1K,iz22Ghz £9000

H.P. 8590A 10KHz-1.80Hz (75 ohms) .........£2,250

H.P. 85588 with Main Frame 100KHz-1500MHz.........£1,250

H.P. 853A (Dig Frame) with 8559A 100KHz-216Hz.... £2,750

H.P. 3582A Dual Channel 25Khz £1,500

ADVANTEST 1114131 10KHz-3.5GHz...... 42,750

MARCONI 2382 100Hz-400MHz High Resolution.......£2,000

MARCONI 2370 30Hz-110MHz ham £500

8 8 K 20338 Signal Analyser. £1,500

HP141 Systems 8553 1KHz-110MHz from. ... £500

8554 500KHz-1250MHz from £750

8555 10MHz-18GHz from £1,000

MARCONI TF2015
AM/FM Sig Gen 10-520MHz (IP

RACAL 9008 Automatic Mod
Meter 1.5MHz - 2GHz

A classic bench multimeter
Solartron 7045.47: digit bright
LED. Working with leads. Only

It's so cheap you should

have one as a spare £30

GOODWILL
GVT427 DUAL CHANNEL

AC

MILLIVOLTMETER
10# 300Vin 12 Ranges
Frequency 10Hz-1 MHz

Used £100 Unused £125

GOODWILL GFC 8010G FREQUENCY COUNTER Range

1Hz-120MHz 8 Digit Display 15mV r!".==r1
RMS Sensitivity Unused £75t0 iii

Classic AVO Meter -
A Digital AVO DA 116 3.5 digit

Complete with Batteries 8 Leads

Only 41)

THANOAR T0201 Digital Storage Unit 200 KHz £125

THANDAR TF830 Counter 1.3GHZ £125

THANDAR TG503 Pulse/Function Gen. 0.005Hz-5MHz .....£325

THANOAR TG502 Sweeptinction Gen. 0.005Hz-5MHz........£275

TEKTRONIX P61098 Probes with Readout.

SPECIAL
FOR ORDERS

or

BEFORE

whilst stock

OFFERS.
31st

lasts

JAN 2000

TEKTRONIX 2215 - Dual Trace 60MHz
Sweep Delay,

Includes 2 probes,

Now On

HC 3502 5mV-20V/Div; 0.2m secs -

Dual Trace 20MHz 0.5. Sealy; X -Y: 05
Magnifier; 1VSync etc.

Unused £140

.... POWER SUPPLY Model HSP3010
in 0-3UVoOs; 0-10 Amps Current Limiting

2 Meters.
£120

SOLARTRON 7150 DMM 6.5 digit

,.... _

FLUKE MULTIMETERS

TYPE 86504 4,4 digit 2A True RMS £75

TYPE 8010A 3Y) digit 10 Amps........... EH

TYPE 8012A TA digit 2 Amps........................... £40

H.P. 53156 Universal Counter 1GHz 2Ch. £80

RACAL 9918 Frequency Counter 10Hz-560MHz £50

FARNELL LF1 SINE/Sq Oscillator
10Hz  1MHz 41111110

LEVELL TG200DMPRC Oscillator 1Hz-1MHz Sine/Square.

Meter. Battery Operated.

(Batteries not supplied) £50

GOULD J3B Sine/Square Oscillator 10KHz-100KHz Low

Distortion ..Only £95

FARNELL 1.304 Bench PSU 0-30 Vohs; 0-2 Amps Constant DC

Outputs/Current. .Only £80

THURLBY PUMP, Digital 30 Volts: 2 Amps GPIB £150

MANY OTHER POWER SUPPLIES AVAILABLE

Used Equipment - GUARANTEED. Manuals supplied.
This is a VERY SMALL SAMPLE OF STOCK. SAE or Telephone for lists. Please check availability

before ordering. CARRIAGE all units £16. VAT to be added to Total of Goods and Carriage.
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Fig. 1: The
basic crystal -
detector radio
receiver circuit.
This was the
first application
of the crystal
diode.

All about Diodes
Peter Murchison describes diode development from the cat's wisker
device used in early crystal radio receivers to the current family of pn-
junction devices, on which the operation of modern TV sets so much
depends

When you look in the back of a TV receiver you
can't help but notice the large number of
diodes present, dotted about the entire PCB.

The power supply section probably contains the most,
with mains rectifiers, chopper power supply rectifiers,
one or two zener diodes and maybe an avalanche diode
to shut the circuit down should the output voltages rise
excessively. On the tube base panel you will probably
find clamp diodes and maybe another voltage -regulating
zener diode. There will be clamping, clipping and gating
diodes all over the place. You will find several high -
voltage diodes associated with the LOFT, and there will
be other diodes in the line output stage, for instance in
the EW correction circuitry with 110° tubes.

The Crystal Radio
The diode goes back to the very dawn of electronics,
when the first, simple radio receivers appeared. Fig. 1

shows the basic crystal -detector receiver circuit. The
transmitted RF signal is picked up by the aerial, the
varying signal current being passed to earth via coil Ll.
This coil induces current flow in the associated coupling
coil L2, which is tuned by C 1 to enable a particular
transmitter frequency to be selected. The signal thus
produced is of AC form, with positive- and negative -
going excursions both of which carry the signal infor-
mation. To obtain the audio signal we need only half of
this RF signal, either the positive- or negative -going
excursions. When connected as shown in Fig. 1 the
crystal rectifier, or detector, passes the positive -going
signal (connect it the other way round to obtain the neg-
ative -going modulation). C2 filters out the RF carrier

Crystal
detector

Headphones

wave, leaving just the audio to drive the high -impedance
headphones: in practice it might consist of the internal
capacitance of the headphones.

In the early days of radio the crystal detector consisted
of a small piece of mineral, such as zincite, bornite or
galena, which was in contact with a fine wire known as
the "cat's whisker". One side of the mineral was con-
nected to the tuned circuit, the other side providing con-
tact for the cat's whisker. The crystal was often housed
in a metal cup, with three screws used to lock it in posi-
tion and provide the electrical connection. The cat's
whisker was made of various materials depending on
the type of crystal in use.
This, the very first type of signal diode, was widely

used but had the drawback of being difficult to set up:
finding the most sensitive point could be a painstaking
and slow procedure.

The Thermionic Diode
The introduction of the superheterodyne radio receiver
introduced the need for IF signal demodulation (essen-
tially the process just described) and some form of auto-
matic gain control (AGC) to compensate for the effect
of varying signal levels. For many years thermionic
diodes were used for these purposes. AC mains radio
receivers also required a power supply rectifier, as did
the TV sets subsequently to appear. TV sets would also
have a detector circuit and probably a DC restorer diode
and boost HT and EHT rectifiers.

For detection and similar applications the Mullard
EB91 double -diode valve came to be used in vast
quantities. Fig. 2 shows how half an EB91 could be
used as a DC restorer in the video stages of an early
TV receiver. When a video signal (A) is capacitively
coupled from one stage to the next its zero reference
level is lost. It ends up rising above and below OV as
shown at B. This can be prevented by adding a clamp
(DC restorer) diode across the resistive part of the CR
coupling network. As soon as the signal tries to swing
negatively, the diode conducts, clamping it at OV. Thus
output D is the same as input C. Clamping remains a
very important feature in TV circuitry, but modern
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clamps tend to use a three -terminal device (transistor)
so that they can be switched on at a precise time. This
gives faster and more effective action, also greater
flexibility.

Early Solid-state Devices
Thermionic diodes were big and very inefficient in ener-
gy use. The Fifties and Sixties saw a shift to the use of
solid-state diodes in TV sets. Selenium rectifiers came
into use for mains rectification, and semiconductor
point -contact diodes for such purposes as vision and
sound detection. There was also the copper -oxide recti-
fier, which found limited use for detection and clamp-
ing. Thermionic diodes continued to be used in the
boost/efficiency diode position in line output stages,
because at the time solid-state devices couldn't stand up
to the high peak inverse current pulses present. GEC
however did produce such a diode, which was used in
the company's early colour sets.

Selenium and copper -oxide rectifiers are sort of fore-
runners of modern semiconductor devices. They were
known generally as metal rectifiers and are based on the
fact that certain metal oxides have semiconductor char-
acteristics. The copper -oxide rectifier consisted of a pure
copper element that was oxidised on one side. The same
principle was used to make selenium rectifiers. Their
action depends on the fact that electrons can pass more
readily from the conductor to the oxide layer than the
other way. One problem with these devices is that they
tended to run hot, so that cooling was required - hence
the fins with selenium HT rectifiers, which consisted of
a number of selenium rectifier elements connected in
series to achieve the required peak inverse voltage rating.
Metal rectifiers were not all that reliable, and their elec-
trical characteristics were not as clearly defined as those
of the modern semiconductor pn-junction diode.

The PN-junction Diode
Once the semiconductor (germanium or silicon) junc-
tion diode came along other forms of diode soon
became obsolete. How does it work? The junction
diode, see Fig. 3, consists of adjacent p and n sections
of semiconductor material. Impurity materials are dif-
fused into the pure semiconductor material to produce
in the crystal structure areas with a surplus (n -type) or
a deficiency (p -type) of electrons - this is called dop-
ing. The extra electrons in the n -type section act as neg-
ative charge carriers. Doping in the p -type section pro-
duces holes in the crystal lattice. These act as positive
charge carriers.
When such a junction is first formed, electrons are

attracted to the p -type section and holes to the n -type
section. There is electron -hole recombination in the
junction area, forming a 'depletion layer' - an area
depleted of charge carriers. The result is a potential dif-
ference across the junction, represented by the battery in
Fig. 3. It has a value of approximately 0.2V with ger-
manium, 0.6V with silicon.

The semiconductor diode conducts when its junction is
forward biased, as shown in Fig. 4. By biasing the p -
type section positively with respect to the n -type sec-
tion, electrons and holes are attracted to the depletion
layer. As a result the junction's reverse voltage is
removed and current (`forward current') flows through
the diode. Fig. 4 also shows the forward current/voltage
characteristic curve for the device.

When the externally applied bias voltage is reversed,
i.e. negative to the p -type section and positive to the n -
type section, the barrier potential is increased. This is
illustrated in Fig. 5. When the reverse voltage exceeds

50V-

A

50V-
lot

EB91

B

0

-25V

OV

-25V

-50V

- av

bl R5W6_1

Fig. 2: When a signal is passed through a CR coupling
network, the DC level is lost. This is illustrated at (a).
It's a problem with video signals, which rely on the DC
conditions to establish the black level. The solution is
to use a DC restorer diode, as shown at (b). The EB91
double -diode valve was commonly used for this and
other purposes in monochrome receivers during the
Fifties.

Battery represents
barrier potential at
junction without bias

P -type
semiconductor.
Excess holes

N -type
semiconductor.
Excess electrons

Depletion
layer

Patent;a1 borer
reduced to OV

P N

Current
flow

ED_ 5 971

+ Forward
bias

Forwardl
current

Fig. 3: The pn junction, which is
the basis of semiconductor
diodes. The junction is between
p and n regions of semiconduc-
tor material. The depletion layer
formed at the junction provides
a potential barrier that, for con-
duction to occur, must be over-
come by the application of a for-
ward bias voltage.

L_
0.2V

Forward voltage

Fig. 4: Application of forward bias to a pn junction and
the forward voltage/current characteristic.

Barrie
potential .ncreased Reverse voltage

P N

Leakage
current

- Reverse +
bias °

0.10

At 25'C

At 35.0

Reverse
current

.005,JA for silicon
SpA for germanium

- 015µA for silicon
10pA for germanium

Fig. 5: A reverse -biased pn junction and the associated characteristic
curves. The external bias reinforces the barrier potential. As the reverse
voltage is increased from zero, current caused by impurity carriers sub-
sides. It falls to zero at -0-1V. Thermally produced carriers are not affect-
ed by the bias, causing the flat reverse current characteristic.
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25V 30,-A

Load
RI

1D599]

Fig. 6: Use of a zener diode as a voltage stabiliser. In
this case a 25V supply is required, the load current
being 30mA.

0.1V, there is theoretically no current flow through the
device. But nothing in this world is perfect, and in prac-
tice some leakage current flows because of thermal
effects - heat tends to dislodge electrons from their
atomic bonds.

Basically the junction diode is a very efficient gate that
allows current to flow in one direction only. As such it's
an extraordinarily useful device. But the junction has
other characteristics that enable it to do much more. One
is that the junction capacitance alters as the reverse bias
is varied - this is called the varicap effect.

The Varicap Diode
Setmakers soon realised that this was an ideal way of
providing channel selection without the need for a cum-
bersome tuning capacitor. At VHF and UHF, only a
small capacitance change is required to tune across the
required band. This is easy to implement by varying the
reverse bias applied to a group of varicap diodes in the
tuner. All you need is a bank of presets and voltage -
selector switches, giving channel change at the press of
a button. One of the first tuners to use this principle was
the Mullard ELC1043 that served us so well in the
colour sets of the Seventies. It was the forerunner of
today's tuners, which rely on a micro -controlled phase -
locked loop to vary the channel selection bias.

The Zener Diode
The zener diode is designed to work in the reverse bias
region. It's used mainly in power supply circuits, where
it offers a simple and cheap means of providing a stable
voltage. To achieve this characteristic the zener diode
has a very narrow depletion layer, less than one micron
in width, and heavy doping is used.

Basic stabiliser operation is illustrated in Fig. 6. Little
current flows through the diode until its zener voltage is
reached. At this point there is an electric field stress of
some 500kV per centimetre across the depletion layer.
Covalent electron bonds in the layer are broken, and
there's a heavy current flow with virtually no change in
the zener voltage. This heavy current has to be limited
by including a series resistor (Rs), otherwise the diode
would simply overheat, exceed its current rating and
destroy itself.

The value of the series resistor is thus critical: if it's
too low, the diode will pass excessive current and burn
out. It's quite simple to calculate the value required
when designing a power supply. Assume for example
that we need a supply at 25V, 30mA which is to be
derived from a 95V ±5V supply. A 25V zener diode is
obviously required. If it's rated at 5W maximum, the
maximum current capability of the device will be (5 x
103)/25 = 200mA. Taking a half -way point, the current
through Rs will be 100mA, made up of 30mA via the
load and 70mA via the zener diode. The voltage drop
across Rs will be 95 - 25 = 70V. So the value of Rs

works out at
70/(30 + 70) = (70 x 103)/100 = 70052.

The nearest preferred value is 68052. The supply volt-
age can rise to a maximum of 100V. We can calculate
how much zener current there will be under these con-
ditions. There will be 75V across Rs, the current being

(75 x 103)/680 = 110mA (Is).

The zener diode current Iz = Is - Il, i.e. 110 - 30 =
80mA.

We can similarly calculate the minimum zener current.
With the supply reduced to 90V, there will be 65V
across Rs. So the current is (65 x 103)/680 = 96mA. The
zener current will be 96 - 30 = 66mA, which is well
below the permitted maximum of 200mA calculated
previously.
These calculations can be helpful in the workshop

when repairing a zener-diode regulated supply - as we
found recently when repairing a small Cathay 14in.
colour portable. It had a simple zener-diode regulator
circuit to provide a 12V supply for the sound, IF and
field timebase sections of the set. The HT voltage had
risen by 10V, with the result that the feed resistor Rs and
the zener diode had been destroyed. As we didn't have
a service manual, we were uncertain about the 12V sup-
ply's current consumption. We obtained the zener cur-
rent from data tables. To get an idea of the supply cur-
rent, we temporarily connected a 7812 regulator in place
of the zener diode -resistor combination, with a meter in
series with the output to indicate the load current Il.
Having found a value for Il, we were able to calculate
the value of the series resistor in the zener diode net-
work.

Before doing this we had to repair the main power sup-
ply - by replacing a couple of dried out 471.11 elec-
trolytic capacitors on the primary side of the chopper
circuit.

The Avalanche Diode
Had the HT voltage in the Cathay set risen by just a few
more volts yet another type of diode would have come
into operation, placing a dead short across the HT sup-
ply. This would have shut down the power supply by
blowing the mains fuse. The diode is the avalanche type.
It's a simple, handy form of protection that can be used
where cost is a prime consideration.

As the reverse bias applied to a pn junction is
increased, the field across the depletion layer reaches a
very high level (hundreds of kV per cm.). This field
accelerates the reverse saturation current carriers. They
collide with the atoms in the depletion layer, and have
sufficient kinetic energy to dislodge further electrons,
creating hole -electron pairs. These additional carriers
are in their turn accelerated, providing yet more free car-
riers to add to the reverse current, which is multiplied to
a very high value.

This is the avalanche -diode protection system used in
many TV sets. Avalanche diodes are available with var-
ious breakdown voltage ratings from 5.5V to 2kV. The
breakdown voltage is determined by the level of semi-
conductor material doping.

In Conclusion
We have looked at the history of diode development and
at the types that are most commonly used in today's
domestic TV equipment. It is all thanks to the versatile
pn junction, which is a far cry from the early crystal
detector. When a second pn junction is added you get
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Television reader offer:
xl, x10 switchable
oscilloscope probes,
only £21.74 a pair,
fully inclusive*
*Additional pairs as part of the same order, only
219.24 each pair.

Please supply the following:

Probes

Total

Name

Address

Postcode Telephone

Method of payment (please circle)

Cheques should be made payable to Reed Business

Information

Access/Mastercard/Visa/Cheque/PO

Credit card no

Card expiry date Signed

Please allow up to 28 days for delivery

Seen on sale for £20 each, these high -
quality oscilloscope probe sets
comprise:

 two xl, xl 0 switchable probe bodies
 two insulating tips
 two IC tips and two sprung hooks
 trimming tools

There's also two BNC adaptors for using
the cables as 1.5m -long BNC-to-BNC
links. Each probe has its own storage
wallet.

To order your pair of probes, send the
coupon together with £21.74
UK/Europe to Probe Offer, Jackie Lowe,
Quadrant House, The Quadrant, Sutton,
Surrey SM2 SAS.

Readers outside Europe, please add
£2.50 to your order.

Specifications

Switch position 1
Bandwidth
Input resistance
Input capacitance
Working voltage

Switch position 2
Bandwidth
Rise time
Input resistance
IMO
Input capacitance
Compensation range
Working voltage

DC to 10MHz
1 MQ - i.e. oscilloscope i/p
40pF+oscilloscope capacitance
600V DC or pk-pk AC

DC to 150MHz
2.4ns
1 OMS2 ±1 % if oscilloscope i/p is

12pF if oscilloscope i/p is 20pF
10-60pF
600V DC or pk-pk AC

Switch position 'Ref'
Probe tip grounded via 9MS2, scope i/p grounded



Hurling is Europe's
oldest field game.
Our heading picture
shows Limerick's
Jack Foley getting in
front of Cork forward
Kieran Morrison at
Limerick.

The Setanta subscription
sports channel has recently
gone digital and is now
available via the NSS K satel-
lite. So a new receiver has
been introduced. Hugh Cocks
describes its operation

The Setanta Sports
Digital Receiver

The Irish subscription satellite sports service
Setanta is available to pubs and clubs throughout
the UK and Europe. It is also available in North

America and Australia, though the encryption system in
use in those areas may be different.

Until recently Setanta used the Telecom 2C satellite at
3°E, with encryption a variation of the familiar
VideoCrypt analogue system used by Sky. The receiver
supplied to establishments that subscribe to Setanta was
usually a modified Pace VideoCrypt type. 2C's foot-
print in southern Europe is relatively poor however.
That, combined with the inevitable change to digital,
has meant a change of satellite and the adoption of a
new MPEG-2 based digital encryption system.
The new satellite selected was NSS K at 21.5°W,

which provides pan-European coverage using a relative-
ly small dish. Transmissions are at 11.627GHz V, with
a symbol rate of 6,111 and FEC of 2/3. The encryption
and subscription management systems are supplied by
Irdeto/Mindport, which is active in various digital mar-
kets throughout the world.

Receiver description
The receiver supplied by Setanta for the new service is
the Irdeto DSD660, which has an IF loop -through and a
sound subcarrier output that's software selectable
between 5.5 or 6MHz via the ch. 21-69 UHF modulator.
It seems to have originally been intended for the South
African market, and is made there.
The viewing card is inserted at the front right-hand

side of the unit. Irdeto uses a separate conditional -access
module that slots into the receiver for the Dutch digital

package via Astra at 19.2°E, but with the DSD660
everything is self-contained. The receiver's menu struc-
ture is very similar to that used for reception of the
Dutch digital system however.

The advanced options menu
Photo 1 shows the main menu. When you have selected
the advanced options submenu (Photo 2), then selected
"change dish installation", you are prompted to enter a
PIN code. This, from the factory, is preset at 9949.

The first item in the change dish installation menu is
the LNB configuration submenu (Photo 3), which has
six LNB setup options. These provide DiSEqC com-
mand and tone burst selection in addition to the usual
LNB power and frequency adjustments, see Photo 4.
The DiSEqC switching facility could be useful with an
installation that has a common downlead from the roof
and where satellite switching is required. There are six
different options here, though this does seem like
overkill, especially as the receiver will produce a picture
only with a Setanta Sports signal (see below).

When you revert to the change dish installation sub -
menu and select signal setup you can search through 24
different default frequencies. Signal setup 1 (home) is
preprogrammed with the Setanta signal characteristics,
see Photo 5. All the other 23 signal set options must
have line one (signal source) disabled.

Setanta transmissions are available only occasionally.
The receiver will carry out a search at each of the
enabled default frequencies. Photo 6 shows what you
get at 11.627GHz when there is no Setanta signal pre-
sent. If other signal setups are enabled, after a few sec -
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onds the on -screen search frequency will go to the next
one. When a signal is found, the search routine stops.
The receiver won't revert to the Setanta until the signal
it has found goes off -air. Unfortunately Setanta normal-
ly goes live with a signal just prior to a sporting event,
so the receiver must have only signal setup 1 (home)
enabled in normal use otherwise the big match is unlike-
ly to be seen.

Signal setup 24 is preprogrammed with a Reuters
downlink frequency that's on -air all the time via NSS K.
It's useful to enable this signal setup during an installa-
tion. The receiver won't display a picture even when the
Reuters signal is unencrypted (it usually is). Instead it
displays the message "E37 reserved for future use" with
any signal it locks to except Setanta.

The third option in the change dish installation menu,
tune DSD, forces the receiver into the search mode, the
result being a display such as Photo 6. Unfortunately it
also takes you right out of the setup menus, so you have
to repeat entering the PIN number etc. to get back to the
same position.

Option 4 in the change dish installation menu, reset to
factory defaults, is useful though not essential with this
receiver. If you've been experimenting with different
settings and are unsure of all the receiver's current
parameters, this option will default the receiver to look-
ing for only the signal setup 1 (home) with a universal
LNB, no DiSEqC commands and the modulator's out-
put on ch. 42 with a 6MHz system I sound subcarrier.

Option 5 enables or disables the tuner's IF loop -
through facility.
When you return from the change dish installation

submenu to the advanced options menu, the next option
down is signal detection. This provides a useful check
on the received signal, see Photo 7, though dish align-
ment is best carried out with a spectrum analyser and
then checked with an MPEG-2 digital receiver, such as
the Nokia 9600 or 9800, that can receive unscrambled
single channel per carrier (SCPC) signals. Receivers,
such as the Sky digibox, that will tune only MCPC
(multiple channels per carrier) signals cannot resolve a
relatively low symbol rate (narrow bandwidth) signal
such as the Setanta one.
The third option in the advanced options menu is

"information". This gives access to three submenus that
list the software and hardware in the receiver. It should
not be required for installation purposes.

TV Installation
The fourth option in the advanced options menu is TV
installation. This submenu has five options, TV type,
aspect ratio, UHF tuning, scart source and scart video
output. The first switches the UHF modulator's sound
subcarrier frequency (5.5 or 6MHz), the second the
aspect ratio (4:3 or 16:9) while the third enables the
UHF output to be set between chs. 21 and 69.

Photo 8 shows the test pattern produced for modulator
tuning. It usually displays the frequency as well as the
channel number and is identical to the Dutch Irdeto
receiver's UHF test pattern.

The fourth and fifth options in this submenu enable all
three scart sockets at the rear of the receiver to be indi-
vidually programmed for the installation's require-
ments. This is a very handy feature that should be incor-
porated in all modern digital satellite receivers, see
Photos 9 and 10.
Option 5 in the advanced options menu, change

modem settings, would enable an external telephone
modem to be programmed. A modem is not supplied
with the Setanta receiver however. Option 6 enables the
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ess  and  to select option
selection

ange Dish Installation

Signal Detection

Information

V Installation

Change Modem Setting,.

Local Time

ip

Tune DSO

Reset to Factory Defaults

LoopThrougtr Mode

Plitt  and  to select option

LNB Mode

Lo frequency
LN8 Hl frequency

DiSEqC CNID

Tone Burst

ess  and V to change selection
sess 4 and  to set the LN8 power On/ Off

finished or EXIT to cancel

Frequency:

Symbol Rate:

Polarisation:

FEC:

Dual
: None

Press  and  to change selection
Press I and  to Enabler Disable swim' Source
Press ON when finished or EXIT to cancel

Photo 1: The
Setanta receiv-
er's main menu.

Photo 2: The
advanced
options sub -
menu.

Photo 3: The
change dish
installation
sub-submenu.

Photo 4: The
LNB setup 1
display.

Photo 5: The
signal setup
option 1 (home)
display.
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Photo 6: The
screen display
when no
Setanta signal
is present.

Photo 7: The
signal detection
display.

Photo 8: The
UHF output
tuning display.

Photo 9: The
start source
display.

Photo 10: Scart
video output
display.

Coarse Tune

Signal Strength : 0 A,

Frequency: 1162T Polarisation Vertical
Symbol Rate: 6100 FEC: 3/4
NB Selection:

1

UHF Channel
.588

UHF Frequency
84725 MHz

Press OK to save
Press EMT to cancel

TV SCART Source

AUX1 SCART Source

Press 4 and 11. to change the source
of the VCR SCART
Press OK when finished or EXIT to cancel

Perse. If. t.

fettle VCR SCART
Press OK when Ittia,l.

local time to be set. This is displayed on a programme
information banner at the bottom of the screen for s few
seconds when Setanta is first selected. Many MPEG-2
receivers do this. We have now covered all the options
in the advanced options menu.

Main menu
Returning to the main menu (Photo 1), the first option
provides selection of different languages. This was no
doubt originally intended for the South African market.
Option two, parental guidance, is not really relevant
with Setanta. Option three adjusts the time duration of
the information box at the bottom of the screen when the
channel is first selected. Option four would enable
received channels to be organised in a preferred order -
in this application there's only one channel however!
Option five is a mailbox facility that might possibly be
used in the future.

Receiver installation
In my part of Europe (Portugal) a 1.2m dish is recom-
mended for Setanta, though a smaller one will suffice in
the UK. Dish installation is best carried out with a spec-
trum analyser to identify the satellite. If in doubt as to
whether you have the correct one, you should fmd a
Reuters signal which is normally present at 11566GHz
V, with SR 5,632 and FEC 3/4. You get some analogue
signals via this satellite, particularly at around 11.6GHz
V at the weekend, but there are no permanent analogue
signals here any more. If you have intemet access, up-
to-date transponder listings can be found on

http://www.lyngsat.com
Select the European listings and click on NSS K 21.5
west. There is no particularly powerful satellite nearby
to cause confusion, the nearest one being Intelsat 605 at
27-5°W - it still transmits the SIS bookmakers' feed in
B -MAC analogue form at about 11.6GHz H.

LNB skew setting is of course critical. Because the
satellite is to the west, not east as usually, the LNB has
to be turned clockwise a little (when looking into the
front of the dish), not clockwise as with Eutelsat and
Astra. Skew can be fine tuned using the signal detection
menu (Photo 7) - tune for maximum deflection.

One problem with the receiver is that if there's no sig-
nal a relay clicks intermittently. Sometimes there's no
Setanta signal for up to a week at a time - transmissions
are mainly on Sunday afternoons. For schedule infor-
mation go to

http://www.setanta.com
Because of this clicking, one receiver we installed
recently is normally switched off at the mains until just
before a transmission starts.

There's a second potential gremlin. Once the receiver
has found a Setanta transmission it goes to standby and
has to be switched on using the remote control unit or
the front panel button. When no signal is being received,
the front panel display normally shows three horizontal
flashing lines. Once the frequency has been found, the
display changes to a rotating circular pattern. Then the
receiver goes to standby with just a single dot on the
front panel display. There's scope for confusion here
but, fortunately, everything has worked well - so far!

The name Setanta is taken from Irish legend and is
known to all Irish schoolchildren. A nephew of King
Conor Mac Neasa of Ulster, who as a boy was Ireland's
first great hurling hero, he is famous for slaying a mag-
nificent hound with his hurling stick and sliotar and
from then on was known as Cuchulainn - the hound of
Culainn. Treasa Ni Mocleir
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Line Output Transformers
PartIts
ALBA
3714002
043714002J
43700000

AMSTRAD
3714002
043714002J
43700000

FERGUSON
06 D-3-084-001
06 D-3-087-001

HINARI
3714002
043714002J
43700000

HITACHI
2424593
2433751
2433752
2433891
2433893
2433952

LOTO2

LOTO2
LOTO2

LOTO2
LOTO2
LOTO2

1200p
1200p
1200p

1200p
1200p
1200p

L0T23 1200p
L0T23 1200p

LOTO2
LOTO2
LOTO2

LOT44
LOTO1

LOTO1

LOT23
LOT23
LOT33

1200p
1200p
1200p

900p
1300p
1300p
1200p
1200p
1000p

PIANO Code
HITACHI continued
2434141
2434274
2434393
2434593
2435006
2436201
2433891H

MATSUI
3714002 LOTO2
043714002J LOTO2
43700000 LOTO2
7140021 LOTO2

MITSUBISHI
731003 LOT51
334 P 18506 LOT51

ORION
3714002
043714002J
43700000

PANASONIC
TLF 14512 F

LOT33
LOT44
LOT405
LOT44
LOT401
LOT90
LOT23

LOTO2

LOTO2
LOTO2

Price Part No

1000p
900p

2250p
900p

1700p
1000p
1200p

1200p
1200p
1200p
1200p

1550p
1550p

1200p
1200p
1200p

LOT39 1850p

TLF 14520 F
TLF 14521 F
TLF 14567 F
TLF 14568 F
TLF 14584 F
TLF 14586 F

PHILIPS
3119 108 31260
3119 198 62930
3122 138 36920

3122 138 36922
3122 138 36923
3122 138 37620
3139 128 30400
4812 140 10369
4812 140 10421
4822 140 10274
4822 140 10306
4822 140 10381
4822 140 10384
AT 2076 / 10

Cod
PANASONIC continued

LOT40
LOT
LOT
LOT40
LOT41
LOT42

LOT90
LOTE7

LOTE7

LOTE7

LOTE7

LOTTO

LOTTO

LOTTO

LOTS()

LOTt23
LOTE7

LOTt28
LOTt27
LOTE7

Price

1500p
1850p
1850p
1500p
1700p
1700p

1000p
1000p
1000p

1000p
1000p

1000p
1000p
1000p
1000p

1100p
1000p

1300p
1550p
1000p

Part No
SAISHO
3714002
043714002J
43700000
7140021

SHARP
RTRNF 1220 CEZZ LOT39 1850p

SONY
1-439-332-41
1-439-332-42
1-439-332-52
1-439-387-11
1-439-387-21

TOSHIBA
2433751
23236098
23236198
23236255
23236425
23236428

Coda aka

LOTO2
LOTO2
LOTO2
LOTO2

LOT100
LOT101
LOT100
LOT311
LOT311

LOTO1

LOT288
LOT288
L0T289
LOT288
LOT289

1200p
1200p
1200p
1200p

1500p
1450p
1500p
1450p
1450p

1300p
1400p
1400p
1300p
1400p
1300p

Many many more LOP1TS
in Stock...

Please ring for ones not listed A

AMSTRAD
VCR1000,VCR2000,VCR6000 VCR6100,VC R6200,VC R8600,
VCR8602,VCR8700,VCR9005 DD8900,DD8904,TVR4

ORDER CODE : VH93 PRICE : £7.00 + VAT
FISHER

FVHP420,FVHP510,FVHP520,FVHP530,FVHP615,FVHP618,
FVHP620,FVHP622,FVHP710,FVHP711.FVHP715 etc

ORDER CODE : VH16 PRICE : £9.00 + VAT
HINARI

VXL8,9,10,VXL11,VXL19,VXL30,VCR34H,VTV100,VTV200,H13V
ORDER CODE :VH94 PRICE : £11.00 + VAT

HITACHI
VT522,VTM212,VTM620,622,'20,722,822,922,925

ORDER CODE : VH4C0 PRICE : £11.00 + VAT
VT540,VT545,VT546,VT548,VTD660,VTD665,VTM598,VTM640
VTM645,VTM646,VTM730,VTM731,VTM735,V-M736 etc

ORDER CODE : VH533 PRICE : £14.00 + VAT

JVC & FERGUSON
BR1600,HRD140,HRD141,HRD142,HRD143,HRD150,HRD152,
8947,8948,3V42,3V44,3V45,3V46,3V47,3V52,3V54,3V55,3V56

ORDER CODE :JVC3HSSVA PRICE: £8.00 + VAT
HRD154,HRD160,HRD170,HRD171,HRD210,HRD211,HRD217,
HRD310,HRD320,HRD321,HRD350,HRD521,HRD522,...etc
8950,8951,3V64,3V65,FV10,FV11,FV20,FV21,FV26

ORDER CODE : VH04 PRICE : £7.50 + VAT
HRD725,HRD755,3V43,3V53

ORDER CODE : VH08 PRICE: £18.00 + VAT
8930,8931,8933,8940,3V29,3V30

ORDER CODE : VH200 PRICE: £5.50 + VAT
BR9060,HRD330,337,440.441,637,641,660,67C,720,730,740,820
HRFC100,SR3300MS,FV44L

ORDER CODE : VH379 PRICE : £11.50 + VAT
MITSUBISHI

HS349,HSE27,HSE31,HSE32 HSB27,HSB31,HSB32,HSM33,
HSM34,35,37G

ORDER CODE : VH324 PRICE : £14.50 + VAT
HSE30,HSB30

ORDER CODE : VH326 PRICE : £14.50 + VAT
HSB12,HSE12,HSE22,HSM16G,HSM18,HSM23,HSM25,HSM30

ORDER CODE : VH380 PRICE : £14.00 + VAT

MITSUBISHI continued
HSM20,HSM55

ORDER CODE : VH548 PRICE : £15.00 + VAT
HSB52,HSE50,52G,HSM36,50,54 55,57,58,60

ORDER CODE:VH450 PR10E:£27.00 + VAT

NATIONAL PANASONIC
NV300,NV322,NV332,NV333,NV340,NV390,NV2000,NV2010,
NV3000,NV7000,NV7200,NV7500,NV7800,NV7850,NV8170,
NV8200,NV8400,NV8600,NV8610,NV8620

ORDER CODE : VH10 PRICE : £6.25 + VAT
NV100,NV200,NV370,NV380,NV630

ORDER CODE : VH35 PRICE : £6.00 + VAT
AG5150,AG5250,NVF65,NVH75,NVH77

ORDER CODE : VH405 PRICE : £18.00 + VAT
NVJ30,NVHJ33,NVL10,20,NVL21.NVG30,NVG31,NVG40,
NVG130,NVJ37,NVG40,NVG42,NVSD30,NVSD1OEE,NVSD11,
NVSD2,NVSD30,NVSD35

ORDER CODE : VH41 PRICE : £7.50 + VAT
NV730,NV730F,NV770 4 HEAD

ORDER CODE : VH32 PRICE : £10.50 + VAT
AG6024.NVG33,NVG46,NVL23,NVL25,NVL28,NVJ47,NVJ49,
NVJ700PX,NVSD2OEE,NVSD400 NVSD44,NVSD45

ORDER CODE : VH42 PRICE : £9.25 + VAT
NVG20,NVG21,NVG22,NVG25,NVG28,NVG200,NVD48

ORDER CODE : VH82 PRICE : £10.00 + VAT
NVG7,NVG9,NV230

ORDER CODE : VH111 PRICE : £7.00 + VAT
NVSD40

ORDER CODE : VH505 PRICE : £10.50 + VAT
NVJ45,NVJ47

ORDER CODE : VH498 PRICE : £10.00 + VAT
PHILIPS

VR6460,VR6520,64VR60,VR642C
ORDER CODE : VH77 PRICE : £7.25 + VAT

20DV1,20DV2,20RW7,21DV1,210V2,21DV3,2SB01,2SE302,2SB1
1,2SB12,30DV2,VR201,VR202,VR203,VR2115,VR212,...etc

ORDER CODE : VH555 PRICE : £46 + VAT
SANYO

VTC5000,VTC5400,VTC600,VTC6000,VTC6010,VTC6500,
VTCM10,VTCM11,VTCM20,VTCM21,VTCM25 etc

ORDER CODE : VH45 PRICE : £18 + VAT

Please add £1 p+p and VAT to all orders
All components are brand new

We accept payment by Access , Switch , Visa , Cheque and Postal Order

All prices quoted are subject to availabilty and may be changed without
prior notice

SANYO
VHR1110,VHR1150,VHR1300,VHR1700,VHR2300,VHR2370

ORDER CODE : VH121 PRICE : £8.00 + VAT
VHR3200,3270,3100,3110,3150,3300,3400,3310,VHRD500

ORDER CODE : VH122 PRICE : f11.00 + VAT
VHR120,VHR130,VHR14,VHR141,VHR143G,VHR14SP,VHR151,
VHR15,VHR16,V-IR171,VHR220,VHR23 etc,VHRD4400,
VHRD4410,VHRD4500,VHRD4600,VHRD4610,VHRD6700 ..etc

ORDER CODE : VH469 PRICE :E31 + VAT
SHARP

VC671,VC779,VC787,VC790ET,VCA50,VCA501S,VCA505,VCA6
0,VCA602,VCA6C5,VCA615,VCD806,VCD810,VCD815,VCT610

ORDER CODE : VH240 PRICE : £14.00 + VAT
VC108,208,382,402,405,408,500,550,571,573,581,582,583,
VC5W20E,VC600,. etc,VCA10,VCA100,VCA102,VCA103,VCA1C
31,VCA103,VCA104,VCA105,VCA106,VCA111,VCA113 etc

ORDER CODE : VH56 PRICE : f8.50 + VAT
SONY

SLV275,SLV373VB,SLV410,SLV412,SLV427,SLV474
ORDER CODE : VH42 PRICE : £9.25 + VAT

SLVE7,SLVE8.SLVE9
ORDER CODE : VH588 PRICE : £36.00 + VAT

SLV615,SLV625,SLVE600,SLVE700,SLVE800
ORDER CODE : VH590 PRICE : £34.50 + VAT

TOSHIBA
V71,V73,V74,'J75,V77,V80,V81,V82,V83,V84,V85,V86,V87,V88

ORDER CODE : VH126 PRICE : £8.00 + VAT
DV90,DV96,DV97.NM3,V108,V109,V199,V200,V202,V205, V207
V209,V80,V93, V94

ORDER CODE : VH127 PRICE : £9.00 + VAT

continued
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We stock over 650 different video heads
covering over 2500 different models for the
following makes :

AIWA, AKAI, ALBA, AMSTRAD, BAIRD, BLAUPUNKT,
DAEWOO, DECCA, FERGUSON, FISHER, FUNAI,

GEC, GOLDSTAR, GRANADA, GRUNDIG, HINARI ,
HITACHI , JVC , LUXOR , MATSUI ,MITSUBISHI ,

ORION , PANASONIC , PHILIPS , SAISHO ,

SAMSUNG , SANYO , SHARP , SONY ,
TOSHIBA AND MANY MANY MORE

K.P. House , Unit 15 , Pop In Commercial Centre , Southway , Wembley , Middlesex . HA9 OHB England
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MAKE 8 MODEL

ALBA
SAT6600

AMSTARD
SAT250 SR950 , SRD2000 ,
SRD700,SRD950 , SRX1002 ,
SRX2001 , SRX301 , SRX501 ,
SRX502
SRD510 , SRD520
SRD540 , SRD545 SRD550
SRD500

BRITISH TELECOM
SVS300

BUSH
IRD150

ECHOSTAR
SR5500 EARLY PSU WITH ADJ.

FERGUSON
SRD 5 , SRD16
SRD4
SRV1

CODE

SATPSU2

SATPSU16

SATPSU3
SATPSU4

SATPSU17

SATPSU12

SATPSU12

SATPSU1

SATPSU11
SATPSU2

MAKE & MODEL

FINLUX
SR5700
SR5100

GOODMANS
ST700

GRANADA
KR1 , LR1 , LR2 M/N92MR1/A
HR 1, JR1
NR2 PR2
M92M R2

GRUNDIG
STR1
GIRD2000 , GIRD3000
GRD150 GRD250 , GRD280 ,
GRD300 , STR200S

HITACHI
SR -1050D

MASPRO
SRE250S/1 SRE 350S/1
SRE250S , SRE350S , SRE450S
ST5 , ST -12

CODE

SATPSU12
SATPSU23

SATPSU1

SATPSU1

SATPSU2
SATPSU8
SATPSU9

SATPSU1
SATPSU2

SATPSU20

SATPSU1

SATPSU1

SATPSU2
SATPSU20

MAKE & MODEL

MATSUI
RD600

MITSUBISHI
ST-PB10

NOKIA
SAT1500 , SAT1600
SAT1700 , SAT2200 , SAT2202
SU23

PACE
PRD700 , PRD800 , PRD900 ,
PSR800 , PSR900 , MRD950 ,
MRD960
MSS500 , MSS1000
MRD920 , SS9000 , SS9010
SS9200 , SS9210 , SS9220
SU2
MSS100 , PRIMA
APOLLO , MSS200 , MS290 ,
MSS300

PANASONIC
TU-SD200
TU-SD250

CODE

SATPSU20

SATPSU1

SATPSU2
SATP-

SATPSU1

SATPSU10

SATP-

SATPSU8

SATPSU9

SATPSU1

SATPSU9

MAKE & MODEL

PHILIPS
STU802/05M , STU804 ,
STU811 , STU824
STU801

STU3301
STU909
STU350

SONY
SAT 301 SATPSU10

THOMSON
SRD11 , SRD 14 SATPSU1

SRD7/8 , SRS3 , SRS4 SATPSU2

THORN
SAT99 SAT120 SATPSU1

TOSHIBA
SAT99 , TU-SD200 SATPSU1

TS540

CODE

SATPSU1

SATPSU2
SATPSU20
SATPSU22

SATPSU9

SATPSU10

CODE PRICE CODE PRICE CODE PRICE CODE PRICE CODE PRICE

SATPSU1 600p SATPSU4 600p SATPSU10 1230p SATPSU16 1250p SATPSU22 1050p

SATPSU2 550p SATPSU8 650p SATPSUII 650p SATPSU17 850p SATPSU23 650p

SATPSU3 600p SATPSU9 900p SATPSU12 1600p SATPSU20 600p

SERVICE KIT & UPGRADE FOR
ONWA TV CHASSIS

This kit is designed to be fitted to the following makes:
ALBA / BUSH
GOODMANS
JVC

AKAI
HINARI
MATSUI

Order Code : ONWAKIT
Price : £12 +vat

TDA 8178 S MOD KITS
These kits are designed to replace TDA8178S fitted to
Mitsubishi 21" , 25" , 29" and 33" TV's

21" & 25 "TV Kit 29" & 33" TV Kit
Order Code Order Code
MITSKITI MITSKIT2

Price : £3 + vat Price : £15 + vat

GENUINE PHOENIX KITS SUPPLIED

USE ONLY

GENUINE HpENIX

154(.6,ND SIR125. EtTIRtNICOS

ardifird11,114j
JVC FIELD OUTPUT REPAIR KIT

This kit is designed for the following models :

AV-295X1EK , AV-29SX1EN , AV-29X1EN1 ,
AV-295SX1PF , AV-295TS1PF

Order Code : JVCKITI
Price : £11 + vat

GENUINE PHOENIX KITS SUPPLIED

*

VIDEO
RECORDERS
Edition 5 1997

Over 300 pages packed with
more than 5500 faults for

different brands

Order Code : BOOK01
Price : £15.00 - no VAT

TELEVISION
Edition 7

This new A5 size guide lists
more than 9600 faults and in

approx. 474 pages in size.

Order Code : BOOK02
Price : £16.50 - no VAT

(plus £2 Postage)

Part No Price Part No Price
KSS 152 A £13.00
KSS 210 A £10.50
KSS 210 B £15.00
KSS 240 A £16.25
KSS 213 B £11.50

KSS 213 C £11.50
OPTIMA 6 S £11.50
OPTIMA 5 £11.50
RCTRTH 8151 £20.00
RCTRTH 8112 £15.00

BABY10
POWER SUPPLY

REGULATOR
FOR THE FOLLOWING MODELS :

AKURA CX10 C ,X11
TRAVELLERALBA ,

BOOTS CTV10 , NIKKAI BABY 10 ,
OSAKI P1OR AND MANY OTHER

TYPES
Order Code : BABY10

Price : £10 + vat

PlaystationTM Compatible
Laser Units

KSIVI 440ACM - For model 1002
(PU8 Laser - Earlier Models)

Price : £25.50 + VAT
Please call early as we may only have a

limited supply

SATELLITE REPAIR
MANUAL Edition 5
346 pages of receiver faults

plus notes and general
information such as many

useful button sequences for
resetting parental lock codes ,
restting installation choices to

factory defaults.

Order Code : BOOK03
Price : £16.00 - No VAT

SEMICONDUCTOR
COMPARSIONS

1999
With over 650 pages listing

more than 34,200
Semiconductors with suitable

alternatives complete with
descriptions and base

information

Order Code : BOOK04
Price : £19.00 - no VAT

(plus £2 Postage)

K.P. House , Unit 15 , Pop In Commercial Centre , Southway , Wembley , Middlesex . HA9 OHB England

Tel : 0208 900 2329
Fax : 0208 903 6126

Email : grandata.ltd@btinternet.com
Website : http://www.grandata.co.uk



SLx4.........4 Way Aerial Amplifier
the first choice for the professional aerial installer

"c -t- * Designed for TV , Satellite and FM Receivers
* 10.5db Gain on all ports
" Isolation between outputs > 22db
* Seperate UHF/VHF inputs
* Noise figure < 4db
* Digital Compatible
" Frequency Range : UHF 470-863 Mhz

VHF 47-230 Mhz
" CE and EMC Test Certified

Order Code : SLX4 Price : £13 + vat

Universal
Preprogrammed
Remote Control

Preprogrammec to cover all
major Brands of TV , Video .
Satellites and CD Players .

Replaces upto 8 differen:
remote controls

114  

With teletext & fastext functions

Order Code : RC9
Price : £10 + vat

Bulk Prices
5 pieces £45 + vat
12 pieces £96 + vat
24 pieces £168 + vat

Genie Universal
Remote Control

Replaces 3 infrared
remotes

Covers 1000's of models

Controls TV , VCR and
Satellite

Auto Code Search

Simple to use

Order Code : GENIE
Price : £9 + vat

Wizard Universal
Remote Control

Easy to use

Fully illuminated keypad

Full learning facility

Modern ergonomic design

Replaces upto 8 different infa
red remote controls

Pre-programmed for convienient setup

Order Code : Wizard
Price : £16.50 + vat

utto tibeit ,o6rnink 6,0D9

raDA(-41t v;alry taThla' Pfitt4A
r7 3 fe) l?ill oar r4If)Dit -$31 rbl
Altaty tcs)httbi FiAtc.:4t itkdr b4:411

r.4dim9t1.--P1=41it ItA olff

Universal Brand
Replacement

Remote Controls
Brand for Brand Replacement
Codeless set-up
Teletext and Fastext

Pre -Programmed for the latest
models

Replaces broken and lost remotes

13tancl 1Q:cIer COQ
Panasonic TV RCLINIO1M
Sony TV RCUNIO2M
Philips TV RCUNIO3M
Hitachi TV RCUNI04
Mitsubishi TV RCUNI05
Nokia TV RCUNI06
Samsung TV RCUNI07
Toshiba TV RCUNI08
Ferguson TV RCUNI09
Grundig TV RCUNI10
Goodmans/Alba/Bush TV RCUNI13M
Matsui/Hinaril/Orion TV RCUNI14M
Satellite RCUNI17

Price : £7.50 + vat

Magician Sky Digital VCR Alinm- t Kit
.. .. Control Contains

: 4. 1 (I I ii I
-.. .

" Remote
Spring Hook

... -. an. Operates all SKY digital TV box functions Circlip Pliers -,--

Micro Screwdriver
2 3

4 5 6

e 9

Operates combinations of TV , VCR & Cable/Satellite systems

Covers 1000's of popular brands

VCR Head Extractor

3 Reversable Screwdrivers

a 0
104,

Set of 7 Head & Tape path Aligners
-.3 ...Fe

ti ,. RCA Type Audio & Control Head positioning tool

a
Full teletext and fatstext functions RCA Adjustment tool for tape guide posts

RCA Type back tension tool
-we,. Tension Adjustment tool for various uses

' -.. Backlit device indicator keys VCR Adjustment tool

'- Set of 8 Allen Keys
0.77mm 0.90mm 1.27mm 1.50mm 1.60mm , 2.00mm

e,-viii' Order Code : MAGICIAN4 Price : £10 + vat
, , , ,

2.40mm , 300mm
Order Code : TOOL10

Price : £29.00 + vat

Tel : 0208 900 2329 Email : grandata.ltd@btinternet.com
Fax : 0208 903 6126 Website : http://www.grandata.co.uk



Grandata Ltd
istributor of electronic components

Universal
Head

Extractor

Hand tool designed
for extracting hard to
remove heads without

damage

Code : TOOL8
Price : £6.00 + vat

Voltage
Tester

A terminal screwdriver
incorporating

continuity and voltage
tester

Code :TOOL11
Price : £2.20 + vat

Service Tools
Spring Hook

Designed to unlock
springs in Audio tape
an video recorders

Code :TOOL20
Price : £2.65 + vat

Transparent
Adjustment

Cassette
Replaces a normal
videotape during
measurements,
adjustments &

inspection
Code :TOOL23

Price : £5.00 + vat

Desoldering
Pump

Code : S005
Price : £3.2C + vat

Video
Maintenance
Allen Keys

Set of 8 Allen keys
packed in a

plastic wallet,designed
for video maintenance

Code: TOOL9
Price : £1.25 + vat

Scart Adaptor Kit
(Economy 5 piece kit)
An inexpensive but versatile
connector kit for TV , Video ,

Satellite , Hi Fi & some
Camcorder connections.

ORDER CODE : PLG1
PRICE : £4.50 + vat

Ultimate Scart Kit
(Standard 11 piece kit)
A comprehensiie & practical
connector kit for TV , Video ,
Camcorder & Fi Fi (including
NICAM Stereo) connections.

ORDER CODE : PLG3
PRICE : £10.00 + vat

Scart to Phono
Adaptors

Output
Code : PLG17

Price : £1.00 + vat

Pro

111112tL.,

Input
Code : PLG18

Price : £1.00 + vat

Scart Cables
Description
Standard 9 Pin Connecbd (1.5 m)
Fully Shielded 9 Pin Connected (1.5m)
Rat Cable 9 Pin Connected (1.5m)
Standard 21 Pin Connected (1.5m)
Standard 21 Pin Connected (0.5m)

Code
PLG20
PLG21
PLG22
PLG23
PLG24

Standard 21 Pin Connected (5m) PLG25

Fully Shielded 21 Pin Connected (1.5m) PLG26
Cold 21 Pin Connected 1.5m) PLG27
Fat 21 Pin Connected ( .5m) PLG28

Price
90p
£2.20
£1.80
£1.15
85p
£3.00
£3.70
£4.20
£3.50

BL)2508A b-UT56A 65p M.115004

BU2508AF It,. BUW13A 200p MJ15015
BU2508D 130p BUZ80 135p MJ15016
BU2508DF 120p BUZ80AF 200p MJ15022
BU2520AF 170p BUZ90A 180p MJ15023
BU2520DF 225p BUZ90AF 280p MJ15024
BU2525A 325p BUZ91A 260p MJ2501
BU2525AF 220p IRF510 70p MJ2955
BU2525D 240p IRF520 75p MJE13007
BU2527AF 400p IRF530 75p MJE13009
BU426A 70p IRF540 100p MJE18004
BU508APH 60p IRF610 80p MJF18004
BU508D 75p IRF620 100p MJF18006
BU508DF 85p IRF630 75p MJF18204
BU508V 110p IRF640 150p MJW16206
BUF405A 200p IRF710 150p MJW16212
BUH1215 450p IRF720 85p S2000A3
BUH315 200p IRF730 125p S2000AF
BUH315D 175p IRF740 90p S2000N
BUH515 200p IRF820 90p S2055A
BUH515D 250p IRF830 85p S2055AF
BUH517 275p IRF840 85p S2055N
BUH517D 175p IRF9610 95p TIP121
BUH715 425p IRF9620 85p TIP122
BUT11A 35p IRFBC30 120p TIP125
BUT1AF 35p IRFBC40 210n TIP127
BUT12A 8 IRFZ44 161 TIP2955
BUT12AF ',1,111015 2' 'IP29A
BUT18A -11P3055

300p
250p
350p
400p
400p
400p
100p
55p

100p
100p
125p
175p
200p
350p
600p
350p
175p
90p

150p
175p
175p
150p
35p
30p
30p
35p
50p
22p
50p

TIP32A

TIP33
TIP33C
TIP34C
TIP35C
TIP36C
TIP41A
T1P41C
TIP42C
TIPL791A
AN5151
AN5601K
BA5406

21p

50p
60p
60p
65p
65p
20p
22p
22p
80p

200p
750p
180p

BA6209 85p
HA13150A 1150p
HA13151 875p
HA13152 800p
HA13153A 900p
HA13155 920p
HA13157 950p
LA4440 200p
LA4445 200p
LA4460 120p
LA4461 120p
LA4705 400p
LA7830 90p
LA7851 200p
LM1207N 450p
LM240

LM241C 65up
LM324 30p
LM339 35p
LM393 45p
LM723 40p
SAA1293 550p
SAB3035 275p
STK4131 480p
STK4141 II 420p
STK4142 530p
STK4151 680p
STK4152 650p
STK4171 900p
STK4172 I I 68C5
STK4191 7055

STK4332 365p
STK5331 300l
STK5332 180:
STK5333 650;
STK5337 501.:

STK5481 470-
STK5482 2850

STK73410 350p
STK73410Il 500i
STK7348 400L
STK73605 3755

STK73907 70l_P

STK7406 65C;

651;

ST522005
STR40090
STR4211
STR440
STR441
STR44115

450p
350p
315p
800p
950p
475p

STR451 800p
STR4512 400p
STR50103A 260p
STR54041
STR58041
STR59041
STR6020
STR61001
STR81145
STRD1706

320p
250p
300p
270p
475p
375p
360p

STRD1806 360p
STRD1816 350p
STRD4420 550p
STRD6108 450p
STRS6707 1000p
STRS6708 575p
STRS6709
STV9379
TA8207K
TA8215
TA8221AH
TA8227
TA8251AH

600p
400p
175p
300p
600p
250p

-A8427K 200p
TA8718N 550p
TDA1170N 85p
TDA1175 175p
TDA1180 120p
TDA1518BQ 240p
TDA1557Q 300p
TDA1558Q 300p
TDA2004 150p
TDA2005 150p
TDA2030 80p
TDA2030H 100p
TDA3562A 260p
TDA3653B 80p
TDA3653C 85p
TDA3654 80p
TDA4565 150p
TDA4600 200p
TDA4600 II 160p
TDA4601 120p
TDA4605 190p
TDA4950 100p
TDA8170 170p
TDA8171 230p
TDA8172 200p
TDA83500 275p
TDA8362N3 1200p
TEA1039 150p
TEA2018A 80p
TEA2037 200r

TEA2164 160p
TEA2260 225p
TEA2261 185p
TEA2262 275p
TEA5101A 300p
TEA5101B 175p
TEA5170 200p
UC3842N 60p
UC3842AN 80p
UC3843 80p

UC3843AN 80p
UC3844 70p
UC3844AN 80p
UC3845AN 80p
UPC1188H 350p
UPC1488H 115p

CAN'T FIND WHAT
YOU'RE LOOKING

FOR ?

Japanese Transisitors ,
Diodes , Voltage regulators,
LEDs,Triacs, Thyristors..etc

RING US AS THIS IS
JUST A SELECTION
OF THE 50,000
ITEMS THAT WE
STOCK

This advertisement is just a selection of our stock.
We also stock the following :

Video Heads , Pinch Rollers ,Belt Klts ,Idlers ,Service Kits , Video Motors , Cassette Housings , Audio Control Heads ,

Vlode Switches . Video Larr ps , Satellite Spares , LNB's , Back Up Batteries , Servicing Tools and Aids , Digital Multimeters,
TV Switches , Line Outptr. Transformers , Japanese Transistors , Linear IC's , Computer IC's , CMOS and 74 Series and

much much more III All at competitive p -ices
Please contact us if you cannot find the part you are looking for.

K.P House , Unit 15 , Pop In Commercial Centre , Southway , Wembley , Middlesex . HA9 OHB England



READER SERVICE

HELP WANTED
The help wanted column is intended to assist readers who require a part, circuit etc. that's
not generally available. Requests are published at the discretion of the editor. Send them to
the editorial department - do not write to or phone the advertisement department about
this feature.

Wanted: Power supply/line panel for the
Hitachi Model CPT2508 (G7P Mk 2
chassis) and a mains transformer for the
Hitachi Model CPT1646R. D.G. Harris,
30 Boundary Road, Chippenham, Wilts
SN15 3NN. 01249 444 275.
Wanted: Spare or scrap Sanyo VM-D6P
8mm camcorder. Particularly require the
cassette (door) cover. Bryan Potter, 10
Holmbury Close, Southgate West,
Crawley, Sussex RH11 8TG. 01293 407
567 (evenings).
Wanted: Mains on/off switch for the
Philips CTV portable Model
14CN3001/05B (NC3 chassis). Also ICs
to repair a no sound fault with the Thorn
Model CT514TN Nicam stereo sound
receiver (Daewoo CP365 chassis), or a
complete set with working sound. T.
Milverton, 121 Borrowdale Road,
Northfield, Birmingham B31 SQL. 0121
477 2044 (evenings).
Wanted: Front flap and IR receiver
`prism' for the Tatung TV Model
TU8711 (170 series chassis). Have for
disposal a Sharp VC381 VCR (as fea-
tured in Denis Mott's recent surveillance
system article) in good condition, free to
collector. Nicholas Arnold, 30 Mere
Road, Upper Wolvercote, Oxford OX2
8AN. Phone/fax 01865 556 991.
Wanted: Circuit diagram/servicing infor-
mation for the Royal DN1782G monitor.
Copies OK. R. Hamit, 36 Mill Road,
Cambridge CB1 2AD. 01223 516 674.
Wanted: Circuit diagram for the
Ferguson SRD4 satellite receiver. Les
Swain, 53 Park Road, Buckden,
Huntingdon PE18 9SL. 01480 811 058.
E-mail
leslie@swainmail62.freeserve.co.uk
Wanted: Chopper transformer, part no.
00D3-089-001, for the Ferguson TX100
chassis. Brian Long, Longster, Smerral,
Latheron, Caithness KW5 6DW. 01593
741 249.
Wanted/for disposal: Require circuit
diagram/service manual for the Saisho
TCR600 TV combination player.
Photocopies OK. Have for disposal a
number of repaired mains/battery mono
portables. R.E. Bailey, 22 Grebe Close,

Waterlooville, Hants P08 9UT. 01705
783 811.
Wanted: Copies of the April and May
1999 issues of Television. Costs will be
paid. Please phone the Television editori-
al office on 0181 652 8120.
Wanted: Complete lower drum assembly
and remote control unit for the JVC
Model HRD860 VCR. A complete scrap
unit would be fine. D. Kenney, 45 Bicton
Avenue, St. Peters, Worcester WR5 3TF.
01905 351 905. E-mail
dankenney@x-stream.co.uk
Wanted: Tuner unit for the Hitachi
Model C2564TN, also the ICs for posi-
tions IC3000 and IC100, types not
known; CTV
Model C16230WN; power supply for the
Sanyo Model VHR3300 VCR; power
supply for the JVC Model HRD170EK
VCR; display, PCB and facia parts for
the Mitsubishi B 10 VCR, complete
boards or units considered. Steve
Thomson, 51 Churchill Way, Manor
Estate, Stafford ST17 9PB. 01785 223
219.
Wanted/for disposal: Require a remote
control unit, e.g. RH880, for the
Ferguson TX89 chassis; also operating
handbooks for the Philips CD360 and
VR6870. Have for disposal three working
Philips Video 2000 type machines
(VR2020/2021), free to a good home; and
a new Philex remote for the Ferguson
TX10 chassis with stereo and text. S.J.
Sheppard, 12 Bedford Road, Harrow,
Middx HAI 4LZ. 0181 863 5150.
Wanted: LOPT for the Tatung Model
T21TD60 TV set (D series chassis) plus
service manual and/or circuit diagram
(photocopy OK). C. Irvine, 46
Sandringham Crescent, Moortown, Leeds
LS17 8DF. 0113 228 0999.
Wanted: Anything to do with pre -
Seventies radio and TV sets. Service
information, parts, valves, books etc. Will
travel anywhere to collect. I'm retired for
medical reasons and restore old radios
and TVs as a hobby. Steve Taylor, 11
Charnborough Road, Coalville LE67
4SF. 01530 832 695 or 07977 805 308.
Wanted: Melford Monitor Model DU2-

22C, working or non -working. Contact
Darren Bye on 01222 435 572
(Cardiff).
Free to caller: Advance AF signal gener-
ator Model Hl. Classic instrument with
handbook and circuit diagram. In full
working order when last used. Call or
arrange courier to colllect, but must
phone first. Len Knott, Belgae, 8
Woodford Close, Ringwood, Hants BH24
1UT. Phone/fax 01425 474 584.
Wanted: Circuit diagram, (photocopy
OK) for the Soundwave Model
CTV2003T. P. Smith, 38 Rancliffe
Crescent, Leicester LE3 1NQ.
Wanted: Lower drum assembly or com-
plete drum assembly for the Mitsubishi
Model HSB70 VCR. Paul Singh, Unit 4,
White City Retail Park, Chester Road,
Manchester M16 ORW. 0161 877 9391 or
0958 285 128.
For sale: Because of retirement I have
for disposal copies of Television from
1987-98 and contents of workshop
(TV/video manuals, two filing cabinets,
ten 64 -drawer storage cabinets, spares,
meters etc. - also TV sets and VCRs for
spares). All for sale, best offer. Can split
if required. Phone 0191 477 3664
(Gateshead) and ask for George.
Wanted: Service manual for the Radio
Rentals Contracts R6154 datatext 80
business terminal. R.A. Lord, 22
Elizabeth Crescent, East Grinstead,
Sussex RH19 3JA. 01342 325 149.
For sale: Canon portable VCR Model
VR10 with tuner, carry cases and video
camera Model VC1O. £120 or offer. Also
two Philips VLR700 LaserVision disc
players. Offers. E. Richman, phone or fax
0181 590 4947 (Ilford, Essex).
Wanted: LOPT for the Mitsubishi Model
CP1424B. The part no. appears to be
334B07701. C. Wass, 96 Whinmoor
Crescent, Leeds LS14 lEG. 0113 273
2565.
Wanted: Chopper transformer for the
Alba Model CTV4855; a TDA1770 IC;
and a Bang and Olufsen handset type
3747TV. Paul Bertley, 43 Breach Road,
Marlpool, Heanor, Derbyshire DE75
7NL. 01773 765 258.
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Satellite WORKSHOP
Jack Armstrong

Our heading
photo shows
the wall -plate
assembly, with
saddle -clamp
cable securing,
that caused the
digital Sky
problem. The
unshielded cen-
tre -core stub
radiates the
satellite IF sig-
nal, which is
picked up by
the adjacent
terrestrial aerial
connection.

Digital Sky
Funny how your ears can play
tricks. I could have sworn that the
lady's voice at the other end of the
phone said "this guy's ruining my
pictures".

"Huh? Which guy?"
"Not 'guy', 'sky- said the now -

irritated voice. "The sky is ruining
my pictures."

"Ah!" I exclaimed, "it's best to
keep paintings out of bright sun-
light. They can fade. Put them in a
darkened room."

"Which paintings? It's my
SkyDigital box that's the problem. I
can see the Sky drifting right across
the TV."

Some things can never be com-
prehended from the explanations
offered. I knew I was in this situa-
tion. So I asked a question that was
simple to answer.

"What's your address?"
"Address?"
"Yes. If you are local I'll come

round and have a look."
"How much?"
I groaned inwardly, anticipating

the reaction when I told her:
"That's cheaper than the last

man" she said. I almost fainted.
The problem was obvious when

I was able to see the TV display.
When the SkyDigital receiver was
on, a faint picture floated across the
terrestrial TV picture.

There was a mess of wires
behind the TV set. I had brought a
selection of cables with me, so I fit-
ted some very short (18in.) scart
leads. That seemed to help, but did
not eliminate the problem. I next
replaced the thin white 'clothes
lines' that dealers seem to love,
using double -screened RF leads
instead. The display was better but
still wasn't right. I needed to know
what sort of coaxial cable had been
used for the downleads, which were
terminated at a wall plate. When I
unscrewed this I saw that the satel-
lite coaxial cable was of good qual-
ity with a double screen of copper
foil and braid.

Unfortunately however the wall -
plate assembly used a saddle -clamp
system to secure the coaxial shield
and a screw terminal for the centre
copper core. As a result almost a
centimetre of the centre core was
unscreened. This might have been
acceptable with the outputs from
two terrestrial aerials, but was a dis-
aster with the output from an LNB
just millimetres away from the ter-
restrial cable termination (see pho-
tograph). The problem is that the
satellite centre -core stub acts as a
transmitting aerial, with pickup by
the terrestrial centre -core stub. A
centimetre is a significant length at
frequencies above a GHz, so it's
vital for connections to be shielded.

As a temporary measure I
removed the wall plate and used F
plugs with threaded couplers to
connect the cables separately. The
pictures were then perfect. I
returned later to fit a longer back
box and two separate wall plates,
both with threaded F connectors.
You will find these accessories at
Satcure's web site:
www.satcure.co.uk or www.netcen-
tral.co.uk/satcure

An Echostar SR7OVC
I couldn't quite catch the name of
the bent -up old boy who brought in
this Echostar receiver. It sounded
like Methuselah.

"How can I help you, Mr
Methuselah?"

"Mmf fmoked and gone dead"
he replied.

"Oh dear. Smoked and went
dead? But it is rather old. Would
you like to exchange it for this nice

Pace PRD800?"
"Mmf likely!" he said. "Mmf

one haf no silly menuf. Thatf how I
like it. Nife and fimple."

"Ah, nice and simple? Yes, I
suppose that's an advantage. OK,
I'll see what I can do. Leave it with
me and call back tomorrow Mr
Methuselah."

"Mmf ftop calling me
Mefufelah. Name'f Maffewf."

"Oh, OK Mr Mathews."
The Echostar SR7OVC was also

sold as the Connexions CX95A.
Thanks to Protel in London I have a
service manual for this model. The
receiver's cover is held by only
three screws, but you have to
extract another eighteen to remove
the circuit board.

I plugged the receiver in and
checked the outputs from the power
supply. According to my digital
multimeter the 5V output was way
down at 3V. I didn't believe it, so I
switched on my oscilloscope to see
what was present. There was a hor-
rible ripple where 5V DC should
have been. I pulled the plug
quickly.

The circuit diagram shows that
C601 is the reservoir capacitor for
the 5V supply. It read infinity when
I checked it with my Genie Plus
ESR meter, so it was clearly dead.
But out of interest I desoldered it
and checked it with my capacitance
meter. The reading was 67nF
instead of 3,300µF. A replacement,
rated at 25V, brought the receiver
back to life.

I didn't at first recognise Mr

The Echostar SR7OVC.
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Mathews when he returned to col-
lect his receiver. His back was
straight and he looked me straight
in the eye. Then he spoke.

"Ofteopafff!" he chuckled
through missing front teeth.
"Wonderful people these
ofteopafff. Muff better than my
ufeleff doctor."

Pace MSS200
I may have reported this fault
before, but the symptoms seem to
be different. So it's probably worth
another mention. After a power
supply repair the receiver didn't
produce any decoder messages and
the 'blue screen' couldn't be pro-
duced by pressing F then store.
When picture menu was selected
there was a blank screen. This sug-
gested missing sync pulses, and I
was right in suspecting the 1µF
electrolytic capacitor C109 that
lives next to the PTV111 sync sep-
arator IC.

This section of the circuit often
causes problems. In later produc-
tion C109 was changed from an
electrolytic to a multilayer ceramic
capacitor. You can understand a
reluctance to use one from the start:
it costs about ten times as much!

An extra production cost of ten
pence might not seem to be much,
but in my experience it can
become an extra pound by the time
the unit reaches the retail outlet. It
doesn't take much of this before
the cry "rip-off Britain, too dear!"
is heard. Unfortunately this places
pressure on manufacturers to fol-
low the Far Eastern practice of
using the cheapest components
available. With the help of modern
central heating and the use of hi-fi
cabinets (ovens!), in some cases
the cheap parts are lucky to last the
guarantee period.

The PTV111 sync separator chip
sometimes fails. It can usually be
replaced with the more readily
available TEA2130 or with the chip
in position U18 in Pace PRD series
receivers. Purists might argue that
the design parameters are fraction-
ally different, but if it works and
the customer is happy and wants
the job done cheaply an alternative
is acceptable.

Possibly the least reliable chip
in this model (and all its variants)
is the MSP3400 audio processor,
followed by the expensive and vir-
tually unobtainable PTV110 chip
that, amongst other things, carries

Test Case 446
Cathode Ray is a sort of jack of all trades in the TV and video
business. When he's not climbing ladders in icy weather to fix
dishes he could be trying to suss out the software set-up of the
latest 28in. widescreen TV or, as we saw a short time ago, get-
ting to grips with the workings of a twenty -year -old VCR. Ray
has at least been warm and dry in the workshop recently, repair-
ing rental and chargeable VCRs. Even here life has been no
cinch for him however, as two examples in a single morning
show! If only Ray would look at machines and mechanisms
more closely he would be more effective . . .

His troubles started with a Panasonic NVJ45. According to
the job card, the fault was "poor results with own recordings".
To be methodical, Ray started by confirming that playback of a
good recording was OK. The vision and sound on the workshop
test tape were reproduced very well. Ray then made a five-
minute recording of the workshop test pattern while he brewed
some coffee. The playback of this was terrible! There was no
colour in the picture, which continuously twitched sideways.
Even the sound was accompanied by a rhythmic wow effect. At
the end of the five-minute recording on the tape, the original
recording (made on another machine) came through fine, both
sound and vision. When the VCR's own recording was tried in
another VHS machine, the monitor TV's screen displayed a
mass of diagonal lines.

It seemed to Cathode Ray that there was an evil fault in the
VCR's recording circuitry, possibly in the servo department.
Not so. Look at the machine, Ray! Not even necessarily inside
it!

Jack Armstrong is willing to try to sort out
readers' satellite TV receiver problems by e-
mail. You can reach him via the Internet web
site at:

http://www.ukstay.com/jack

If you have no internet access you can write to
him c/o Television, Room L302, Quadrant
House, The Quadrant, Sutton, Surrey SM2 5AS.
Please enclose two first-class stamps.

out A -D and D -A conversion for
the decoder circuit. I sometimes
wonder whether the cause of fail-
ure is the 5V supply, which is
often high - I've measured it at
5.5V in many receivers. When it's
as high as this I reduce it to about
5.15-5.25V by fitting a slightly
lower -value resistor in position
R55. This surface -mounted resistor
has a nominal value of 9.1ka It's
connected to pin 8 of U3
(TEA2018A) and is in parallel with
a lki2 resistor. Do not replace the
1 kf/ resistor by mistake or you will
get expensive smoke from every
chip that's connected to the 5V
supply - and also the tuner.

Next up on the bench was an Akai VSG270. This VCR's
fault could, and indeed has, cropped up with other makes and
models, so there's no need to rush off for the service manual.
The symptom this time was flutter on sound: a rapid (perhaps
five times a second) variation in the pitch of the playback audio.
It was bad with the 1kHz tone from a test tape, worse still when
a recording of a steady audio tone from a test -pattern generator
was tried. There was hardly any effect on the picture however -
perhaps a very small side -to -side movement of the pattern being
played back, in time with the sounder flutter. It was noticeable
only if you looked hard, and invisible with normal programme
pictures.

Well, the second fault didn't appear to be too difficult! Ray
checked the VCR's take-up torque - this sort of thing can be
caused by a sticky or 'jumpy' reel -drive clutch. As the torque
was steady and correct, attention was turned upstream to the
capstan and pinch roller. In fact the latter was replaced. But the
fault persisted.

Ray connected an oscilloscope to the capstan speed -control
line. He saw only a steady DC level that responded when he
loaded the shaft mechanically by gripping it with his fmgers.
What else could cause sound pitch variations? The oscilloscope
also showed that the amplitude of the audio output signal was
varying slightly in time with the pitch changes. There was noth-
ing wrong with the capstan motor that Ray then replaced.

Use your eyes, Ray! Where, in this deck, lay the cause of the
trouble. It was highly visible. For the solution to the two prob-
lems, turn to page 247.
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Alan Willcox describes LOPT
failure modes and the
problems of diagnosis, then
presents a new tester design
that doubles as a capacitance
meter. He also provides
guidance on efficient servicing
procedures

Problems with LOPTs
We all know that line output transformers fail. But
correct diagnosis of a faulty LOPT is not always

straightforward. In most modern sets protection circui-
try will shut down the power supply in the event of an
overload or excessive HT. This presents a problem: is
the power supply at fault, or is there an overload ? More
to the point, is the LOPT OK or not? You can carry out
a lot of work to put right a power supply failure only to
find that the LOPT is faulty and it may not be econom-
ically worthwhile to obtain and fit a replacement.
LOPT testers have been available as an aid to diagno-

sis for almost as long as we've had flyback transform-
ers. In the early days, with valve chassis, a common
solution once the EHT rectifier had been eliminated was
to use a known good LOPT - any one would do - with
top -cap connectors. These were connected to the cath-
ode of the efficiency diode (e.g. PY81) and the anode of
the line output valve (e.g. PL81). If a healthy spark
could then be drawn using a screwdriver, the original
LOPT was invariably defective. The lack of protection
circui-try in those early days meant that there were often
physical clues, in particular the overwinding would get
very hot when there were shorted turns. How many of
you remember the tell -tale burn ring around the over-
winding of the LOPT in the ill-fated Philips G9 chassis?
Many will remember the difficulty of LOFT replace-
ment in the G8 chassis, but at least the transformer was
known to be fault -prone. In my view, diagnosis prob-
lems began with the advent of the diode -split type of

LOPT. I think others will agree that the use of a separate
tripler was inherently better.

Causes of failure
In general a LOFT can fail in either of three ways. A
short-circuit may develop between the primary winding
and one of the secondary windings. In this case diagnosis
is simple: because the secondary windings have an earth
connection, a meter check will record a low resistance
between the collector of the line output transistor and
chassis. But you can be fooled about this, as we shall see.

The second and less well understood cause of LOPT
failure is shorted turn(s). In parts of the transformer
where the potential difference between physically close
sections of the same winding is high, the insulation can
break down. Internal arcing may then occur. This usual-
ly creates a permanent shorted turn by welding. In this
case there is no tell -tale low -resistance reading to chas-
sis, and the change in the DC resistance of the affected
winding will be so small that it cannot be used as an aid
to diagnosis.

The third common failure mode is when the EHT sec-
tion of the transformer breaks down under load. There is
usually a way round this problem. But first more on the
shorted turn.

The shorted turn
Why does a shorted turn have such a drastic effect? This
is one way of looking at it. If transformer losses are
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ignored, the current flow in the primary winding is pro-
portional to the current flow in the secondary windings.
Say there's a short-circuit in a field output stage that
draws its supply from the transformer. Because of this,
extra current will flow in the primary circuit. We say
that the circuit's AC resistance (impedance) has fallen.
In this condition, assuming that the feed to the field out-
put stage is intact, it's likely that protection circuitry
will shut down the power supply. But a shorted turn in
a transformer is far more effective at drawing extra cur-
rent. It's equivalent to an artificial shorted secondary
winding that's very tightly coupled. If the transformer is
left operating in this condition, the excess current can
cause overheating to the extent that the transformer may
spew out.

The effective inductance also falls. Older readers will
recall tweaking the low end of the band in a radio
receiver by sliding a washer (shorted turn) in a rubber
grommet along the ferrite -rod aerial, thereby altering its
inductance. In this case the circuit inductance was
designed to be higher than its optimum value, so that it
could be reduced by adjustment of the shorted turn.

LOPT testers
LOPT testers generally work by sensing this drop in
impedance/inductance, but more so the Q (quality) fac-
tor. They do this with various degrees of success. A
common approach is to use the transformer's primary
winding as part of a sensitive oscillator circuit. If there's
a shorted -turn anywhere within the transformer, it
damps the circuit and the oscillator shuts down. A typi-
cal design was described by Hamit Mustafa in the May
1982 issue of Television. In the September 1993 issue
Ian Rees suggested ringing the LOPT and using an
oscilloscope to observe the result. I like this approach.
Rather than a simple good/bad indication, which can
often be misleading because of circuit and transformer
differences, there's a display that can be interpreted to
give meaningful results. Ian's design and a later devel-
opment by Charles Ritchie (Television February 1998)
require the use of a scope to take full advantage. You
have to remember that a short-circuit across a secondary
supply derived from the LOFT can give similar results
to a faulty transformer.

The use of a scope should not be a problem. In fact in
many cases a faulty LOFT can be diagnosed simply by
holding a scope probe near the transformer at switch on.
With the gain set high, the main flyback pulse will be of
similar amplitude to the following resonant pulses when
there's a shorted -turn. With a good transformer the main
pulse will be clearly defined, the harmonics being at a
low level in comparison.

Much of this is rather hit-and-miss however, and calls
for some experience in order to be able to interpret the
results correctly. Ian's circuit is good and has formed
the basis of subsequent testers. The test is analogous to
ringing a bell. If a bell is given a sudden blow it will
vibrate at its resonant frequency, the vibrations decay-
ing over a relatively long period of time. If the bell is
damped, say by having a cloth placed over it, the num-
ber of vibrations will be drastically reduced. The short-
ed -turn is an electrical equivalent of this damping. The
sudden blow takes the form of an applied square wave.
Because of its rapid rise and fall times, there is no fre-
quency dependence and the transformer rings at its res-
onant frequency. This contrasts with normal circuit
operation, in which the LOFT is part of a tuned circuit
(to generate the flyback and EHT).

Bob Parker in Australia has taken this concept further
with a tester that counts the rings down to about fifteen

per cent of the test pulse amplitude, displaying them on
a bar graph. By keeping the amplitude of the test signal
low, Bob's meter doesn't switch on any of the semicon-
ductor devices in the circuit. With Bob's circuit, the
more rings the better.

A new tester circuit
I decided to see whether it would be possible to design
a tester that could be simply connected between the col-
lector of the line output transistor and chassis to assess
LOFT condition without the need to desolder any sec-
ondary connections. In doing so I have adopted a differ-
ent approach from those described above.

The design (see Fig. 1) doubles as a capacitance meter
that gives useful indications in the range 4.7nF to 1µF.
This is handy for checking the high -voltage capacitors
used in line output and EW-correction circuitry.
Sometimes one of these capacitors will go open -circuit
without showing any physical signs of failure. One
example is the 10.5nF capacitor CL48 in the Ferguson
ICC5 chassis - when it goes open -circuit the line output
transistor is destroyed.

The tester can be used to measure resistors over a lim-
ited range, from a couple of ohms to about 10ki2.

It doesn't measure the Q of the transformer: it mea-
sures the reduced impedance when a transformer is
faulty. In the circuit (we'll provide a description later)
the impedance is compared to R7.

Initial checks
Next to a variac, an AC current meter is one of the most
invaluable pieces of test equipment. You can obtain a
IA moving -iron meter for less than £15 from Maplin
(order code CE50). A moving -iron meter responds
equally to AC and DC. Because its mode of operation
depends on the repulsive force between two bodies of
the same magnetic polarisation, and the effect of this
force decreases with the square of the distance, its toler-
ance to overloads is far in excess of that of a moving -
coil movement. If a dedicated power socket is set up,
complete with meter and power -on indicator, servicing
will be transformed at a stroke. Just as when you start to
use an ESR meter, servicing becomes so much easier
with a current meter.

The beauty of having such a meter in series with the
supply is that from switch -on so many things about a set
can be assessed, often without even removing the back.
If there's no pointer movement, it's clear that the mains
supply isn't getting as far as the degaussing posistor.
The next step therefore is to check the on/off switch and
the mains fuse(s). Normal current consumption is about
0.4A. A portable may take 0-2-0.3A, a large -screen
model up to 0-6A. If the consumption of a working set
is significantly higher, it's a safe bet that the HT has
risen.

It is important to observe the meter at switch on.
Operation of the degaussing circuit should make the
pointer kick briefly past full scale. If this happens but
the set remains inactive, at least you know that the
on/off switch and the mains fuses are intact.

A current reading of 0.4A or so after the initial surge
means that the line output stage is working normally. If,
on the other hand, the reading drops to a very low value
the set has reverted to standby. A reading of 0.2-0-3A
with a set that has a blank screen suggests that the field
output stage has failed and its safety feed resistor has
blown. This sort of current is drawn when the line out-
put stage is running with a very light load, i.e. there's no
beam current and no supply to the current -hungry field
output stage. If there's a blank screen and a heavy cur -
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rent reading, this usually means that the field output
device is faulty with its feed resistor intact. In modern
sets field collapse is rarely seen, because protective cir-
cuitry extinguishes the beam, e.g. by shutting down the
line timebase so that there's no EHT.

The current meter is also helpful with an apparently
dead VCR: the pointer deflection caused by the surge as
the mains filter capacitor charges confirms that the sup-
ply is getting past the mains fuse.

Line output stage checks
The first check to carry out in the line output stage is to
use an ohmmeter to measure the resistance between the
line output transistor and chassis. If the reading is say
20052 -1k12, the transistor is almost certainly leaky. This
is often caused by dry -joints at the line driver trans-
former (with Panasonic chassis in particular). If a very
low reading is obtained, there are two basic possibilities.
The transistor could be short-circuit. If you have an ESR
meter for capacitors (as you will by now!) it can be used
to test the transistor without desoldering. If an open -cir-
cuit reading is obtained, the short-circuit is elsewhere -
the remaining LOPT inductance gives an open -circuit
reading when an ESR meter is used. If the short-circuit
remains, the transistor is faulty.

With the right test equipment to hand there should be
no need to desolder the line output transistor or indeed
any other semiconductor devices in the line output stage
or the chopper power supply for test. The combination
of an ESR meter, a good low -ohms meter and an
`impedance' meter of the type described in this article
provides a very useful test set-up.
There are times when the LOPT breaks down only

when operated under its normal high -voltage condi-
tions. There is no tester I know of that can simulate
these conditions - the best test equipment is often the
TV set itself.

Having eliminated the possibility that the line output
transistor is leaky or short-circuit, switch it off by link-
ing its base and emitter. Connect a 40W mains bulb
between its collector and chassis and switch the set on.
There will be one of four possible outcomes as follows:

(1) The bulb doesn't light up. So there's a fault in the
power supply.

(2) The bulb is dim and the HT is found to be low.
Again there's a fault in the power supply, probably the
mains bridge rectifier's reservoir capacitor or the HT
rectifier's reservoir capacitor.

(3) The bulb is very bright and the HT is high. There are
two basic HT levels, about 110V for most small -screen
sets and about 145V for others. If the HT is excessive,
the most likely causes are a faulty electrolytic capacitor
in the power supply or change of value in a resistor that
forms part of a network used to monitor the outputs.
Protection circuitry may have shut down the line time-

base. If you are lucky, the set will be up and running
once the correct HT level has been restored. Look out
for faulty lOpf and 471.IF capacitors and resistors with
values around 39k5I or 82k0. Don't leave the set run-
ning when the HT is very high, as the HT smoothing
capacitor will cook.

(4) The bulb lights in accordance with the HT level
which is correct. If, in this condition, the bulb dims or
goes out when the link across the line output transistor's
base -emitter junction is removed, the LOPT is suspect.
In this case it's in order to disable the trip circuit if you

know how to do this (some manufacturers approve of
this step) and see what gets hot. It is here that a supply-
current meter is helpful. If the consumption increases to
1 A or more, the LOPT is almost certainly the culprit.
Don't run it for long, as the output transistor might pack
up. If all is well, the fault is likely to be in the protection
circuit.

The above is a generalisation of course. There will
always be exceptions. For example with a few chassis
the line output stage has to work normally for the power
supply to operate correctly. Some modern TV sets carry
out a check sequence in different areas before they
power up. I find this idea quite irritating, as it makes
fault finding more difficult. Safety resistors in the major
supply lines would seem to be all that's required.

Meter circuit
Fig. 1 shows the new LOFT tester circuit. Much of the
circuitry is common to the ESR meter and was
described in detail in the March 1999 issue of
Television. IC lb provides the negative and positive sup-
plies required for the correct operation of the op -amps
from a single 9V battery. Because of the 100 per cent
feedback between pins 7 and 6, the OV supply (pin 7) is
at half the 9V supply voltage.
IC 1 a and its associated components form a Wein-

bridge oscillator that produces the test waveform. The
frequency of oscillation is set by the values of R3, R4,
C3 and C4. When the two resistors and the two capaci-
tors are of equal value, the frequency is approximately
equal to 1/(2nRC), which in this case works out at about
19kHz. The amplitude of the output is set by VR1, with
the miniature wire -ended lamp LP1 in the feedback loop
providing stabilisation - it has a positive temperature
coefficient. The minimum amplitude at which the oscil-
lator stabilises depends on the type of bulb used. With
the type specified, 2-3V p -p is about as low as we can
go.

To prevent the semiconductor devices in the circuit
under test being switched on, the maximum applied
voltage is arranged to be approximately IV p -p. This is
where IC2a comes in. The gain of this stage is equal to
the ratio of R5:R6, and is thus 0.39. So the stage is an
attenuator that reduces the amplitude of the signal at the
test sockets while allowing the oscillator to run at about
3V p -p.
The impedance of whatever is connected to the test

leads forms a potential divider with R7, whose value
was selected empirically to provide the most meaning-
ful readout. Diodes D3 and D4 are optional. They pro-
vide protection where a voltage (e.g. a charged capaci-
tor) is present at the test leads, but will reduce the sensi-
tivity at near FSD when the oscillator is set a little on the
high side, as they will clip the waveform. The resultant
error is significant only when you want to measure low -
value capacitors. For easy replacement D3 and D4 are
best fitted directly at the test sockets.

IC2b is the detector stage. Amplification is provided
here, set by the ratio of R8:R9.

Construction
There should be no problems as nothing is critical. I
used 0.1in. matrix stripboard for the prototype - see Fig.
2 for the layout. The board is quite small but will
accommodate the components specified in the parts list.
Trim the board so that it fits into the grooves of the spec-
ified case. I used Velcro to hold the battery. It's simple,
effective and can be re -used many times. There's no
power -on indicator because the meter's pointer, being at
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Fig. 1: Circuit diagram of the LOPT test meter.
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Fig. 2: Layout of the meter circuitry on stripboard.

full scale, serves the purpose. The auto power -off circuit
described in the July 1999 issue of Television would be
a worthwhile addition.

The meter scale is best tackled with the meter moun-
ted firmly in the case. Take care not to over -tighten the
fixing nuts. Gently prise off the cover, from the bottom,
and hinge off. The drawing shown in Fig. 3 can be pho-
tocopied and glued to the scale. Slide the dial off care-
fully, after removing the two fixing screws. Use an
adhesive such as UHU Power Stic (superglue is not suit-
able), applying it evenly over the dial face. Put the copy
in place and smooth over with a 'Cloth. There will be
time to slide it into position, then leave it for a while to
dry -

It is important that the new paper scale doesn't overlap
the original, otherwise it will catch on the plastic cover
and give problems. The best way to trim it is with a file,
using downward strokes. Use a small round file to clean
up round the arc. When replacing the cover, clip the bot-
tom in first, taking care that the set -zero engages, then
press down firmly at the top.

Setting up
Before you apply power, set VR1 (oscillator output)
fully anticlockwise and VR2 (FSD) to halfway.
Centralise the control knob. Don't connect anything to
the test sockets. As a first step it's wise to check for
errors in construction by monitoring the current drawn.
The simplest approach is to leave the power switch at
off and insert a battery - don't consider an external
power supply until you know that all is well. Complete

0.047 0-033 002201

the circuit by connecting a milliammeter across the
switch. The meter's pointer should not move and the
milliammeter should produce a reading of 5-8mA. If
these two conditions are not met, there's a fault.
Common errors are bad print cuts or soldered joints that
extend to an adjacent track.

When all is well, remove the milliammeter and switch
on. The oscillator will not be running at this point.
Advance VR1 to half way, then keep going until the
pointer deflects. This indicates that the oscillator has
started up. With the FSD control VR2 kept at mid posi-
tion, advance VR1 bit by bit until the meter is at FSD.
That's it!

With each advance of VR1, the pointer will twitch and
settle. The reason for this is thermal lag in the lamp used

Test

sockets

031 D4.

Fig. 3: The
meter scale.
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to stabilise the oscillator's output. There's no need to be
fussy about this adjustment - in use the FSD is set by
VR2. VR1 is used simply to get the oscillator set up to
provide an output of about 3V p -p.

Use of the meter
Each time the meter is switched on the pointer will go to
full scale, hit the stop and come back to position. This is
because the oscillator's output shoots up before it sett-
les. The overshoot is well within the meter movement's
overload capability. It can however be avoided by link-
ing the test leads or having the FSD control at minimum
when you switch on. Your ordinary multimeter leads
will do as the test leads: there is nothing critical about
them.

Testing LOPTs for shorted -turns
As stated earlier, the idea behind this meter is to be able
to test without desoldering anything. But you must
unplug the scan coils. Because of the way in which this
meter operates, the scan coils would severely damp the
test signal and the result could be an erroneous LOPT-
faulty indication. With the scan coils disconnected, con-
nect the test leads between the emitter (chassis) and the
collector of the line output transistor. If the transformer
has a shorted turn, the pointer will fall to the bottom
third of the scale. A healthy LOPT will leave the point-
er in the upper third (high -Q end). Large -screen sets
may produce a reading of close to half scale with a good
LOPT. Although the test results may in some cases
seem a bit marginal, there is usually little doubt, deflec-
tion often falling to zero with a faulty transformer.

Here are a couple of tricks you can try if in doubt.
Keep the meter connected and observe the change when
the tube base is disconnected. There should be a small
increase in the reading as the load falls with diconnec-

Components list

Item Value/type Order code*

R1, 2 100k52
R3, 4 18k52

R5, 8 10k52

R6, 10 3.9kt
R7 39052

R9 221d2

VR1 50052 cermet preset
VR2 10k12 linear potentiometer

WINK
M18K
Ml OK
M3K9
M390R
M22K
WR39
JM71

C1, 2 22pF, 16V electrolytic VH09
C3, 4 470pF polystyrene JA84
C5 0.1pF miniature resin dipped RA49

D1-4 IN4148 QL80

IC1, 2 TL082CN RA71

LP1 28V, 24mA
M1 100pA
SW1 SPST switch
Case ABS box type BM12
Knob
Stripboard
PP3 clip lead
Probes

*Maplin unless otherwise indicated.

BT44
PM11125 (CPC)
FH97
CC82
YX01
JP46
HF28
HF21

tion of the CRT's heaters. If the transformer is faulty
this change is imperceptible. Another dodge is to intro-
duce a shorted turn by looping a piece of wire around
the limb of the transformer. There should be a drastic
drop in the reading. If the transformer is faulty, this
change is not so significant. In both these cases the rea-
son why the change is not so apparent with a faulty
transformer is that the effect of external damping is far
less than that of an internal shorted turn. To get used to
these changes, try the tests on a good set: it should be
switched off of course, but remember to unplug the scan
coils first! Note also the effect when you reconnect the
scan coils. Don't forget to reconnect them each time
after testing.
When the meter is used in this way it's effectively

across the LOPT's primary winding, since at the test fre-
quency the HT reservoir capacitor is a virtual short-cir-
cuit.

Chopper circuit tests
Although it's not so common for a chopper transformer
to develop shorted turns, it can occur. The above test
procedure applies, but this time the test point is the col-
lector of the chopper transistor. The earthy test lead
must be connected to the emitter of the chopper transis-
tor or the negative side of the mains bridge rectifier's
reservoir capacitor, not the TV set's isolated chassis
line.

Testing chopper transformers is a question of suck it
and see. I've not myself done any tests, but a colleague
reports having a Beko colour TV set with a chopper
transformer that had a shorted turn. It produced a near
zero reading, a good transformer producing a half -scale
reading.

Tread carefully here - and make sure that the mains
bridge rectifier's reservoir capacitor is discharged
before you carry out any tests.

Testing capacitors and resistors
There is not a lot to say on this subject, other than the
fact that in these applications it is not an in -circuit tester
that's unaffected by associated components. Unlike
ESR measurements (see Television March 1999), to
measure its capacitance a component has to be discon-
nected. This is not a true capacitance meter. What it can
do is to assess capacitance by the component's
impedance at the test frequency. Because of this, capac-
itors with the same capacitance may give slightly differ-
ent readings depending on their construction. It's not
important in this application. Accuracy is not an issue:
when the types of components in which we are interes-
ted fail, they do so drastically.

Final note
As a final note, remember that just because a LOPT
tests OK this doesn't mean it will be all right under nor-
mal working conditions. If on the other hand it tests
bad, it is bad. If you want to be one hundred per cent
certain that there is no other cause for a low reading,
take the transformer out and connected the meter across
its primary winding - one lead to the HT connection,
the other to the output transistor's collector connection.
Once an estimate for a job has been accepted, there's
nothing to lose anyway. The transformer would have to
come out.

But you'll soon come to trust the in -circuit reading.
There is a small difference between the in -circuit and
out -of -circuit readings obtained with a good trans-
former, very little difference between the readings with
a bad, low -reading transformer.
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Reports from
Ian Field and
Philip Blundell, AMIlEelec

AST 1764G
The complaint with this monitor
was no red. It provides a choice of
a 15 -pin sub -D socket or five BNC
socket inputs. A torch shone
through the gaps in the shielding on
the input subpanel didn't reveal any
circuitry, so it seems that the alter-
native connections are simply wired
in parallel. Although there was lit-
tle likelihood of a fault here, it was
easier to try both types of connec-
tion than dismantle half the back of
the chassis to check on this.

Once this diversion was out of
the way, I carried out some voltage
checks on the CRT base panel. The
red amplifier voltages were wrong.
The transistors were quickly
checked with a continuity tester to
confirm that they weren't leaky col-
lector -to -emitter and that their base -
emitter and base -collector junctions
weren't open -circuit. They were all
OK in this respect. But when volt-
age checks were carried out Q204
(2SC3953) was found to have a
base -emitter forward bias of over
6V! A DMM diode test on the
junction produced an "out of range"
reading. A new 2SC3953 restored
the red output, and slight adjust-
ment corrected the grey scale. I.F.

Elonex XV17
This could cause confusion!
Another Elonex XV17 on the in
rack looked totally different, more
like a Digital VRC16. Anyway this
one had no display, because the
contacts at the front panel sync-on-
green/separate selector switch were
dirty (with the VRC16 version this

Monitors
switching is automatic).

Once the display had been
restored I found that there was no
red content. The coaxial lead to the
red video amplifier had been pulled
from its connector by the weight of
the hefty ferrite ring through which
the three coaxial leads are looped.
Anyone called out to deal with loss
of one or more colours could find
the job that easy! I.F.

Viglen MC1726PE
This model resembles the Digital
VRC16 outside but is different
inside. One came in recently with
most of the screws missing and the
main PCB rattling about loose in
the chassis. The complaint was loss
of vertical scanning, i.e. a horizon-
tal line across the screen. Although
the TDA1675A frame timebase
chip appeared to be undamaged,
R242 in its feed was so badly dis-
coloured that its value couldn't be
identified.

I replaced the chip along with
D212 (1N4002), C216 (1,000g,
35V), C220 (220µF, 35V) and
C213 (2,200g, 35V). This restored
the frame scanning. What to do
about R242? Its size suggested that
it was a 3W resistor and it mea-
sured 4.712, which is about as high
as you would expect in this posi-
tion. The scanning remained correct
when a 4.70 replacement had been
fitted, so I assume this value was
correct. I.F.

RML CM1412
This monitor is fitted with a Liteon
chassis. The complaint was no
operation. It didn't take long to
establish that one of the two 47k0
start-up resistors, R807, which is
next to the UC3842 chopper control
chip, was open -circuit. It's is a rare
fault with this chassis, but can hap-
pen. The other start-up resistor,
R806, is next to the pair of white,
ceramic snubber resistors. R806
and R807 have the same value, but
R806 is a pink high -voltage type
while R807 is a normal, small

colour -coded resistor. I replaced
them both, using 3W high -voltage
resistors.

It is worth checking R821
(220k0), which is the HT sampling
resistor for the TL431 device. The
supply for the LED in the optocou-
pler is taken from the heater line,
which is smoothed by C823/4
(470pf and 47µF, 16V). Excessive
ripple on this line will play havoc
with the regulation! To avoid fail-
ure during your warranty period,
these two electrolytic capacitors
should be replaced as a matter of
course. There's a good case for fit-
ting mylar or polycarbonate capaci-
tors in parallel with them - I usual-
ly add 0.471E, 63V capacitors.

This chassis is one of a range of
similar ones produced by Liteon.
They turn up under literally dozens
of different badges. Most have very
similar regulation circuitry, though
the component reference numbers
can differ. In extreme cases of
excessive ripple on the 6.3V supply
the monitor shuts down to give a
convincing imitation of LOPT fail-
ure. I.F.

IBM 6321-R13
There was no display because a
small chunk had been chipped off
the rear edge of the main PCB,
right behind the white connector for
the CRT base ribbon cable. Once
the damaged area had been cleaned
up and repaired with links, I
checked for dry -joints - there were
quite a few! When this had been
attended to the monitor powered up
all right but it was obvious that
every preset had been twiddled.
Fortunately there aren't that many,
and the ones on the main PCB all
have their functions clearly marked.

If the six presets on the CRT
base panel are as clearly marked,
this is obscured by the screening.
They had also been got at. The
three on the top edge are for colour
bias. At the side, the red and green
drive controls are grouped as a pair
with the sub -contrast potentiometer
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a small distance away. The latter
should be adjusted with care: it's
possible to set this control at a
point that makes shadowmask over-
heating likely. I.F.

Compaq 460
The only thing that was obviously
wrong with this monitor was that
the outer insulation of the signal
cable had come away from the
moulded plug. While I was check-
ing this for loose connections the
screening came away all around.
There were no signs of loose con-
nections, and the monitor appeared
to be working well. But I've been
caught out several times with these
monitors.

The nylon PCB support pillars
transmit stress from the swivel -base
directly to the PCB. The result is
fatigued solder joints and, in
extreme cases, hairline fractures in
the copper tracks. These monitors
usually have sufficient flux coating
to hide cracks etc., so cleaning the
PCB is the first job. In this instance
the soldering was reasonable. The
worst dry -joints had been caused by
heat from the snubber resistors in
the chopper power supply. There
were no signs of cracks. Part of the
problem is the very sturdy swivel

-tightened, needs
such force to move it that the cabi-
net base and PCB are distorted.

Something I find very useful is
`FINISH LINE' Teflon -fortified
bicycle grease. It is pure white, so
over application isn't conspicuously
messy. It makes plastic moving
parts glide like precision -machined
assemblies (try the website
www.finishlineusa.com). The part
no. of the product is 600350101.

There were also a few dry -joints
on this monitor's CRT base panel,
though various attempts to instigate
faults while bench testing failed to
do so. I.F.

Mitac M1458
The complaint was "no picture".
There was a vigorous EHT rustle
up, and some time was wasted
checking the CRT grid circuitry. In
fact there wasn't a fault: the con-
trast and brightness controls had
both been turned down. These
rotary controls operate back-to-
front in comparison with most other
monitors. With both at minimum
the screen is completely blank. This
confuses a lot of people, including
me!

You will often find that if noth-
ing is done about this the monitor
will shortly be back with the com-
plaint "still the same". My solution

is to follow the yellow, red and
black leads from the front -panel
contrast control back to the CRT
base panel where the yellow and
black leads each go to a resistor,
one to 12V and the other to chassis,
while the red (wiper) lead goes to
one of the pins of the LM1203
chip. Swapping over the resistors to
which the yellow and black leads
are connected will shift the contrast
adjustment range so that it cannot
turn the picture off completely. The
setting of the Al preset on the
LOPT must be reduced slightly to
avoid the possibility of shadow -
mask distortion. I.F.

490)Compaq
171FS (Model

This monitor was dead with the
2SC4542 line output transistor
short-circuit. Inspection suggested
that the probable cause was a multi-
tude of stressed solder joints in the
EW, B+ regulator and line drive
areas. J3 pins (microcontroller sub -
panel) were also starting to pull
from the solder. Often these moni-
tors will work very well, only to
fail when fully assembled!

As with other Compaq monitors,
the basic cause of the problem is
the rather tight swivel base. My
solution, once the repair has been
carried out, is to lubricate the mov-
ing parts of the swivel base with
Teflon grease. I also find that a thin
smear of Teflon on the nylon PCB
pillars enables them to move slight-
ly in their clip fittings, which
means that the casing can flex a bit
more before the the movement is
transmitted to the PCB. Even with
Teflon applied, the swivel base
centre bolt need not be more than
finger tight. I.F.

GVC Corporation M1448P
The relay clunked noisily with
every burst from the power supply.
As an initial inspection failed to
reveal the cause, some voltage
readings were carried out. During
this exercise C322 (10µF, 160V)
burst. A check on the circuitry
around this component revealed a
non-PWM B+ switching arrange-
ment involving Q104, Q325 and
Q327 (all type 2SA940. It's similar
to the arrangement used on pre-
PWM B+ control versions of the
Acer chassis, except that this one
switches tappings on the LOPT
instead of power supply secondary
tappings.

In addition to the three 2SA940
transistors, you should check D321
(BYV26C) and D322/323 (both
type HER105). In this case D322

and Q325 had failed, damaging
C322. Replacing these items cured
the fault. I.F.

Acer 7134T
There was no job ticket with this
one and no fault showed up despite
rigorous tapping and flexing. So I
decided to clean and resolder the
main PCB then put the unit on soak
test. Once the flux had been
cleaned off, I got on with the sol-
dering. When Q303 (2SD669A)
was examined I saw that its pins
had pulled through the solder fil-
lets. The pins were tight -fitting,
which would have accounted for
the difficulty in instigating any
symptoms. I assume that these
would have been loss of width with
pincushion distortion, since Q303's
collector is connected via L303 to
the junction of the EW-correction
diode pair. I.F.

Watford Electronics
AL5064
This monitor is a Mitac in disguise.
The BU2520D line output transistor
and p -channel IRF9620 series B+
chopper transistor were both short-
circuit. The likely cause was the
flyback tuning capacitor, which
was slightly low in value, but there
was also a fair amount of doubtful
soldering, particularly around the
rectifiers on the secondary side of
the power supply and the MOSFET
switches for flyback tuning. Not all
the switched capacitors are con-
trolled by MOSFETs: one is
switched by a relay. The soldering
to this item was particularly bad -a
good tug would have pulled it out.

With all these possibilities, it
was unlikely that the failure of the
semiconductor devices had been
caused by a faulty LOPT. It's not
unknown for the line output transis-
tor and series -chopper MOSFET to
fail together, damaging the LOPT
by placing the 140V supply across
its primary winding. With only the
replacement line output transistor
fitted you can check the LOPT,
without risking loss of a p -channel
MOSFET, by temporarily running
the line output stage from the 85V
rail. I.F.

Gateway 2000 YEO 711-01
The power supply wouldn't start.
Cold checks soon showed that one
of the pair of 220k0 resistors
R318/R335 was open -circuit. As
it's difficult to get at the solder side
of the PCB you might feel it as
well to replace the two 47µF, 25V
capacitors C304/C305 at the same
time. P.B.
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TV Chassis 11AK08 and 11AK10
These chassis were sold in the UK under several different brand
names. Alan Dent provides fault notes based on experience gained
with NEI and Nikkai models

The 11AK08 and 11AK10 chassis were produced by
the Vestel TV plant in Turkey. They were bought
by several importers and were distributed in the

UK under various brand names. The 11AK08 was
designed for use in 14/15in. sets and is physically small-
er than the 11AK10, which is intended for use with
20/21in. tubes. Electrically the two chassis are almost
identical. The following article is based on experience
with the versions imported by NEI and used in the fol-
lowing models:

11AK08 chassis: NEI NE3743TX and Nikkai
K3743TX.

11AK10 chassis: NEI NE5155NT, NE5159NT,
NE5159TX, NE5555 and NE5559TX. Nikkai
K5155NT and K5159NT.

There are models with and without teletext. The sets are
operated by a microcontroller chip: there are two ver-
sions of the software, one a normal OSD system and the
other for full menu control.

Note that you may well find minor circuit variations in
the versions of these sets supplied to different importers.

The Power Supply
The chopper power supply circuit used in the 11AK08
chassis is shown in Fig. 1. Fig. 2 shows differences in
the power supply circuitry in the 1 1 AKIO chassis. The
following notes are based on the 11AK08 chassis.

No output with the fusible resistor R809 open -cir-
cuit: TR802 could have shorted windings. Chopper
transistor Q801 could be short-circuit: if so D808 should
also be replaced - use type BYT52M. R805 could be
open -circuit: this will damage Q801 and IC801. Note
that this fault can also damage the mains filter choke
TR801.

No output with no start-up voltage at pin 6 of 1C801:
Check whether R802 is open -circuit, IC801 has an

internal short at pin 6 or D806 is short-circuit.

No output with the start-up voltage pulsing and low
drive to Q801: Check whether D808 is faulty or R804
open -circuit. With the latter fault IC801 will also fail.

Slow tripping (HT output but tripping): Check
whether VR801 is open -circuit. In this case D809 could
also have failed.

Slow tripping (no HT output): Check whether D809 is
open -circuit. IC801 could be faulty, damaged by either
R804 or R805 going open -circuit.

Low output (HT about 85V): Check whether R813 has
gone high in value.

WM not come out of standby (LED stays in standby
mode): If pin 41 of IC501 changes state check Q802,
Q803, Q804 and Q805 - the latter could be low gain.
D840/841 (1N4148) could be leaky. Regulator IC802
could be short-circuit.

Line Output Stage
The line output stage is very straightforward. It uses a
BU506D transistor (Q602) and has proved to be reli-
able. One problem you can get is a shorted turn in the
line scan coils. The symptoms are no raster with the
power supply tripping and maybe motorboating in the
speaker. The DC resistance will probably still read
2.20, but the flyback pulses at the collector of the line
output transistor will be approximately 400V p -p and
wide rather than 1.2kV and narrow.

If the set reverts to standby, the LED turning to green
then going out slowly after five seconds, the line scan
coils could be faulty. With this fault the EHT comes up
then decays. Check whether the line output stage is con-
suming over 450tnA.

If the line output transformer TR602 has an internal
short you can get the following symptoms. The set will
come out of standby but immediately goes back. The
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LED flashes and the sound may motorboat.

The Field Timebase
Both chassis use a TDA3653B field output chip (IC701)
with the field generator circuitry in the TDA8362A
`jungle' chip IC401.

Field collapse: There are several things to check. Look
for cracks around IC701's pins. Cracks can be repaired,
but IC701 will almost certainly have failed. Check that
the 26V supply is present at pin 9 of IC701: if not, R711
(4.7fI fusible) is probably open -circuit. C701/702
(4.7nF) could be leaky (below 2k0). R707 (3.91d1),
R702 (101c.Q), R706 (1.852), C426 (10nF) or C453
(33nF) could be open -circuit. C426/C453 are the ramp
generator capacitors at pin 43 of IC101, where a 2V p -p
signal should be present. The 11AK10 chassis has a sin-
gle 33nF capacitor (C426) in this position. Note that the
33V supply is used as the feed for the ramp generator
circuit: if missing, check R818. No ramp could also
mean that R441 (10MS2) is open -circuit. C705 (3.3g,
50V) could be leaky. The flyback boost diode D701
could be open -circuit: it's type BYD33J in the 1 1 AK08
chassis, type 1N4003 in the 11AK10 chassis. There
could be a dry -jointed heatsink/PCB connection or bro-
ken copper. If C703 (470pF) is leaky, the voltage at out-
put pin 5 will drop to approximately 5V.

If there's about an inch of severely distorted field scan
when the setting of the first anode control is increased,
the flyback boost capacitor C707 (100µ,F, 63V) is open -
circuit. This situation could kill IC701.

If there's nearly complete field collapse with maybe
the picture bouncing, check R442 (330k.(2) in the ramp
generator circuit.

If there's about an inch of scan shifted upwards, check
R702 (1010 which is probably open -circuit.

Varying height: Check for faulty contact at the track of
the height control VR702. The heatsink earth tab/PCB
connection could be cracked or dry -jointed.

Top foldover: D701 or C703 (470pF) could be leaky or
R717 open -circuit. R717 is 11d2 or 56051 in the 11AK08
chassis depending on the CRT type. In the 11 AKIO
chassis it's 68052 with the circuit reference number
R710.

Top foldover, bottom cramped: C704 (0.1g) is prob-
ably leaky.

Line pairing with top linearity stretched: R709
(47052) is high in value or open -circuit.

Severely cramped frame - bright foldover in the cen-
tre with edges curved from horizontal: One section of
the scan coils is open -circuit. The DC resistance of the
field scan coils should measure 13-511.

Top severely cramped, bottom reasonably OK:
IC401 is probably faulty.

Bottom cramping (lower linearity varying): Check
C701/2 (4.7nF) for leakage.

Bottom severely cramped, linearity control has no
effect: C705 (3.3LIF, 50V) is open -circuit.

Picture shifted upwards - no real change in lineari-
ty: The scan coupling capacitor C706 (1,000µF, 35V) is
leaky.

Visible horizontal lines on still pictures: If there are
line -frequency pulses on the field output waveform
C704 (0.10) is open -circuit.

Picture blanks after several hours: Flyback boost
capacitor C707 (100µF, 63V) is leaky or fitted with
incorrect polarity.

Field jitter: R441 (10%2) in the ramp generator circuit
is high in value or intermittent.

Black lines on the picture - very noisy field drive:
R461/463 (56051) noisy though values are OK. These
resistors, connected to pins 42 and 43 of IC401, are not
present in the 10 chassis.

The Jungle Chip
The TDA8362A chip IC401 contains the IF strip, the
colour decoder and the timebase generators. Colour
decoding takes place in conjunction with IC402
(TDA4661-V2B) and IC403 (TDA8395). Some faults
associated with the circuitry around IC401 have been
covered in the field timebase section above.

Poor or no sync - if the line locks, there no field sync:
C408 (47nF) at pin 15 is leaky. This shifts the DC and
thus the sync slicing level.

Low -gain, noisy picture. AGC preset works but
doesn't set correctly: C428 (10, 50V) at pin 48 is
open -circuit. In the 10 chassis this capacitor is listed as
2.20, 16V.

No colour: IC401 could be faulty. In particular it could
be pulling down the saturation control voltage
Check as necessary X401 (4.43MHz), C420 (18pF),
R437 (100k5Z), C418 (0.10) and C419 (4.7nF).

No video (OSD OK) - stuck in AV mode: If the
TV/AV software switches but not pin 16 of IC401,
check at the collector of Q404. If stuck at 7V, measure
the resistance between pin 12 of IC501 and chassis. If
00, there's a short on the TV/AV line adjacent to the
right earth tag on the base screening can. If pin 16 of
IC401 is stuck at 2V, Q404 (BC548B) is leaky.

No video, no OSD: Check the sandcastle pulses at pin
38 of IC401. If they are low or missing, disconnect pin
5 of IC402 which could be faulty. If necessary check
back to R612 (24k0).

CRT Base Panel
The RGB output stages are mounted on the CRT base
panel and use discrete component circuitry. There is
black -current feedback to pin 14 of IC401.

Low or varying brightness: The first anode supply will
be affected if C907 (1nF or lOnF, 1kV) is leaky or R925
(470kS2) or the track is open -circuit.

Bright coloured raster (one colour): The relevant out-
put transistor is short-circuit.

Excess of one colour - drive control makes CRT sat-
urate in that colour: Check the relevant 6801d2 resis-
tor R904, R911, R918 in the black -current feedback cir-
cuit and the associated transistors for open -circuits.

One colour missing: Either the relevant RGB output
transistor (Q901, Q903, Q905) is open -circuit or R905,
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R912, R919 (all 1.21c0) is open -circuit.

Low general saturation level: Check the 680kQ resis-
tors R904, R911 and R918 and the associated transis-
tors.

One colour missing after a CRT flashover or internal
short: Check drive at relevant CRT base panel input
pin. If present but low, i.e. about 30 per cent compared
with others, check the relevant isolation diode
(D506/7/8, all type 1N4148) at IC501's OSD outputs. If
low -resistance, replace. This fault can mean that IC501
has been damaged.

Audio circuitry
The following notes are based on the stereo plus Nicam
module, which has a TDA1521A audio output chip
(IC305). This chip is a bit fragile and can easily fail if
lines or pins are accidentally shorted. An audio isolation
transformer must be used if external equipment, such as
active speakers, are connected.

No sound: If the supply is 30V with respect to chassis,
the earth track adjacent to the cut-out in the PCB is bro-
ken: this will probably kill IC305. IC305 could be
faulty, possibly short-circuit.

Intermittent sound (both channels): Check whether
C364 (100nF) is shorting to link pins 2 and 8 of IC305.

Distorted sound: If the input to IC305 is OK, the chip
is faulty.

Apparent arcing noise from speaker (no internal
sparking visible): This can be caused by an internal
problem in IC401 on the main PCB.

No audio but nasty audio pulses in speaker: No inter -
carrier output from pin 14 of IC301.

Microcontroller System
The microcontroller chip is IC501. Three different soft-
ware versions may be installed: one is a full menu -oper-
ated system, the others are normal OSD systems.
Chassis 11AK08 and early versions of the 11AK10 use
the OSD systems CTV35 IS or CTV422M. The menu -
operated system CTV551SV2 is used in 11AK10 sets
with serial numbers from A600001 and 660001. This
system requires a service password, which is 734.

In the event of the install function not working, go to
Features and clear all locks to 'off.

Goes to standby after a short period - removing the
Nicam PCB clears the effect but no text (11AK10):
S+5V supply to Nicam and text circuits missing.

Display shows locked. When unlocking, strange
effects can occur, e.g. lock changes when addressing,
not toggling: IC501 faulty.

Display shows all channels locked - unplugging
Nicam PCB cures problem: Nicam PCB cracked,
break affecting supply to IC304. This upsets the I2C
bus.

No menu functions. Comes out of standby but no
menu functions selected. When install button select-
ed, XXX is displayed. Vol +1- makes set revert to
standby. Gobbledegook may be displayed on menu
functions: The RAM IC502 is faulty.

No remote functions. Set reverts to standby when vol
+/- are used: IC502 faulty

Goes to standby when a signal is located while tun-
ing: IC502 faulty.

Goes to standby while operating normally (no real
time scale): IC501 faulty.

Shows time-out clock and will not stop search tun-
ing: No ident at pin 34 if IC501. Possibly the track by
the square hole for the audio heatsink is broken.

Failure to store channels or analogue control levels.
Will store on channel one but all data is in other loca-
tions as well. Also no text or Nicam: SDA line at pin
40 of IC501 not at ni level. Pull-up resistor R539
(3.31d2) under field IC heatsink is cracked.

Sweep tune doesn't stop: If it doesn't slow down, look
for ident at pin 34 of IC501. If sweep slows down, look
at AFC pin 9: if it doesn't swing between 0-8V, suspect
IC501 but first check C509 (2.2nF) for leakage. If the
ident doesn't switch, check the pull-up resistor R534
(33k.Q) and C454 (2.2nF, not shown on circuit diagram).

No Tuning
Band switching is carried out by the LA7910 chip
IC503. With the 08 chassis you can get failure to tune
though the tuning voltage is OK because this chip's 12V
supply is missing. Check whether R825 (6800) is open -
circuit.

BACK ISSUES
We have available a limited stock of the following back issues of
Television:

1995 January, March April, May, June, July, August,
September, November and December

1996 January to December inclusive

1997

1998

January, February, March, April, May, June, July,
August, October, and December

January, February, March, April, May, June, August,
September, November and December

1999 January, February, March, July, August, September,
October, November and December

Copies are available at £3.50 each including postage. Send
orders to:

Reed Business Information Ltd.,
Television Back Issues,
Room L302, Quadrant House,
The Quadrant, Sutton,
Surrey SM2 5AS.

Make cheques/postal orders payable to
Reed Business Information Ltd.
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Panasonic NVHD605
The complaint with this VCR was
that it couldn't be tuned in. I tested
it and discovered that it didn't find
any channels when auto -tuning, but
if the channel number was dialled
in manually a dark picture could be
seen, with both line and field slip,
suggesting poor sync. The menu
displays were fine, and the symp-
toms were the same with the output
at RF or via the scart connector.

Scope checks showed that the
detector module's output was OK,
but once the signal had passed
through a 1500 resistor the sync
amplitude was greatly reduced.
There are only three components
through which the signal passes on
its way to the input/output PCB at
the rear of the machine: they were
all OK.

Checks on the supplies to the
audio and video switching ICs on
this board revealed that the VE
5.4V supply at pin 7 of five of
these ICs was low - it was only
0.8V. By lifting IC pins in turn I
established that the cause of the
trouble was the surface -mounted
4053 switching chip IC3902. Once
this IC had been replaced every-
thing seemed to be OK - except
when a signal was fed in at scart
connector 2. This signal path goes
straight to pin 15 of the 4051 chip
IC3906. There was no video output
at pin 3, though the tuner's video
output, which also goes via this IC,

VCR Clinic
was OK. A replacement 4051 chip
restored full operation. D.B.

Toshiba V856
Intermittent failure to record or
play back was the complaint with
this VCR. It was put on test and
worked for many hours before the
fault appeared - the playback pic-
ture went blank. At this point I
made a quick recording: when it
was played back via another
machine there was no picture.

The mechanism and main PCB
were removed from the lower case.
As feared, the fault was no longer
present. The complete assembly
was then run upside down. When
the main PCB was gently flexed the
fault came back. Checks around the
main YC processing chip IV001
showed that the luminance signal
emerged at pin 46, to pass through
two transistor stages, but failed to
return at pin 47. The cause of the
fault turned out to be a surface -
mounted shorting link, ref. RV048,
which is near the tuner/modulator
unit. D.B.

Panasonic NVHD620
Severe patterning on the E -E video
was present only when record was
selected ("interference" had been
the complaint). It started just after
the machine finished its back -space
operation, prior to the start of
recording. I found that one of the
two wires to the full erase head had
been caught under a metal bracket
at the rear of the mechanism. It was
shorting the head to chassis. D.B.

Panasonic NVHD90
The customer complained that the
machine made a noise all the time
when there was a tape in it. It
sounded to me like the capstan
motor bearings, but when I took the
lid off I realised that the capstan
motor wasn't running and that the
drum motor was making the noise.

It's quite easy to remove the upper
drum assembly complete - undo
the three small ton screws that
hold the plate in the centre and lift
out the circlip inside. The bearings
can then be cleaned and oiled
before reassembly. I gather from
CHS that this problem is not
uncommon. J.P.

Sharp VCM26
This machine was dead with a trip-
ping power supply. The customer's
son had inserted a metal object
through the cassette flap. As the
customer had removed it, we didn't
know what it had shorted out. I nar-
rowed the cause of the problem to
the area around the power supply
optocoupler. The -25V line used to
supply the fluorescent display is
also used as a source of bias for the
optocoupler, and was found to be
missing between power supply
trips. The cause of the fault was
R995 (100), a surface -mount resis-
tor, which was open -circuit.

The clock display tube stands up
from the PCB on tall legs in these
VCRs. This must have been shorted
out, causing the demise of R995.
M.Dr.

Sharp VCM27
Although the power supply was
tripping none of its output voltages
rose. The cause of the fault was the
feedback optocoupler IC901, type
FX0007GE. M.Dr.

Toshiba V854
A 'jumping picture' was the com-
plaint with this machine. There was
obviously a tape -path fault. When
the wrap was observed while a tape
was being played I could see, view-
ing it from above, that there was a
distinct bend on the supply side.
The cause was the back -tension
lever, which was slightly bent.
Straightening it so that it was verti-
cal cured the problem. It remains a
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mystery how the lever became dis-
torted. P.G.

JVC HRD750
This machine was dead following a
power cut. Most voltages on the
primary side of the chopper power
supply were present, but there were
no outputs. In a case like this the
usual cause is a failed electrolytic
capacitor. The culprit was C14
(1µF, 50V), which was open -cir-
cuit. It's on the primary side of the
power supply. Replacement with a
105° type restored normal opera-
tion. P.G.

JVC HRDX22
There was poor capstan lock and
colour flashing on the playback pic-
ture. Checks showed that the
switched 5V supply was high at
5.9V. Adjustment cured the fault.
R805 should be set for 5.3V at
TP803. B.W.

Hitachi VTM620
When play was selected there was
no sound for about five minutes.
The cause was C411, which was
low in value and leaking elec-
trolyte. It's best to replace C407 as
well. They are both 47g, 16V
capacitors. B.W.

JVC HRJ625
There was no RF output from the
modulator. It can be a very mis-
leading symptom with this model,
which has a rear switch marked
`RF out'. It appears to be a test sig-
nal on/off switch, but is a three-
way switch marked 'on -test -off .
The indentations are so slight that
the user wrongly thinks the off
position is for the test signal. In
fact it switches off the RF output.
This is a case of bad ergonomics:
it's very difficult to set the switch
in its centre position. B.W.

Akai VSG2DPL
This machine wouldn't accept a
cassette and displayed 'error 2' in
the window. The cure was to
replace the mode switch, which
lifts out with the mode motor. Take
care to remove the ribbon cable
from the lower head drum before
you lift out the deck for access to
the switch - it's hidden by a small
screening can. D.H.

Panasonic NVSD600
There was no capstan rotation. The
cause turned out to be failure of the
BA6871 servo chip IC2501. The
self -test mode and direct address
procedure to the microcontroller
and servo control chips, outlined in

the service manual, helped greatly
in diagnosing the cause of this
fault. It's the first capstan servo
chip I've had to replace in a
machine with the K deck. D.H.

Ferguson FVB9
This machine was completely dead.
I've come across the same one
branded Daewoo and Roadstar.
The power supply unit has to be
unsoldered from beneath the PCB
to gain access, so you have to take
the mechanism out first. C53 (1g,
100V) was found to be open -cir-
cuit. C63 and C65 (221E, 50V)
were also replaced as they didn't
look too good.

If one of these machines leaves
a loop of tape behind on eject,
replace the mode switch. M.R.S.

GoldStar T263I
I've had two of these machines in
recently. The first one had a tape
stuck in it and there were no func-
tions. CP25 (100µF, 10V) in the
power supply was open -circuit.

The other one would load a tape
then the front display would play
tricks and a clicking noise would
come from the mechanism, like
capstan shuffling. This machine
had been to another dealer who had
replaced all the electrolytics in the
power supply. I had a spare power
supply, which enabled me to carry
out some comparison checks. This
led to the discovery that RPO9 mea-
sured 930 instead of 22g. So I
removed it for a further check: the
reading jumped from around 2211
to 2.3M0! A replacement restored
normal operation. M.R.S.

Ferguson FV21R
This machine required new video
heads. After replacing them the
tape wouldn't go in. If a tape was
loaded manually, play etc. worked
but there was no eject. When I've
had this fault on previous occasions
the STK5482 IC has been faulty.
Not this time. After much head -
scratching I found that the wires on
the carriage motor were loose.
M.R.S.

Panasonic NVSD220 (K
deck)
This machine had a cassette in it
and wouldn't unload - F4 appeared
in the display. The cause of the
problem was one that's become
quite common. The plastic collar
shaft on the loading motor splits.
As a result the motor turns but the
mechanism doesn't. You used to
have to order a new loading motor
complete, but the plastic collar can

now be obtained on its own - the
part no. is VDP1434. M.M.

Toshiba V212/V213
This machine appeared to be dead.
Checks in the power supply
revealed that DP71 (BA158), one of
the rectifiers on the secondary side,
was leaky. It provides the 33V sup-
ply. A replacement brought the
machine back to life. M.M.

Aiwa FX11
The customer said that the trouble
started with failure to eject a cas-
sette. When he disconnected then
reconnected the mains supply the
tape unlaced and the fault appeared
to have gone. Subse-quently he had
intermittent problems with getting
the tape to stay in: the machine
would accept a cassette then, after a
few seconds, eject it. The cause of
the trouble was the mode switch: a
replacement restored reliable opera-
tion. M.M.

Toshiba V804
The original fault with this
machine, which came to me from
another dealer, was that it wouldn't
accept tapes. When I plugged it in
it was dead! Quick checks showed
that the power supply was in fact
working. The cause of the original
problem was the cassette lid opener
on the carriage: it had come adrift,
together with a couple of springs.
This was easily put right. When I
checked around the main microcon-
troller chip I found that its 5V sup-
ply was missing. This comes from
a 5V regulator. R591 which feeds
this regulator was open -circuit.
Once a new resistor had been fitted
the machine was OK. M.M.

Matsui TVR141
When this combi unit was used for
tape playback it was very slow. The
cause was excessive back tension.
To cure the problem, remove the
back -tension band and the supply -
reel table. Clean both thoroughly
with isopropyl alcohol or Servisol
head cleaning fluid. Allow the alco-
hol to evaporate, then reassemble.
Finally, check and adjust the back
tension. M.M.

Akai VSG270
I've had two of these machines
with the same problem: the cassette
carriage is floppy and won't accept
a tape. In both cases the cause of
the trouble was the right-hand load-
ing arm. When a replacement is fit-
ted the tension in the carriage
mechanism is restored and a cas-
sette can be loaded. M.M.
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Modern Audio Equipment
Much modern audio equipment is worth
repair. There's quite a lot that will be new to
those who have not been involved with
audio in recent years. Edgar Beddow
provides a guide to current equipment, the
faults you can get and what to do about
them

Ttying to make a decent living in this beleaguered
trade has become a lot harder. It seems necessary
to take on almost anything to keep the till ringing.

Some audio equipment is worth repair, especially the
more up-market type. The aim of this article is to give
you an idea about what to expect.

Overview
It's difficult to imagine a more diverse range of equip-
ment than modern hi-fi. The current offerings are com-
plex pieces of kit, both electronically and mechanically.

This means that a reasonable level of mechanical skill is
required if things like auto -reverse tape decks and multi -
stacking CD players are to be fixed. All but the cheap-
est equipment uses microprocessor control, so trouble-
shooting techniques here at any rate should be familiar
to you.

Don't, in most cases, expect ease of access. Getting all
that gear into a small space usually means that a a lot of
dismantling will be required. Some manufacturers pro-
vide load patch leads to assist with repair, but these are
usually available only to authorised service centres.

Specialised test gear can be obtained but, generally
speaking, the equipment already available in the work-
shop will suffice. A wow and flutter meter with a drift
(speed) feature is very helpful however, also a simple
audio oscillator and signal tracer. A laser power meter is
useful: ensure that it has adequate ranges, as a mini disc
laser provides a very high output in comparison with a
normal CD pickup.

Power Supplies
The power supply is usually quite simple, consisting of
a fairly hefty mains transformer and a bridge rectifier to
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provide plus and minus supplies for the power amplif-
ier stages. Fig. 1 shows the basic idea. Simple series reg-
ulators are used to step down these supplies to obtain the
low -voltage feeds required - most of these are switched
off in standby. There will of course always be a 5V
unswitched supply for the main micro chip and remote -
control receiver. With most recent designs these sup-
plies are protected by zener diodes across the outputs.
Obviously if one of the regulators goes short-circuit
considerable damage could occur in the absence of the
zener diode. So protective zener diodes must always be
replaced after a repair.

Before any stripping of the unit is carried out, even
before any connectors are removed, I strongly recom-
mend that the HT capacitors are discharged and a few
minutes are then allowed for the other supplies to sub-
side. If this procedure is not followed, sooner or later
you will do some damage - and it won't be obvious
what has happened.

Flat wire connectors are very widely used. They need
to be fitted carefully: if contact is made with an adjacent
pin, the results could be disastrous.

Chopper power supplies are normally used only in
very expensive and very high -power amplifiers, such as
those used in theatres etc. I have however come across
them in some hi-fi amplifiers of US origin.

Output Stages
A single or a pair of output ICs are used in most midi
systems. Some recent units have discrete component
designs however. In either case the speakers will prob-
ably be connected via a relay which is there to switch
off the speakers when phones are connected and to pro-
vide protection for the speakers should the amplifier
develop a short-circuit. The circuitry within an output
chip usually consists of a straightforward push-pull out-
put stage.

Should the positive or negative supply be missing, or
one half of the output stage be short-circuit, a supply of
30V or so would be connected across the speaker. To
prevent this happening, the mid -point voltage (normally
zero) is monitored. If a shift of even a few millivolts is
detected, the system control IC's protect pin will change
state and the relay will drop out. It's nice to hear the
relay drop in when the unit is first switched on! Other
things are sometimes monitored, typically the heatsink
temperature and the current. So you can find that the
protection circuit is almost as complex as the circuit
being monitored.

It's common to condemn the output ICs when a DC
offset is present, but they are not always to blame.
Missing supplies and dry -joints are common. And don't
overlook the speakers: they lead a hard life and can
develop shorted turns - this will activate the excess -cur-
rent protection (a tweeter fault is favourite).

There is a tendency to try to squeeze more and more
power out of midi systems while keeping their size
small. The result is more complex output stage circuit-
ry. One approach is to switch the supply rails electroni-
cally between full and half power in accordance with the
drive signal. The result is greater efficiency and a small-
er heatsink.

Expensive hi-fi amplifiers with discrete -component
output stages are a different proposition. They are usu-
ally DC coupled throughout. This means that a fault in
a preamplifier stage is quite likely to cause big voltage
changes in the output stage and vice versa. If there's a
voltage offset in both channels, the cause is most likely
to be a missing power supply. Fault isolation by discon-
necting suspect components is not usually feasible. The

best approach is to check the transistors for shorts and
leakage. If this proves to be inconclusive and no other
fault is found, block replacement of all the semiconduc-
tor devices in the channel will usually restore normal
operation.

If you do have to resort to this en -mass replacement,
initial testing is best carried out by increasing the mains
input slowly via a variac while monitoring the mid -point
voltage. Any deviation from zero means that a fault is
still present. This procedure can save a lot of expendi-
ture on blown transistors. All supplies should be
checked before you embark on such drastic measures.

If the unit now works, it will need to be set up in accor-
dance with the instructions in the manual. This will
involve setting the quiescent current, which is usually
done after the unit has warmed up. Don't ignore this
adjustment: the amplifier could run too hot and you
might end up doing the whole lot again. Finally, a power
test using dummy loads is a good idea.

One further point is to ask a customer, when an ampli-
fier is brought in for repair, if it's connected to a graph-
ic equaliser. If so the customer may not have refitted the
links, at the back of the amplifier, that connect the main
amplifier to the preamplifier -a favourite with Technics
equipment. The result will be no or very low sound. Not
all amplifiers have these links, but check to make sure -
otherwise you could be looking for the cause of a non-
existent fault.

CD Players
There was an excellent, comprehensive series on CD
player servicing in Television some years back (from
March 1989 to July 1990), but here are a few comments
that should help. The biggest nuisance is dust. It will
cover the laser lens and cause either mistracking or no
reading of the TOC (Table Of Contents). It's possible to
use a cotton swab to remove the dust, but there will
always be some left inside the pickup. Replacement is
the best option, and is nowadays quite cheap.

Skipping and jumping is another common complaint.
It can be caused by the disc itself, but the laser unit is the
more likely culprit. The spindle motor can wear and the
sled motor can stick, causing disc playability problems.
Sometimes, fortunately not often, a motor can be
replaced and the disc still won't play. Start by checking
supply voltages and reset lines, and that the clock crys-
tal is running.

There will be data communication between the system
controller and the CD panel. A scope can be used to
check this. It's also possible that the door- or tray -closed
switch may be faulty.

If the disc spins briefly but the TOC isn't read, one of
the processing chips on the PCB may be faulty. They are
always of the flat -pack variety. In my experience how-
ever they very rarely fail, the cause of the trouble being
dry -joints or broken print.

If there is one thing the Japanese seem to revel in, it's
designing weird and wonderful mechanisms. Some mul-
tichanger CD mechanisms are good, some are lousy.
Reference to the relevant service manual is the only way
of finding out how to rephase them. Careful observation
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Fig. 1: Use of a trans-
former and bridge rectifier
to produce positive and
negative supply lines.
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Fig. 2: Layout of
the photodetector
section of a mini
disc optical unit.
Output RF1 is
used with record-
able discs, output
RF2 with premas-
tered discs.

will often enable simple faults to be rectified. The gold-
en rule is to strip as little as possible and to make a note
of any phasing marks to assist with reassembly.

Mini Disc Players
Some recent units have a mini disc player instead of a
tape deck. This provides very high quality recording and
playback, with the added advantage that customising the
individual tracks is easy.

Two types of discs are available, premastered and
recordable. When a premastered disc is being played
back the machine works like a CD player. Similar ser-
vicing techniques apply. Mini disc players have an
extended anti -shock memory.

In order to be able to fit the data in the much smaller
disc, a special data compression system known as
ATRAC (Adaptive Transform Acoustic Coding) is
used. It carries out an analysis of the incoming frequen-
cy spectrum and decides which parts can be removed or
altered without the listener noticing. This is obviously a
gross over -simplification of a highly complex and
clever system. An in-depth study of the way in which
human beings perceive sound was carried out to provide
the basis of the system.
A magneto -optical recording system is used. In the

record mode a magnetic head is in contact with the top
side of the disc, directly opposite the laser beam. The
laser power is increased tenfold, to about 5mW, so that
the disc's magnetic layer is heated to 180°C. The data to
be recorded is applied to the head, which magnetises the
layer either north or south for one or zero.

When the disc is read in the playback mode the laser
light, reduced to a much lower level, undergoes a 90°
phase shift as it's reflected back through the magnetic
layer: the phase angle depends on whether the beam
passes through a north or south section of the layer. The
beam then passes through a Wollaston prism in the opti-
cal unit. This produces two extra beams, called I and J.
The outputs from the I and J sensors in the pickup are
passed to the RF chip, which provides the familiar eye -
pattern output. The effect of the prism and the light
phase -shift produces I and J vectors of unequal length.
This is known as the Kerr effect. The vectors are added
together mathematically to reproduce the recorded data.

Recordable discs also have a physical groove, known
as the ADdress In Pregroove (ADIP), to provide a guide
for the spiral track - the unrecorded disc is otherwise
completely blank. It's pre -stamped during manufacture
and is exactly the same on all discs.

Fig. 2 shows the layout of a mini disc photodetector

unit. Compare it with the well-known CD arrangement,
noting the additional I and J outputs.

Mini disc player mechanics are smaller in scale than
those of a CD player but are not too bad provided care
is taken. There are various different designs. In the ones
I've come across laser replacement has been fairly
straightforward.

The record power should really be checked and adjust-
ed. This is done using the electronic screwdriver
approach. The sensor has a useful slot that can be con-
nected to a DVM to read the output in millivolts. This
makes adjustment easy, but care needs to be taken to
avoid ruining a new pickup.

Tape Decks
Recent tape deck designs have become simpler mechan-
ically. Most use an output from the microcontroller chip
to pulse a solenoid. This controls a lever that releases
the main control cam, making it stop at the required
function position. There is obviously a window within
which this system will operate correctly. Motor speed
and solenoid timing are critical, so motor speed errors
can cause malfunctions. The decks don't use a mode
switch, operation relying on the timing of the solenoid.
The result is a deck with fewer component parts and fast
movement between modes, but with a tendency to noisy
operation.

Faults are usually caused by broken plastic parts and
poor tapes. The head auto -reverse mechanism can jump
a tooth and cause jamming. Replacement of the heads
requires the azimuth to be adjusted in both directions. A
6kHz or better still a 12kHz test tape and scope are
handy for this purpose, though a good result can be
achieved by ear using a good prerecorded tape - adjust
the azimuth screws for best HF response commensurate
with correct channel balance.

If a deck has very intermittent problems it's worth
checking whether a complete assembly is available: the
price can be surprisingly cheap.

Pro -Logic Systems
These have become very popular with the advent of sur-
round -sound encoded video tapes. Home cinema outfits
usually consist of a main amplifier with outputs for two
front speakers, two surround (rear) speakers and a cen-
tre speaker. The set-up can provide various options to
suit the room acoustics, including the use of the TV set
itself for the centre channel. If the Pro -Logic option is
selected when a normal sound source is in use the result
is awful, so it's best to deselect it with an unencoded
tape, radio broadcast etc. When properly configured, the
system can sound truly spectacular.

The Pro -Logic processing sections are purely digital
and are usually very reliable. But, as with any digital
system, confusing problems can occur. Always check
that the data and clock lines are active and that the reset
pulses etc. are present and correct before embarking on
IC replacement. Most systems have a test tone (white
noise) that's useful for checking that all sections are
working correctly.
The amplifiers usually have five output stages, two

front, two rear and one centre. They can be all -IC affairs
or a combination of ICs and discrete component circuit-
ry. Whatever the arrangement, failure of one output
stage usually means that the protection relays drop out.
Measurement of mid -point voltages will lead you to the
faulty section.

It's important to check that the cause of a complaint is
not simply the various levels being incorrectly set by the
user.
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12v 1 8Ah SEALED LEAD ACID BATTERIES,
new and boxed, unused pack of 4 £39.95 ref
CYC7 or £15 each ref CYC6
AUTOMATIC CHARGER For the above battenes, charges
2 at once. charge level indicator circuitry, 6 hour charge. £10 ref CYC8

A new range of 12v to 240v INVERTERS
IV400S (400 watt) £89,IV800S (800 watt) £169.1V12006

(1200 watt) £219

ECG MACHINES?isv 1OAH BATTS/24V 8A TX Ex
government ECG machines! Measures 390X320X120mm, on the
front are controls for scan speed, scan delay, scan mode, loads of
connections on the rear including video out etc. On the front panel are
two DIN sockets for connecting the body sensors to Sensors not
included, Inside 2 x 6v 10AH lead acid batts ( not in good condition)
pcb's and a 8A? 24v torroidial transformer (mains in) sold as seen, may
have one or two broken knobs etc due to poor storage £15.99 ref VP2

SODIUM LAMP SYSTEMS £75.70 Complete system
with 250w or 400 watt SON -T Agro bulb, reflector with bulb
holder and remote ballast and starter(uncased) all you need is
wire. 250W system ref SLS1, 400W system SL32.

PC SUPPORT HANDBOOK The ultimate technical
guide to building and maintaining PC's. Over 460 A4 pages
packed with technical data and diagrams just £10 ref PCBK. If
you want 4 copies for £33 ref PCBK2. Also available is a CD
packed with diagnostic programmes to use with the book £5 ref
PCBK1

D SIZE NICADS Tagged, 1200mA, 1.2v pack of 4 for E6 ref
CYC9 or as a pack of 24 for E22 ref CYC10

D SIZE SEALED LEAD ACID BATTERIES
2v 2 5ah rechargeable sealed lead acid battery made by Cyclon
60(45mm (standard D size) supplied as a pack of 12 or 20 giving you
options for battery configerations eg 12v at 5ah, 24v at 2.5ah, 6v at
10ah. These batteries are parbcularly useful in that you can arrange
them in your project to optimise space etc (eg boat ballast etc) Pack of
12 £10 ref CYC4, pack of 20 £16 ref CYC5

HYDROPONICS DO YOU GROWYOUR OWN?
We have a full colour hydroponics catalogue available containing
nutnents, pumps, fittings, enwomental control, lightfittings, plants, test
equipment etc Ring for your free copy.

PC COMBINED UPS AND PSU The unit has a total
pcwer of 292 watts, standard mother boardconnectorsand 12 peripheral
power leads for drives etc. Inside is 3 12v 7.2aH sealed lead acid
battened. Backup time is 8 mins at full load or 30 mins at haft load Made
in the UK by Magnum, 110 or 240vac input, +5v at 35A, -5v at .5A, +12v
at 9A, -12v at 5A outputs 170x260x220mm new and boxed £29 95
Ref PCUPS2

ALTERNATIVE ENERGY CD. PACKED WITH HUN-
DREDS OF ALTERNATIVE ENERGY RELATED ARTICLES, PLANS
AND INFORMATION ETC £14.50 REF CD56

AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY KIT This rocket comes win
a built in cameral it flies up to 500 feet (150 m) turns over, and takes an
aerial photograph of the ground below The rocket then returns vah its
film via its paracute Takes 110film. Supplied complete with everything
including a launch pad and 3 motors (no film) £29.98 ref astro

PROJECT BOXES Another bargain for you are these smart
ABS project boxes, smart two piece screw together case measuring
approx 6"x5"x2" complete with panel mounted LED. Inside you will find
loads of free bits, tape heads, motors, chips resistors, transistors etc.
Pack of 20 £19.95 ref MD2

TELEPHONES Just in this week is a huge delivery oftelephones.
all brand new and boxed. Two piece construction - Illuminated keypad,
tone or pulse (sviitchable), recall, radial and pause, highflow and off
ringer switch and quality construction. Off white colour and is supplied
with a standard international lead (same as US or modems) if you wish
to have a BT lead supplied to convert the phones these are £1.55 each
ref BTLX Phones £4.99 each ref PN2 10 off £30 ref 882

3HP MAINS MOTORS Single phase 240v, brand new, 2
pole, 340x18Orrirn 2850 rpm builfin automatice reset overload pro-
tector, keyed shaft (40x16mm)Made by Leeson £99 each ref LEEr

BUILD YOU OWN WINDFARM FROM SCRAP
New publication ones step by step guide to building w nd generators and
propellors. Armed with this publication and a good local scrap yard
could make you self sufficient in electricity! £12 ref LOT81

CHIEFTAN TANK DOUBLE LASERS 9 WATT+3
WATT+LASER OPTICS Could beadaptedfcrlaser
long range comms etc Double beam units designed to fit in the barrel
of a tank, each unit has 2 semi conductor lasers and motor drive units
for alignment. 7 mile range, no circurtdiagramsdueto MOO, newprice
£50,000? us? £199. Each unit has two gallium Arsenide injection
lasers, 1 x 9 watt 1 x 3 watt, 900nm wavelength, 28vdc, 600hz pulse
freq. The units also contain a receiver to detect reflected signals from
targets. £199 Ref LOT4

MAGNETIC CREDIT CARD READERS AND
ENCODING MANUAL £9.95 Cased with flyleads. designed to
read standard credit cardsl complete with control elctronics PCB and
manual covering everything you could want to knowaboutwhats hidden
in that magnetic strip on your card just £9.95 ref BAR31

SOLAR POWER LAB SPECIAL 2x 6"x6" tiv 130mA
cells 4 LED's, wire. buzzer. switch f- relay or motor t7.99 REF SA27

SOLAR NICAD CHARGERS 4 x AA size £999 ref
6P476, 2 x C size £999 ref 6P477YOUR HOME COULD

BE SELF SUFFICENT IN ELECTRICITY
Comprehensive plans with loads of info on designing systems, panels.

control electronics etc £7 ref PV1

AUTO SUNCHARGER 155x300mm solar panel with diode
and 3 metre lead and cigar plug. 12e 2w. [12.99 REF
A UG10P3 STEPPER MOTORSBrano new stepper motors.
4mm fixing holes with 47 14mm fixing centres 20nm shaft, 6 35mm
diameter, 5v/phase. 0.7.4/phase. 1 8 deg step (200step) Body 56x36mm
£14.99 ea ref STEP6, pack of 4 for £4995 PIC based variable
speedcontroller kit £15 ref STEP7

WAREHOUSE
CLOSING SALE

Come and vist our Sussex
warehouse, fill you car (or van)
with loads of goodies at bargain
prices. We must clear this
warehouse regardless of cost,
first come, first served, 10,000
square feet of bargains to
browse. Call us for an
appointment and directions.
Appointments only.

Hydrogen fuel cells
Our new Hydrogen fuel cells are 1v at up tip 1A output,
Hydrogen input, easily driven from a small etectrolosis
assembly or from a hydrogen source, our demo model
uses a solar panel with the output leads in a glass of salt
water to produce the hydrogen! Each cell is designed to be
completely taken apart, putback together and expanded to
what ever capacity you like, (up to 10watts and 12v per
assembly. Cells cost £49 ref HFC11

PHILIPS VP406 LASER DISC PLAYERS, SCART
OUTPUT, JUST PUT YOUR VIDEO DISK IN AND PRESS PLAY,
STANDARD AUDIO AND VIDEO OUTPUTS, FULLY TESTED
AND WORKING. E24.95 REF VP406

SMOKE ALARMS Mains powered, made by the famout
Gent company, easy fit nextto lightfittings power point. Pack of 5 £15

ref SS23, pack of 12 £24 ref SS24

4AH D SIZE NICADS pack of 4 £10 ref 4AHPK
SENDER KIT Contains all componentsto build a ANtransmitter

complete with case £35 ref VSXX7

10 WATT SOLAR PANEL Amorphous silicon panel fitted
in a anodized aluminium frame. Panel measures 3' by 1' with screw
terminals for easy connection.. x 1' solar panel e55 ref MAG45
Unframed 4 pack (3'x1') £58.99 ref SOLX
12V SOLAR POWERED WATER PUMP Perfect
for many 12v DC uses, from solar fountains to hydroponics! Small
and compact yet powerful works direct from our 10 watt solar panel
in bnght sun Max hrt 17 ft Max flow = 8 Lprn.1 5A Ref AC8 £18 99

SOLAR ENERGY BANK KIT 50x 6"x12" 6v solar
panels(amorphous)+50 diodes £99 ref EF112
PINHOLE CAMERA MODULE WITH AUDIO!
Superb board camera with on board sound! extra small just 28mm
square (including microphone) ideal for covert surveillance. Can be
hidden inside anything , even a matchbox! Complete with 15 metre
cable, psu and brivcr connnectors. £49 95 ref CC6J

SOLAR MOTORS Tiny motors which run quite happily on
voltages from3-12vdc Works on our 6v amorphous 6' panels and
you can run them horn the sun' 32mm die 20rnm thick £1 50 each
WALKIE TALKIES 1 MILE RANGE E37/PAIR REF MA030

LIQUID CRYSTAL DISPLAYS Bargain prices,
16 character 4 line, 62x25mm £5.99 ref Sk4O1640A
40 character 1 line 154x16mm £6.00 ref SMC4011A

YOUR HOME COULD BE SELF SUFFICENT
IN ELECTRICITY Comprehensive plans with bads of info

on designing systems, panels, control electronics etc £7 ref F'V1

AUTO SUNCHARGER 155X300mm solar panel with diode
and 3 metre lead and cigar plug 12v 2w £12.99 REF AUG10P3.

SOLAR POWER LAB SPECIAL 2x 6"x5" ei 130mA
cells 4 LED's wire, buzzer, switch relay or motor £7.99 REF SA27

SOLAR NICAD CHARGERS 4 x AA size £999 ref
6P476 2 x C size £9.99 ref 6P477

MINATURE TOGGLE SWITCHES These top quality
Japanese panel mount toggle switches measure 35x13x12mro are 2
pole changeover and will switch 1A at 253vac, or 3 A at 125vac.
Complete with mounting washers and nuts. Supplied as a box of 100
switches for £29.95 ref SWT35 or a bag of 15 for £4.99 ref SWT34

VOICE CHANGERS Hold one of these units over your
phone mouth piece an you can adtust your voice using the controls on
the unit! Battery operated £15 ref CC3

BULL ELECTRICAL
250 PORTLAND ROAD, HOVE, SUSSEX

BN3 5QT. (ESTABLISHED 50 YEARS).
MAIL ORDER TERMS: CASH, PO OR CHEQUE

WITH ORDER PLUS £4.00 P&P PLUS VAT.
24 HOUR SERVICE £6.50 PLUS VAT.

OVERSEAS ORDERS AT COST PLUS 63.50
(ACCESS,VISA, SWITCH, AMERICAN EXPRESS)

'phone orders : 01273 203500
FAX 01273 323077

Sales@bull-electricalcorn

30 WATTS OF SOLAR POWER for just £69, 4
panels each one 3'x1  and producing 8w, 13v.
PACK OF FOUR £69 ref SOLX
200 WATT EVERIERS plugs straight into your car
cigarette lighter socket and is fitted with a I 3A socket so you can run
your mains operated devices from your car battery. E49.95 ref 5666

THE TRUTH MACHINE Tells if someone is tying by micro
tremors in their voice, battery operated, works in general conversation
and on the 'phone and TV as well! £42.49 ref TD3

INFRA RED FILM 6' square piece of flexible infra red film that
will only allow IR ligM through. Perfectfor converting ordinary torches,
lights, head6ghts etc to infra red output only using standard light bulbs
Easily cut to shape. 6' square £15 ref IRF2

33 KILO LIFT MAGNETNeodynium,32mm diameter wrth
a fixing bolt on the backfor easy mounting. Each magnet will lifr33kilos,
4 magnets bolted to a plate will Itt an incredible 132 kilos! £15 ref

MAG33 Pack of 4 just £39 rig MAG33AA

HYDROGEN FUEL CELL PLANS Loads of information
on hydrogen storageand production. Practical planstobuilda Hydrogen
fuel cell (good workshop facilities required) £8 set ref FCP1

STIRLING ENGINE PLANS Interesting information pack
covering all aspects of Stirling engines. pictures of home made
engines made from an aerosol can running on a candle! £12 ref ST IR2

ENERGY SAVER PLUGS Saves up to 15% electricity
when usedwith fridges,motois unto 2A, light bulbs,soidering ironsetc

£9 ea ref L0171, 10 pack £69 ref LOT72.

12V OPERATED SMOKE BOMBS Type 3 is a 12v
trigger and 3 smoke cannisters, each cannister will fill a room in a very
short space of timel £1499 ref saa Type 2 * 20 smaller cannisters
(suitable for mock equipment fires etc) and 1 trigger module for £29
ref SB2 Type 1 is a 12v trigger and 20 large cannrsters £49 ref SB1

HI POWER ZENON VARIABLE STROBESUseful
12v PCB fitted with hi power strobe tube and control electronics and
speed control potentiometer. Perfect for interesting projects etc
70x55mm 12vdr, operation. £6 ea ref FLS1, pack of 10 £49 ref FLS2

NEW LASER POINTERS 4.5rmv, 75 metre range, hand
held unit runs on two AA batteries (supplied) 670nm. £29 ref DEC49J

HOW TO PRODUCE 35 BOTTLES OF WHISKY
FROM A SACK OF POTATOES Compreheitsrve 270
page book covers all aspects of spirit production from everyday
materials. Includes construction details of simple stills £12 ref MS3

NEW HIGH POWER MINI BUG With a range of up to
800 metres and a 3 days use from a PP3 this is our top selling bug!
less than 1" square and a 10m voice pickup range. £28 Ref LOT102

IR LAMP KIT Suitable for cctv cameras, enables the camera
to be used in total darkness! £6 ref EF138

INFRA RED POWERBEAM Handheld battery powered
lamp, 4 inch reflector, gives out powerful pure infrared fight; perfect for
CCTV use, nightsghts etc £29 ref P81.

SUPER WIDEBAND RADAR DETECTOR Detects
both radar and laser, X K and KA bands, speed cameras, and all known
speed detection systems. 360 degree coverage, frontar
earwaveguides, 1 1"x2.7"x4.6" fits on visor or dash £149

LOPTX Made by Samsung for colour TV £3 each ref SS52

LAPTOP LCD SCREENS 240x175mm, £12 ref SS51
WANT TO MAKE SOME MONEY? STUCK
FOR AN IDEA? We have collated 140 business manuals that
give you information on setting up different businesses, you peruse
these at your leisure using the text editor on your PC. Also included is
the certificate enabling you to reproduce (and sell) the manuals as
much as you likel £14 ref EP74

HIGH POWER DC MOTORS, PERMANENT
MPGNEF12 - 24v operation, probably about 1/4 norse power.
body measures 100rn x 76rnm with a 60mm x 5mm output shaft with a
machined flat on it. Fficing is simple using the two threaded bolts pro-
truding from the front £22 ref MOT4

Online
web catalogue
bull-electrical.com

ELECTRONIC SPEED CONTROLLER KIT For

the above motor is E 1 9 ref MAG17. Save £5 if you buy them both
together, 1 motor plus speed controller rrp is £41, offer price £36 ref
MOT5A

INFRA RED REMOTE CONTROLS made for TVs
but may have other uses pack of 100 £39 ref REM

RCB UNITS Inline IEC lead with fitted RC
breaker. Installed in seconds. Pack of 3£9.98
ref LOTSA

On our web sites you can
1. Order online.
2. Check your premium bonds.
3. Enter our auction or build your own.
4. Add E -commerce to your own site.
5. Discover our software site, optical site,
hydroponics site, holiday home exchange
site, inkjet site, hotels site.
6. View our web camera.
7. Invest in our future.

http://www.bullnet.co.uk
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Philips G90AE Chassis
If the BUT 11 AF chopper transistor
7625 is short-circuit you will have
to fit kit SBC7023, part no. 4822
310 20496. The instructions in the
kit tell you to add two 1N5061
diodes in positions 6608 and 6609
but don't explain where they go.
The positions are marked on some
boards. Where these markings are
not provided, connect the diodes in
series and connect the anode of the
pair to the base of the chopper tran-
sistor and the cathode to its emitter.
P.B.

Samsung SCT12B Chassis
In the event of failure of the
TDA8350 field output chip IC301
in this chassis the following com-
ponents should be added when fit-
ting the replacement chip:

Connect an MTZ15C 15V, 500mW
zener diode (DZ403, part no. 0403-
000656) between pin 3 and chassis
(in parallel with C303) with its
cathode to pin 3.

Connect a 1N4004 (400V, 1A)
diode (part no. 0402-000132)
between pin 9 and the 46V side of
R307, with its anode to pin 9.

Remove L301 which is in the PCB
position marked J349. In its place
fit a 101.tH axial coil (part no. 2701-
000116) and a 1.211, 5%, 2W

TV
Fault Finding

fusible resistor (part no. 2008-
001013) connected in series. Then
add, from the junction of this series
combination and R302/R303/C301
to chassis, an MA2560 56V, 1W
zener diode (part no. 0403-001039)
with a 470nF, 5%, 100V capacitor
(part no. 2305-000407) in parallel.
The anode of this added zener
diode goes to chassis.

The extra components can be
added on the underside of the PCB.

Check resistor R307 (100,
0.5W, part no. 2008-000179)
which, if faulty, can be responsible
for flyback lines on the screen. P.B.

Sony KVE2512U (AE1A
chassis)
The complaint with this set was
intermittent field collapse. Feeling
confident, I dived in straight away
and attended to the numerous poor
joints on the main panel. I also
removed the IF unit and resoldered
most of the joints here, to avoid a
possible bouncer. When I switched
the set on I discovered that the
problem hadn't been resolved: there
was partial field collapse. As carry-
ing out voltage checks in these big
Sonys is not particularly easy, I
replaced the TDA8170 field output
chip as a first guess. But the partial
field collapse was still present. My
attention was then drawn to the
680p.F, 25V field output coupling
capacitor C531. It looked as if it
had been under stress, as the insula-
tion had contracted appreciably. It
proved to be open -circuit.

It's quite common to find that
the field output coupling capacitor
in Sony sets has gone low in value.
The result is cramping in the lower
part of the display. An open -circuit
capacitor is rather more unusual.
P.H.

Nokia MP37H1
The line driver transistor VK01 had
failed. When I fitted a replacement

BC327 transistor all was well -
note however that this is a pnp
device, which is unusual in the line
driver stage. About a week later the
set bounced with the same fault.
When I consulted Nokia technical I
was advised to replace the surface -
mounted transistors VK51 (BC848)
and VK52 (BC858) as well. This
seems to have done the trick. P.H.

Deccacolour D28NEE5
(Tatung El chassis)
There was slight top field foldover,
its severity depending on the aspect
ratio in use - you can select high,
wide or normal with these sets. The
high and normal ratios produced
the greatest error, hardly any
foldover being seen in the wide
mode. A replacement TDA8350Q
field output chip cured the fault.
P.H.

Praline M5900TT (Tatung
170/180 series chassis)
The cause of no picture was safety
resistor R433 (1.20) being open -
circuit. It protects the supply to the
field output stage. P.H.

Naiko N1495
This 14in. portable with twin speak-
ers was supplied by a local cash and
carry outlet. It was dead and, need-
less to say, servicing information
was virtually non-existent. The inter-
nal fuse and posistor had failed. The
latter was marked 180C915*34S, but
I couldn't find a source. A Konig
4740 positor, as used in the Ferguson
ICC5 chassis, proved to be a reliable
replacement. P.H.

Sony KVM1421U (BE2A
chassis)
This set suffered from extremely
intermittent loss of red. I replaced
the R output transistor Q706 and
the emitter -follower Q709 but this
made no difference. In the fault
condition the red input at the CRT
base panel seemed to be of the right
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amplitude. The only thing I could
find wrong was the DC voltage at
pin 1 (red output) of the TDA3505-
VI video processor chip IC302: it
seemed to be a little on the low
side. In the end I cured the problem
by replacing this chip. I can only
assume that the internal biasing for
the red output suffered from inter-
mittent failure. P.H.

Beovision 8092 (type
7233)
There was no picture because of no
CRT heater supply. The cause was
traced to poor joints at P23 and
poor contacts at the connector,
which had to be cleaned. Once
these problems had been dealt with
there was a picture but the line hold
was poor. The line hold preset
R108 was intermittent. P.H.

JVC C1480EK (BX11 chas-
sis)
If the problem is drifting off tune,
remove the station selector module
and replace the surface -mounted
capacitors C014, C017 (both 3.3µF,
50V), C015 (2211F, 6.3V) and C016
(0.4711F, 50V). You will almost
certainly find that at least one of
them is leaking, so the board will
need a good clean. If you are lucky
it should then work. After the
repair you may find that search tun-
ing operates but the tuning informa-
tion cannot be stored. This means
that either part of the print or some
of the plated -through holes near or
below these capacitors has been
damaged. You may also find dam-
age under the memory chip - repair
is sometimes possible. A replace-
ment module is very expensive,
making repair uneconomic if one is
needed. P.H.

Toshiba 210T6B
Complete loss of colour was the
problem with this set. It took us
some time to discover that C506
(0.01µF) was leaky. It's connected
to pin 7 (colour control) of the
TA7699AP colour decoder/time-
base generator chip IC501. K.G.

Sanyo CBP3012 (A3 -A14
chassis)
This portable was a bit old for our
service department but, as it was a
chargeable job, we decided to have
a quick look. There was no output
from the chopper power supply
though there was HT at the collec-
tor of the chopper transistor Q513.
Checks on the transistors in its
drive circuit revealed that Q511
(2SA608) was short-circuit. When
the set was switched on after

replacing this transistor it was trip-
ping. Some further checks revealed
that the voltage error sensing tran-
sistor Q553 (2SC536), which is on
the secondary side of circuit, was
also faulty. K.G.

Samsung CI5337 (US60A
chassis)
The basic complaint with this 21in.
Nicam set was no sound after warm
up. When the sound cut out the pic-
ture darkened a little. Sometimes
the picture would blank out alto-
gether. There are two 12V regulator
chips on the signals board. The out-
put from one of them, IC802, was
low at only 7.5V. Its input was also
low at 8.5V. Both regulators are fed
from the 16V rail, each one via a
series diode. D802 in the feed to
IC802 was dropping over 7V, and
as a result was extremely hot! A
new 1N4003 diode restored the pic-
ture and sound. I checked the cur-
rent through it and found this to be
satisfactory at 270mA. G.C.

Panasonic TX25AD1DP
(Euro 2 chassis)
The mains supply to the chopper
circuit is switched off in standby by
a relay that's operated by the
microcontroller chip 11801 - at pin
19. This set came on with no pic-
ture and sound: the relay and stand-
by LED were pulsating at a fre-
quency of about once a second. As
the 150V HT supply was very low
and pulsating an overload was,
incorrectly, suspected. I then
noticed that the HT rail pulsed up
to a modest voltage several times
during each of the relay's on peri-
ods. So the relay drive was overrid-
den by connecting a shorting link
between the emitter and collector of
Q6114 on the front board (M), near
the relay.

With the power supply now run-
ning continuously, and some peace
and quiet in which to work, it
became clear that the chopper cir-
cuit was too feeble to maintain its
own operation let alone run the set.
A new TDA6505-3 control chip
(1611) failed to make any differ-
ence, as did several other replace-
ments. The culprit turned out to be
C637, a 2.2nF polyester capacitor
which had gone clean open -circuit.
It's connected to pin 2 (current sim-
ulation) 1611. Whatever next?!
G.C.

Sharp 37VT-24
The complaint with this TV -video
combi unit was "no TV operation".
When the owner was questioned, it
seemed that the unit would switch

itself to standby after about half an
hour. What would happen is that
the CRT beam -limiter circuit would
shut the set down to standby, which
is unusual. The cause of the trouble
was the 1.2MS2 resistor R626 in the
beam -limiter circuit: it had gone
high in value - in fact by the time
we had the unit it was effectively
open -circuit. Thus as soon as any
beam current started to flow the
unit tripped off. G.C.

Philips K40 chassis
Although these sets are now quite
old we still come across them from
time to time - and usually find that
they produce a better picture than
some new budget -priced sets. A
recent example required a new line
oscillator chip, a memory battery
and a little resoldering to put it into
good order - all quite routine. But
it bounced on us with the complaint
"intermittent blank screen and no
sound, getting worse, a knock may
restore normal operation".

I initially assumed that a dry -
joint somewhere had been missed,
but none could be found. In the
fault condition the power supplies
were all normal, also the scanning
and EHT - and the fault disap-
peared when the chassis frame was
hinged down. The cause of the fault
was found in the middle of the sig-
nals board, at connector M13,
which links video signals to and
from the scart socket. The screen
braids of the coaxial cables fitted
into the plug in M13 were long and
uninsulated, and had become
draped across the plug's signal
pins, thus shorting out the video
signal. G.C.

Sony KV2020/KV2022
Severe line oscillator warm-up drift
made it impossible to obtain line
lock at all times. The usual cause of
this is C507 (33nF polyester): it
gets fried by R514 which is next to
it. On this occasion however the
cause was a defunct electrolytic
capacitor, C509 (10µF, 16V). It
decouples the oscillator's 5.5V sup-
ply. G.C.

Sharp 59C505 and
66C505 (CS chassis)
This nightmare took several ses-
sions to sort out. The chassis is
technically advanced, with digital
processing and class D amplifiers
for field scanning, EW correction
and the audio outputs. It's built on
a compact plated -through -hole
board with conventional parts and
surface -mounted components on
both sides. Much of the board runs
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too hot for its own good. There
were dry -joints, cracked joints,
porous joints and cooked joints all
over the place. The BUH515 line
output transistor had failed, the sur-
face -mounted RGB output transis-
tors were going intermittent and
Q707 (BC338-40), one of the two
5V sub -regulator transistors, was
intermittently open -circuit. The
result of all this was a vast array of
ghastly symptoms! G.C.

Philips CP90 Chassis
This set had no front LED display
though the HT supply was present.
The 2.4V NiCad battery was short-
circuit and there were plenty of
dry -joints, but the culprit was
C2691 (330µF, 25V) which had
dried out. It's the reservoir capaci-
tor for the 19V supply. M.Dr..

Grundig CUC7350 Chassis
This set wouldn't come out of
standby and the output from its
LM317T regulator was very low. It
took a while to find the cause of the
problem, though it was actually
staring at me. The aluminium
heatsink for the regulators had
become unclipped from the PCB
and had risen up. As a result of this
the spring clip holding the LM317T
regulator was shorting to its tab.
M.Dr.

Toshiba 140E4B
If the problem is no tuning or mem-
ory functions, replace capacitor
CA17 (3.3µF, 160V). It's right next
to the chopper transformer. M.Dr.

Mitsubishi CT2555STX
(Euro 4Z chassis)
The customer complained about a
buzz when changing channels.
Initially I thought that the AFC was
slow to pull in or that a mute circuit
had failed, but the penny dropped
when I pressed the Nicam-off but-
ton. The result was no sound, just a
buzz. When changing channels the
set defaults to mono sound before
the Nicam sound drops in. The
6MHz resonator X3 in the IF mod-
ule needed replacement. A.S.

JVC C14ET1EK (Onwa
chassis)
There was no picture or sound. In
fact this set seemed to be so dead
that I at first thought that the power
supply or line timebase had failed.
In fact the cause of the trouble
turned out to be an open -circuit
0.68S/ resistor, R434, in the feed to
the 14V supply rectifier D408. It's
tucked down beside the LOPT.
When you have slid the PCB back

into the cabinet, make sure you
plug the speaker lead into CN201,
not CN403, or you will think you
have a field fault.

With another of these sets there
was no picture or sound, just the
standby LED on. Its power supply
was OK but there was no line time -
base operation. R323 (6.81d2, 5W)
in the feed to the AN5601K chip
IC301 was open -circuit. A.S.

Panasonic TC1485 (Z3
chassis)
There was no colour, just a bright,
pink screen with a Hanover -blind
effect. C601, a 1 OnF disc ceramic
capacitor in the PAL delay -line cir-
cuit, had turned into a 320S2 resis-
tor. A.S.

Mitsubishi CT15M2TX
(Euro 7 chassis)
The source of a singing inductor
noise was traced to the chopper
transformer, though the noise didn't
come and go when the usual push
test with a screwdriver was applied.
Oddly enough, resoldering the earth
connection to the PCB for the
STR54041 chopper chip IC901' s
heatsink completely cured the
noise. A.S.

Ferguson TX99 Chassis
The cause of intermittent spots
and/or flashing over the picture was
traced to the HT smoothing induc-
tor L21, which had a cracked iron -
dust former. I fixed it with super -
glue. A.S.

Panasonic TX28A1 (Alpha
2W chassis)
There was a faint squeal at switch
on then nothing apart from the
channel no. indicator. The line out-
put transistor Q551 and the over -
voltage protection diode D854 were
both short-circuit, while the fusible
link (R567) in the feed to the line
output stage was open -circuit.
There are two suspects in this situa-
tion: C808 (10µF, 63V) on the pri-
mary side of the chopper circuit
and the STR54041M chopper chip
IC801. Once the components men-
tioned above had been replaced I
checked for dry -joints at the line
driver transformer. The set then
worked normally. M.M.

Sony KVA2532U (AE2A/B
chassis)
The picture would go off intermit-
tently with a flash. At the same
time the standby LED would start
flashing. The flashing is an error
code. In this case it was 13, which
means a timebase fault. The cause

of the trouble was dry -joints at the
field output chip. Once these had
been resoldered there was normal
operation. M.M.

Philips 14TVCR240
Sound but no picture was the com-
plaint with this portable TVNCR
combi unit. A quick check revealed
that R8511 was open -circuit. When
this item and the TDA3653B field
output chip IC7510 had been
replaced normal operation was
restored. M.M.

Thorn CT5122T
The customer's son had put Flash
down the front screen of this
Tatung clone. Checks showed that
the damage was confined to the
microcontroller/EEPROM section
of the PCB. I cleaned this with
video head cleaning fluid, then
allowed it to dry before reinstalling
the board in the set. This revealed
that the memory had been corrupt-
ed. After resetting everything (not
easy) I had a working receiver.
With some modern chassis resetting
the software takes longer than car-
rying out the actual repair. M.M.

Sclera L67 Chassis
At switch on there was a bright
spot at the centre of the screen.
Yes, there was both line and field
collapse. At switch off a faint verti-
cal line could be seen, so I decided
to check the line output stage. The
scan coupling capacitor CB513
(250nF, 400V) was dry -jointed, but
resoldering made no difference.
When it was checked with a capaci-
tance meter it turned out to be
open -circuit. A replacement
restored normal operation. Why
field collapse? The scan coils form
part of the line output stage tuning.
When they are disconnected the
line output stage is detuned and the
voltages derived from it will be
low. M.M.

Hitachi C2119R (GIPS Mk
II chassis)
This set would shut down after
about twenty seconds, with a
buzzing noise that came from
somewhere around the line output
stage or the power supply. A quick
check showed that the HT voltage
was present and correct. I assumed,
correctly, that a protection circuit
had probably come into operation,
and found that a shut -down voltage
was present at pin 20 of the
TA8690AN jungle chip. This volt-
age will normally be present when
there is either excessive EHT or
excessive beam current. In fact nei-
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ther of these conditions applied: the
3.9V zener diode ZD701, which
monitors the beam current, was
leaky. A replacement cured the
fault. M.L.

Hitachi C2118T (GIPS Mk
II chassis)
This fault was of my own making. I
had rebuilt the power supply and
repaired the print around the 9V
regulator IC703. The set bounced
because the field scanning was
stretched at the top and cramped at
the bottom. Many capacitors and
other items were checked or
replaced before I saw what I'd
done. The 9V regulator should
point towards the tuner: this one
pointed towards the LOPT. I'd
reversed it when repairing the print.

In this condition the device pro-
duced an 'output' of about 10.5V,
which accounted for the distorted
field scanning. It's something that
is all too easy to do. M.L.

Philips CP110 Chassis
There was no picture and the sound
pulsed on and off. A check on the
HT supply revealed that it was low

and fluctuating. Once the 100g
capacitor on the power supply sub -
panel had been replaced the picture
and sound came up but there was
ripple on the verticals. This was
cured replacing C2633 (100g),
which smooths the supply to the
line driver stage. G.S.

Panasonic TX29AD1DP
(Euro 2 chassis)
This set was dead with no sound,
picture or power. You could hear
the power supply tripping. I
replaced the short-circuit
BU2508AF line output transistor
(Q534), disconnected the HT feed
to the line output stage and used a
60W bulb as a dummy load for the
power supply. When I switched the
set on the power supply was OK,
producing the correct 145/150V HT
voltage. Now to find the cause of
Q534's failure.

I checked the waveform at the
base of the line driver transistor
Q526 and found that it was too
low. There was only 0.5V at its
base, which is not enough to trigger
it and produce a drive waveform at
its collector. The drive comes from

the digital PCB at the rear of the
set. It was OK at pin 27 of 11601,
but was low at the collector of
Q1612. The voltage here was low
at about 0.5V. When I replaced
D1614, which is shown on the PCB
and the circuit diagram as a coil
(L1614), Q1612's collector voltage
rose to about 4.5V and the level of
the line drive at the base of Q526
rose to 2.8V. When I removed the
bulb and reconnected the LOPT the
set came on normally. G.S.

Grundig CUC20/30
Chassis
There was no sound or picture, just
a blue screen. The cause was a col-
lection of dry -joints at the 5V and
8V regulators IC61050, IC61060
and IC61040. Resoldering them
restored the sound and picture. G.S.

Hitachi C1714T
The picture's size decreased as the
brightness increased. Needless to
say the HT was low and varying.
The cause of the fault was the
CNX82A optocoupler IC90I,
which was short-circuit on the pri-
mary side. C.J.G.
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An ident from Reuters
via NSS K 121.5°W) at
11566GHz H. This
was a digital feed for
a UK SNG uplink.

DX and
Satellite Reception

Terrestrial DX and satellite TV reception. News fro abroad and of
satellite developments. Meteor shower dates for 2000. How to go
about F2 DXing. Roger Bunney reports

This
is the first column of the

new year, decade and millenni-
um. By the end of this decade I
expect analogue transmissions to
have ceased, leaving us with only
digital TV. Will terrestrial DX
activities continue, or will those
remaining enthusiasts switch to
satellite TV in their quest for some-
thing different or unusual? There
has already been a decisive switch
to satellite reception.

Meanwhile, there has been some
encouraging terrestrial activity. As
the solar cycle approaches the
sunspot maximum, conditions in
the F2 layer have been producing
some really exotic DX reception,
though most of it has been uniden-
tified. Here's a log of the more
noteworthy reception.

On the 3rd of November Petri
Popponen (Finland) and Ryn
Muntjewerff (Holland) received ch.
E2 signals from Thailand and
Malaysia (RTM) while in the UK

Cyril Willis (King's Lynn) logged
two Arabic ch. E2 signals. Ryn
received the same signals on the
4th, while Cyril logged Russia ch.
R1 and an Arabic ch. E2 signal.
There were ch. E2 Arabic signals
from 0850-1050 on the 8th and 9th.
The 10th and 11th produced ch. E2
Arabic signals with carriers at
48.24 and 48.26MHz and a ch. R1
signal with the carrier at
49.74MHz. Arabic ch. E2 reception
was again logged on the 19th. The
20th produced very strong ch. E2
video with carriers at 48.24, 48.25
and 48.26MHz - the pictures had
the usual smeared, multiple images.
There were strong ch. R1 signals
on the 25th, but high-level local
baby alarm signals made picture
reception impossible here.

There were small SpE openings
on the 11th and 19th. The former
produced Russian signals (YT -1
chs. R1 and R2 and ORT ch. R1),
the latter ch. E3 and E4 signals
from Scandinavia. The Leonids
meteor shower produced minimal
signal pings on the 16th, but good
MS reception was reported during
mid morning on the 17th.

The rising F2 activity and day-
time maximum usable frequency
(MUF) have produced low -VHF
reception from the east through to
the south and west over several
thousand miles. As at the end of
November, US police communica-
tions, public utilities and pagers
have been heard at up to 41MHz. I
have heard an Italian calling CQ to
a cordless UK phone in the 31MHz
band, and at 37.221MHz an
American ansaphone was being

interrogated over the air (a cordless
phone?) for its recorded messages -
there was mention of Denver in the
recordings. Most communications
messages mention streets but rarely
the town, which is very frustrating.

Things really look good, and
both NZ ch. 1 (45.25MHz) and the
Australian ch. 0 (46.25MHz) are
being monitored by scanner for the
tell -tale 50Hz video buzz. Dust off
those scanners!

Satellite Reception
The last Friday in November is the
traditional BBC Mastermind
Children in Need appeal day. A
casual evening check at Euteslat II
F3 (36°E) on the 26th produced a
couple of programme feeds for this
event. SISLink 25 - UKI-253 was
providing an uplink from Dundee at
11.675GHz H. At the same time
(1925 GMT) SISLink-29 UKI-
418A was covering a small aircraft,
occupants unknown, that took off
from Prestwick. These two digital
feeds were at 11.684GHz H with
SR 5,632 and FEC 3/4. The previ-
ous evening the 418A unit was at
Luton airport covering a royal visit,
once more digital via 36°E at the
same frequency. In recent times
checking out the various new UK
SNG identifications has become
like the old hobby of train spotting!

An unusual Reuters UKI-415
identification was present via NSS
K (21.5°W) at 0800 GMT on the
24th, "RTV VERYLOWDELAY"
on digital colour bars. The signal
was cut abruptly, the mystery delay
never being revealed. On the 25th
SISLink 38 UKI-507 was outside
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DX -TV

Preston Crown Court to report on
the trial of Dr Shipham. The signal
was at 11.079GHz H with SR
5,632, FEC 3/4, A-PIDS 256 and
V-PIDS 308. With the RSD
ODM300 receiver you need to
enter only the known/suspected fre-
quency: the receiver will then work
out and tell you all the digital
parameters. This isn't the case with
certain popular Nokia receivers.

The latest Nokia receiver, Model
9800, has been criticised on the
grounds of bad memory retention
and inability to self -seek digital
parameters. Roy Carmen tried the
Nokia 9600 with DVB2000 board
and found it a complicated receiver
to set up and operate. One reason
for this is that the on -board tuner
has been changed, the new version
being without auto tune. Tuner let-
tering can be seen through the ven-
tilation grilles. If the tuner is type
DF1 ST 1173 Art no 55-50075-01,
it is the later non-autosearch ver-
sion (it's made in Latvia). The
autosearch 9600 tuner is the EU
type NDT 1006 A Art no. 56-
70090-02 rev B or similar.

There's a small multiplex at
11740GHz V from the Astra
2A/Kopernikus slot (28.2°E). In
addition to the TV Travel Shop,
Bravo, Trouble, Challenge and
Living channels, colour bars with
"NTL Newman St" have been seen.
The receiver flags as XN, with the
usual Astra parametrers - SR
27,000, FEC 2/3. At the same slot
you will find the analogue Antenna
Hungaria PM5544 test pattern -
this is at 11.547GHz H.

With military action in
Chechnya continuing, the BBC
Moscow circuit via 36°E has shown
some grisly footage. Uncut material
is sent to White City at 11.615GHz
H (SR 5,632, FEC 3/4).

Analogue signals are often seen
via Telecom 2C (3°E), but I'm
uncertain where the "DLT E/S"
earth station is located (11634GHz
V, November 12th). On the same
day the BBC-UKI-234 analogue
Scottish SNG truck provided cover-
age of the Scotland v. England
football match (11601GHz V).

One of the most active satellites
for digital signals is NSS K
(21.5°W). On November 11th Sky
Sports was in Las Vegas for the
Lennox Lewis match, with trans-
mission via BT Washington's
11566GHz lease. On the same
night Maxat was taking a live feed
of MTV's Countdown from Dublin
to the USA at 11625GHz V - the
outgoing feed showed a delay com-
pared with the direct Astra (19.2°

E) analogue downlink.
There has been a first report of

test transmissions being seen from
Orion -2 (Telstar 12) at 12°W.
Colour bars were received at
11.546GHz, both H and V.

Terrestrial News
UK: It's probable that another
RSL-TV station will be on air in
the Southampton area by the
autumn. A local group has gained
ITC approval and awaits channel
confirmation. One transmitter will
be at Lymington, another at
Toothill (near Romsey). Coverage
includes the New Forest (east and
south), West Southampton and Test
Valley south. The group is to co-
operate with others planning to
open services in the Portsmouth,
Southampton and Bournemouth
areas. The power of the ch. E54 H
TV 12 transmitter at Rowridge has
been doubled to 2kW ERP.
France: The government is collect-
ing information from broadcasters
on their plans for terrestrial digital
TV and is to produce a channel
allocation plan. Initial DTT trans-
missions are unlikely to start before
autumn 2001.
Germany: The BDXC has provid-
ed a detailed list of evening region-
al opt -outs. Regional programming
is transmitted during 1700-1705,
1800-1805 and 1930-2000 hours
local time and is provided by studio
centres at Aachen, Bielefeld,
Dortmund, Dusseldorf, Essen
(Rhur), Koln, Munster, Siegen and
Wuppertal. A new local broadcast-
er, Saar -TV, has opened in the
Saarbrucken region with transmis-
sions on chs. E26, E36, E38, E46
and E60. The main Sachsen trans-
mitters broadcast SAT -1 via
Leipzig ch. E26, Dresden ch. E48,
Chemnitz ch. E56 and Zwickau ch.
E53.
Australia: Robert Copeman reports
that a new high -power digital com-
mercial TV network is to open in
about 2007. A number of analogue
UHF transmitters are being built in
the Melbourne area to avoid
expected interference problems
when the high -power digital VHF
transmitters go on -air.

Satellite News
As a follow up to last year's forma-
tion of New Skies Satellite (NSS),
which is based in Amsterdam,
Intelsat is now to be privatised. A
restructuring formula is expected in
July, with confirmation at a mem-
bers' assembly in the autumn, the
aim being to launch the New
Intelsat group in April 2001. Full

protection is to be maintained for
those countries that rely on Intelsat
for communications needs.

BT will be the first company to
offer full ISDN capability via the
Immarsat Satelan network, using a
portable 64kbits/sec unit. The sim-
ple briefcase unit, weighing about
4kg, will provide broadcast -quality
voice, small video packages and
internet access with handset opera-
tion. It will cost £10,000. Immarsat

Signal from a VTR
ready to play out a
news item from KSL-
TV, Salt Lake City via
the Bonneville News
Bureau, Washington for
transmission to Europe
via NSS K.

Aerial Techniques
Tolman Pro75

Ultra high gain
wideband UHF
aerial digital
ready. Covers ,A
channels 21-68
with 19dB forward gain. £69.95.
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CATALOGUE
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ring with your credit card (fully refundable
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DX -TV

A live TV action feed
from Northlake, Seattle.
Police had surrounded
an office block with a
killer inside. Reception
via NSS K at 1945 hours
on November 3rd.

charges are $2 for voice and $8 for
full -bandwidth operation per
minute.

The Orion satellites, which are
owned and operated by Loral
Space, are being renamed Telstar.
Thus Orion -1 at 37°W and Orion -2
at 12°W have become Telstar 11
and 12 respectively. This will
maintain corporate identity with the
rest of the Telstar fleet, which
mainly serves the Americas. Telstar
12 is now in operation with 14
transponders between 11.006-
11-1672GHz and a further seven
between 12.528-12.717GHz, all
within the European footprint.
There's a high degree of reverse
polarisation sharing.

Astra 1K, which is shortly to be
launched for 19.2° operation, will
have 52 high -power Ku -band
transponders plus two experimental
Ka -band (18.3-21.2GHz) transpon-
ders. It will provide partial replace-
ment of the current fleet as older
satellites expire or a moved to
28.2°E for digital service. The two
beams will be centred on the
British Isles and continental
Europe, including western Russia.

Astra 1D has been moved to
28.2°E and will remain there until
2B is launched in April/May.
During the summer of 2001 2C and
2D will arrive at this position. The
Sirius -3 standby satellite has been
moved back to 5°E. 2B has been
returned to Fokker for the glass
covers over its solar panels to be
replaced - there have been prob-
lems with other satellite panels.

Stefan Hagedorn's internet news
letter reports that a digital Maltese
channel is now present at 13°E. A
travel offering called WWWTravel
is available via Hot Bird 5 at
12.538GHz H (SR 27,500, FEC
3/4, A-PID 1183, V-PID 1180). He
also mentions that Amos (4°W) has

stopped downlinking RTS-SAT and
Radio Beograd (11.335GHz H digi-
tal) following US government
advice that it was in breach of the
current international embargo on
Yugoslavia.

Because of an engine misfire
another Russian Proton -K rocket
has failed to orbit, with loss of the
new Express -A satellite which had
been intended for 80°E. This will
cause serious communications
problems, with Russia having to
rely on old Gorizont stock. All
launches from Baikonur are on
hold, which is delaying the launch
of Eutelsat's SESAT.

Meteor Shower Dates
My thanks to Neil Bone, director of
the British Astronomical
Association, for the following
information on meteor showers dur-
ing the year 2000. The Quadrantids
shower occurred in early January.

Lyrids April 19 -25th with main
peak over the 21 -22nd.

Aquarids April 24th -May 20th,
peaking over May 4 -5th.

Cetids May 7th -June 9th, with
main peak over May 14 -25th.

Delta Aquarids July 15th -August
20th. Peaks July 28 -29th and
August 6th.

Perseids July 23rd -August 20th.
Peak August 12th at 0900 UT.

Orionids October 16 -27th, peak
20 -22nd.

Taurids October 20th -November
30th, peak November 1 -7th.

Leonids November 15 -20th, peak
November 17th at 0800 UT.

Geminids December 7 -16th, peak
on the 13th at 1600 UT.

Ursids December 17 -25th peaking
on the 22nd.

F2 DXing
We are now on the ascending slope
of Solar Cycle 23. As the sunspot
count rises, the sun's UV radiation
and the maximum usable frequency
(MUF) increase. The UV radiation
ionises gases within the F2 layer,
enabling incident radio waves to be
reflected. Since the F2 layer is at
about 200 miles above the Earth's
surface during daytime in winter,
low -VHF TV transmissions can be
reflected over quite dramatic dis-
tances -a minimum single hop
may be 2,700 miles, and you can
get several hops.

Cycle 23 should peak during
2000. If sunspot activity is high
enough, low VHF signals from the
Far East, Australasia and the
Americas could reach the UK. F2
propagation can rise to 55MHz or

so, but is totally dependent on the
sun. Look to the east in the early
morning, say around 0800 GMT,
for signs of distant Russian/Asian
signals. As the morning progresses,
signals from the Middle East could
be received. At noon reception
from the south is enhanced - but
unfortunately there are few ch. E2
transmitters in Africa. Come the
afternoon a North Atlantic path
opens.

Signals appear suddenly and rise
to very high levels. The higher the
aerial, the sooner a signal is cap-
tured. Because of multipath propa-
gation the signals suffer from ghost-
ing and distortion. They drop out
rapidly as the sun tracks westwards
- F2 is a daytime phenomenon.

You need to be able to tune
down to 45.25MHz for NZ ch. 1. A
scanner or VHF radio with AM
capability is very helpful for moni-
toring video frequencies. The
recently introduced Icom IC -R75
communications receiver is ideal. A
check above/below 40MHz will
produce communications traffic:
when the MUF reaches about
45MHz it's time to check for video.
During the solar cycle peak in the
early Seventies I heard the NZ ch.
1 video buzz and received ch. AO
video using very simple aerials
(check at about 0830-0930 GMT).
Russian, Asian and N. American
video was commonly received. By
the next solar cycle peak there may
be no analogue transmissions, so
this could be your last opportunity
for successful F2 -layer reception.

A related phenomenon, transe-
quatorial (TE) skip, occurs as the
sun progresses westwards and the
daytime F1/2 layers collapse to
form a common F layer. As a
result, in the early evening you can
get even higher -frequency signal
reflection. It's possible to receive
up to 55MHz via TE: when the
conditions are very good, signals
from the south can reach the UK.
The best bet is to monitor ch. E2
(48.25MHz AM) for weak video
buzz. It may be present within a
narrow bandwidth and be impossi-
ble to lock when an IF bandwidth
of several MHz is used.

During previous peak F2 periods
we didn't have the problem of
interference at 49MHz from baby
alarms and the like. This can pre-
vent useful ch. R1 reception unless
a phasing system is used. With the
Chinese baby alarms now widely
sold you get strong local FM carri-
ers and repeating tones at around
48.21 and 48.28MHz. Anyway, I
wish you all success!
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SERVICING

John Edwards'

Casebook
Philips G110 Chassis
My heart sank. This is my least favourite chassis and its
notorious power supply had failed. I ordered two repair
kits, issued orders that I was not to be disturbed for at
least a week, then set to. Two hours later it was time to
check out the repair, with the set powered via my vari-
ac. I slowly increased the mains input to about 210V,
and noticed that the HT output from the power supply
remained steady at only 40V. I've never had success
first time when repairing a G110 power supply. This
was no exception.

I checked the numerous surface -mounted components
I'd replaced for correct orientation, and was confident
that I had fitted the kit correctly. So I started to check
the components I'd not replaced in the primary side of
the circuit - by taking resistance readings across them.
For once luck was on my side. The 10052 resistor
R3616, which is connected between the base and emit-
ter of Tr7616 in the chopper drive circuit, had risen in
value to lid/ When I fitted a 'normal' resistor I was
rewarded with a fully functional TV set. I still don't like
these sets though!

Ferguson 59P7 (ICC5 chassis - mono
sound version)
There was no sound from this set's speaker and none at
its scart socket. An IF input was present at pin 14 of the
TBA120T sound detector chip, and audio fed into the
scart socket appeared at pin 3, but there was no output
at pin 8 of the chip. After confirming that its 12V sup-
ply was present at pin 11, and that there was no muting
at pins 4 and 5, I fitted a new chip. After that the sound
blasted out.

Alba CTV4881NTX
The screen was blank and there was no sound, as if the
set was in the AV mode with no signal input. When the
setting of the tube's first anode preset was turned up
there was a blank raster with flyback lines. Time to
check around the tuner, where I found that the 12V sup-
ply was missing because R422 (100) was open -circuit
and the 12V zener diode ZD402 was short-circuit.
Replacing these items restored the tuner's supply, and
once the channels had been tuned in I had sound and a
picture. But my problems weren't over.

The picture varied in size depending on the brightness
of the scene, which meant that the HT regulation was
poor. In fact it measured about 124V and varied up and
down by as much as 6V with brightness changes. The
way to tackle this second problem was to check compo-
nents in the power supply. I found that C909 (47g) was

almost open -circuit, C910 (10g) was leaky, while the
resistance reading between the base and emitter of Q902
was only a few hundred ohms. It's type 2SB774, but a
BC212 is a suitable alternative. Once replacements had
been fitted the HT was correct at 115V and the picture
was stable.

The last time I had one of these sets in I had to replace
the 2SC2335 standby control switching transistor Q907.
I used the readily available BUT56A.

Matsui 209R
This set's power supply had shut down in the protection
mode. I found that C613 (4,700pF, 1kV) in the network
connected across the HT rectifier D607 was short-cir-
cuit.

Philips 210E7550 (3A chassis)
Although this set appeared to be dead, its power supply
produced an HT output of 35V that rose to 135V when
pin 15 of the line output transformer was disconnected.
I don't like estimating for LOPT breakdowns, as there
always seem to be additional problems such as field col-
lapse, failure of the microcontroller chip or whatever
once a replacement transformer has been fitted. On this
occasion I was lucky. A new transformer restored nor-
mal operation.

Texet DVT9254P Combi Unit
When a cassette was inserted the carriage would go
down about half way then stop, wait a few seconds and
return to the eject position. To confuse matters, when I
inserted a dummy cassette so that I could see the cause
of the jamming it loaded normally. An embarrassingly
long time elapsed before I realised that the tower LED
had rotated slightly from its normal position, with the
result that the underside of the approaching cassette
rested on top of it.

In this design the LED is mounted on the deck diecast
and is held in place by only a couple of thin strips of
moulding. The problem was solved by rotating the
tower back into its correct position and applying a small
drop of superglue to its base to hold it there.

Decca CV9371
Fuse F802 had shattered because the BU426A chopper
transistor was short-circuit. Checks in the power supply
revealed that R808 (150k0) had risen in value to almost
IMO while C814 (10) was virtually open -circuit. I
replaced these items and, for good measure, the
TDA4600 chopper control chip. A soak test confirmed
that the set was now OK.
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We welcome letters from our
readers and try to publish as
many as we can. You can send
them typed, handwritten, or on
disc. Address them to the
Letters Editor, Room L302,
Quadrant House, The Quadrant,
Sutton, Surrey SM2 SAS.

Rocky Road to Digital TV
Several contributors to Television
have, in the past, highlighted the
problems caused by the introduc-
tion of Channel 5, which appears to
have undermined the excellent
planning of the original four -chan-
nel UHF terrestrial TV transmission
system. Having pondered over the
implications of introducing digital
transmissions, I wonder whether
"we ain't seen nothing like it yet".

There are at present about 1,000
relay stations in addition to the
main terrestrial transmitters. Not
many relaystations transmit
Channel 5 but, if the digital multi-
plexes are to be available to all
before the analogue switch off,
relay stations will have to be used.
If six multiplex channels are to take
the place of the analogue four, how
will the frequencies be assigned so
that interference is avoided during
the interim period when there are
both analogue and digital transmis-
sions? Will the relays, like the main
stations, be required to handle four
analogue and six digital frequency
allocations simultaneously? And
what happens when the analogue
channels are finally switched off?
We're told that the gaps in the fre-
quency spectrum will be sold off.
But only unoccupied channels will
be available, not large chunks of
spectrum. I fell that they will be
used to provide additional digital
multiplexes.

In view of the difficulties caused
by Channel 5 with, in most cases,

Letters
only main stations involved, what
interference problems will arise
when digital multiplexes are
relayed from hundreds of sites all
over the country? We are now told
that terrestrial digital transmissions
are not as robust as originally
thought. So better aerials, cables
and connections are required. More
wideband aerials, with their known
limitations, will have to be used.
Furthermore there are the `white
holes' mentioned by Peter
Murchison (Letters, August 1999).
Will there be hundreds of them?

In the January issue John
Hopkins suggests that a single large
screen may replace several small
ones around the house. This would
take care of the problem of needing
several subscription cards. But I'm
not sure about this: a significant
reduction in amenity is involved.
People are used to having extra sets
in bedrooms, guest rooms, kitchens
etc. They would probably regard
centralised viewing as a retrograde
step, especially when family view-
ing conflicts arise! A universal
decoder box that serves the whole
house, suggested by John Hopkins
as an alternative approach, appears
to be a better solution.

I remain unconvinced that the
long-term planning of digital terres-
trial transmissions has passed the
"it'll be all right on the night" stage.
There are already anomalies where I
live, in the southern part of the Isle
of Wight. To prevent interference to
French services, `new' transmis-
sions to the south have been
restricted. Channel 5 is transmitted
to the north from Fawley and can-
not be received on the island. The
1kW TV12 RSL transmissions from
Rowridge are also directed to the
north - I believe I am the only per-
son in my area who can receive
them (see my article Polarisation
Puzzle in the August 1999 issue).

The digital transmissions from
Rowridge are the latest puzzle.

Multiplexes A, B, C and D are in
group A and are transmitted along
with the analogue channels from
the main aerial. Southerly radiation
from this long-established aerial is
needed to provide analogue cover-
age, consequently the above digital
signals are transmitted in the same
way and are available in my area at
good strength. The BBC, ITV and
Ch. 4 digital services however are
on chs. 67 and 52, and are transmit-
ted by separate new aerials that
face north. I'd like to be able to
receive them, but the signals are
way down in the noise - even when
a group C/D aerial is used. My
question is, in view of the strength
of the four group A multiplexes
radiated to the south, why aren't
the French jumping up and down in
protest? It's anomalies like this that
force one to question the planning.
If four of the six multiplexes don't
upset the French, why can't we
have the other two?

So, will it be all right on the
night come the analogue switch off,
or will there be some blank
screens? If, in this rural area, there
are I'm sure that many people will
rally forth with pitchforks to sort
out the authorities - they will be
closely followed by me with my
soldering iron!

Does anyone have the full pic-
ture? Does it exist? If so, can some-
one please tell us all about it? I sus-
pect that changes and revelations to
come will lead to a situation that
has not, so far, been fully assessed.
As Peter Murchison commented, a
satellite would be a lot easier.

Lastly, Ceefax page 698, BBC
Engineering, no longer lists any
new relay stations. Is this just a
coincidence?
Keith Cummins,
Chale Green, Isle of Wight.

Digital Picture Quality
Take a perfectly good analogue
video signal, lop off the top MHz,
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throw away 80 per cent of the rest,
shove it down a too -narrow channel
and then tell the public that it's
"crystal-clear digital". Who are the
Moving Picture Expert Group try-
ing to fool? They might be expert
at talking bull and drawing good
salaries, but should visit a good
optician. Digital is fine in theory,
and would be fine in practice if it
was allowed to occupy its full natu-
ral bandwidth of 200MHz per chan-
nel. But the aggressive compression
employed to make it spectrum
friendly ruins the quality. There are
three main problems:

(1) Shuffling backgrounds. When a
reporter stands in front of an almost
stationary background (grass or
gently waving trees) there is a
freeze/unfreeze/freeze effect. This
is caused by non -transmission of
unchanging parts of the scene and
its storage in the receiver. It's
bound to happen, but is far too
obvious.

(2) Banding and tiling effects. A
clear blue sky with a smooth grada-
tion often shows discrete stripes or
squares of slightly different shades.

(3) Odd skin tones and textures.
Faces often look `plasticy' and
overly smooth, as if caked in make-
up. This is sometimes accompanied
by a black -after -white or 'card-
board cut-out' appearance.

These effects have been
observed under workshop condi-
tions with a variety of STBs, both
terrestrial and satellite.

Analogue at its best is a fine
sight (with a decent receiver the
PAL artefacts, such as dot -pattern-
ing and cross -colour, are almost
nil). But even the best digital sig-
nals seem to be second-rate. This,
of course, is what happens when
you hand over a finely -honed sys-
tem to a bunch of computer nerds
who have spent their lives drooling
over .MOV or .AVI files. If this
letter sounds angry or negative I
apologise, but what I've seen over
the past few days has filled this
particular ex -TV engineer with hor-
ror and, unfortunately, there's no
way back.
Andrew Howlett,
Dukinfield, Cheshire.

Test Cards
Several correspondents have com-
plained about the lack of transmit-
ted test cards for analogue and digi-
tal TV. Snell and Wilcox have an

excellent test card available. It
includes all the old favourites (a
grey scale, resolution checks and
colour test areas) and in addition
some moving areas to check the
video decoder. For demonstrations,
check out
www.snellwilcox.com
Look under downloads and then
screensavers and movies.
Steven Harris,
Camberley, Surrey.

The Spares Question
My letter on spares in the
November 1999 issue was based on
past experiences. I have found that
pattern idlers and pinch rollers do
not work for long - if they work at
all! Capacitors obtained from a
number of sources have caused
many problems in the past.
Replacement batteries fitted in
Philips TV sets last for only a few
months: Philips' originals last much
longer and are not much more
expensive. Most customers will pay
the difference. Even semiconductor
devices can be suspect, as Martin
Pickering has warned us in recent
months.

Main distributors who act as
agents for manufacturers often sell
at retail rather than trade price, with
mark-ups of over 100 per cent not
uncommon.

Over the past five or so years I
have had good service from J.J.
Components. Jay knows that video
parts must be genuine, and that I'm
very fussy. J.J. Components sells a
wide range of genuine video and
TV spares as well as pattern ones,
giving the engineer a choice. Some
parts distributed by K6nig are gen-
uine originals supplied in a Konig
box or bag.

As a special favour to me, Jay
will often deliver parts or let me
collect them out of hours. This is
the sort of service only a small
company can give you: you won't
get it from the big boys!

Remember that if you use parts
of dubious quality, you face the
comeback. You are responsible for
ensuring that the materials used
are of a high standard. If a fire
should occur and its cause is sub-
sequently proved to be a sub -stan-
dard part, you could be held
responsible. If a repair you have
carried out results in a death, you
could be charged with manslaugh-
ter. Such cases are very, very rare
but can occur.

I have been told that if you
repair a product that subsequently
proves to be dangerous because of

a previous repair you didn't carry
out and didn't notice you could,
under European law, be held
responsible. I am not a lawyer but,
given the complex nature of con-
sumer law, would be very interest-
ed to know how we might be
affected.

The bottom line is to take care
when buying parts. Most customers
will be happier with a quality,
longer -lasting repair than a cheaper,
short-term bodge. Some engineers
like cheap parts, thinking that low
cost will bring repeat business. It
might, but unless you are very good
at gabble it won't generate cus-
tomer faith in you.
Michael Maurice,
Wembley, Middx.

The Aussie ESR Meter
Jim Kirkman (Letters, January)
mentions a batch of faulty BC328
transistors supplied with the Genie
ESR meter. I have been supplying
these meters, in both kit form and
fully built, as the Genie and Genie -
plus (with audible tone) since the
review in the January 1999 issue of
Television. The fault described by
Jim was first reported at the
SatCure web site in March 1999 as
follows:

"Display dim, Q1 (BC328) low -
gain or faulty. In extreme cases
there may be additional symptoms:
display dim; display won't stay on
when the 'on' button is released;
even if the display works correctly
(EA followed by "-") it may switch
off when measurement is attemp-
ted."

There can be other symptoms as
Q1 is not the only BC328 in circuit,
but these symptoms are usually
swamped by the effect of Ql being
faulty.

SatCure eliminated most of the
faulty transistors and used good
ones instead. But many kits ordered
direct from DSE were still in transit
from Australia and couldn't be
intercepted by the supplier, hence
Jim's problem. Good transistors
can be identified by the black let-
tering on a silver background. If
anyone bought a meter from
SatCure before June and thinks
they have faulty transistors they
should contact me for free replace-
ments.

There is lots more information
(with pictures) at the SatCure web
site
http://www.satcure.co.uk/design/ge
nie.htm
Martin T. Pickering, B.Eng.,
satcure@netcentral.co.uk
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Estimates and Quotations
Those more interested in technical problems may overlook the importance of
good customer relations when it comes to presenting an estimate, a quota-
tion - or the final bill. Paul Smith provides guidance on how to charge

While pricing policy should be kept
under continuous review, the start

of a new year is a good time to carry out a
thorough analysis of costs and charges.
Even the best engineers can fail in busi-
ness if this is overlooked. Make your esti-
mates too low and you'll have plenty of
work but little profit: make them too high
and the number of jobs will dwindle,
again along with your profit. Achieving a
price level that suits your accountant and
your customers can be a difficult balanc-
ing act. As far as both are concerned how-
ever, this is as important as your technical
expertise.

Because there are so many variables,
including location, competitors, over-
heads and the value of the item to be
repaired v. the cost of a replacement, it's
not possible to specify how much a partic-
ular business should charge to carry out a
specific repair. But some guidelines can
be provided. The following are based on
the experience of a number of engineers.

(1) Have fixed prices for the more com-
mon jobs. This will avoid arguments when
you subsequently do repairs for a cus-
tomer's friends or relations. It will also
enable you to provide some instant quotes.

(2) If an old or obscure item is brought in,
rather than quoting a high price to put the
customer off consider a 'parts no longer
available/don't handle that make'
approach. If the customer then goes to a
competitor he won't be able to make an
unfavourable comparison with your inflat-
ed quote, and may return with future
work.

(3) Tell a customer that something is
beyond economic repair only when it is.
Most customers get a second opinion.

(4) To base quotes on how much you think
a customer is willing to pay is unwise. It
introduces an unknown factor - £20 may
be too much for one customer while
another may consider £50 to be a bargain.
Spending too long on a diagnosis before
you provide an estimate tends to empha-

sise this factor: to avoid losing a job and
payment for the time you've already spent
on it, you might reduce your quote to
reflect what you think the customer is pre-
pared to pay then kick yourself when he
says "is that all - I expected it to be
more!"

(5) Don't waste hours on fault-finding
when you prepare estimates. Give your-
self a reasonable amount of time then, if it
has not been possible to establish a defi-
nite diagnosis, prepare a quote based on
the most expensive likely cause (by this
time you will have ruled out the more
obvious causes). If the quote is accepted,
further diagnosis will not be wasted time.
The final bill can always be less than the
quote.

(6) If you make a quote when the diagno-
sis is still unconfirmed, it may be wise to
make it subject to "10-15 per cent either
way" then stick to this except in an
extreme case. If the quote is £40 ± 10 per
cent and the final tally is closer to £50,
charge £44 - show it as £50 - £6 on the
bill. This helps to obtain further custom
and recommendations. To charge even £1
above your estimate may not cause a com-
plaint but could affect your reputation.

(7) Consider telling customers at the start
"if it's less than £XX I normally go ahead
- any more and I will contact you".

(8) If a customer says "no more than
£XX", don't charge that amount. A col-
league charged £30 (the customer's maxi-
mum) when the bill should have been clos-
er to £35, only to be told "if I'd said no
more than £40 I suppose that would have
been the charge". If the charge is slightly
over, tell the customer (they usually
accept) or explain the situation and say you
will charge only the agreed maximum.

(9) Special offers to boost trade are not
always successful. A local engineer
offered a full deck service for £15 inclu-
sive of parts and labour. He went out of
business shortly afterwards.

(10) Charging by the hour can lead to all
sorts of problems - for instance keeping a
record with an on -going or intermittent
fault. You might have to increase your
quote several times, with the danger of an
eventual turn down and consequent loss.

For repairs under warranty, manufacturers
pay a specific labour rate for different types
of equipment. This is perhaps the easiest
system to adpot for out -of -guarantee repairs
as well. You may wish to consider dividing
each category into straightforward repairs
and more complicated ones. This akIs a
degree of fairness.

A check on allowances paid by manu-
facturers for under -guarantee repairs
revealed the following:

TV sets up to 14in. £12.50-£25
TV sets over 14in. £15.50-£38
VCRs £17.50-£29
CD and audio £12.50-£23
Portable hi-fi £10-£16

In general, the lower allowances are for
the cheaper brands.

(11) There are occasions when it's possi-
ble to quote different prices for a repair,
for example using an original manufactur-
er's or pattern part, or when a second-
hand replacement for an expensive part
may be acceptable.

(12) Split the total cost of a quotation into
its contributory items, e.g. parts DCX,
labour DOC, total DCX. This is easier for
the customer to understand and can result
in a higher acceptance rate. If more than
one item has been left for a quote, price
each one separately rather than presenting
the customer with a larger total quotation.

(13) Take a tip from sales techniques -
charge £49.75 instead of £50 etc. Some
customers are suspicious when a bill
comes to an exact number of pounds.

(14) Finally, don't be apologetic when
you present the bill - which of course is
fully itemised. After all, you are charging
a fair price for a first-class job.
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Answer to Test Case 446
- see page 217 -

Close and careful inspection of faulty equipment often pays
dividends. You might find corrosion, corona discharge,
cracked print, electrolyte leakage, dry -joints, dirty contacts
or whatever. A five-minute examination of the inside and
outside of everything that comes into the workshop for
repair could well save time overall - and make time for a
coffee break with every job!

All that was wrong with the Panasonic NVJ45 that
recorded such a mess was that its owner had inadvertently
set the standards switch on the front panel to NTSC-4.43. So
the machine was trying to record to the wrong scanning and
colour standards. It's rare to find such a switch, but this
eight -year old model has one. When a switch is provided,
you can be sure that someone will set it incorrectly, can't
you?

The Akai deck that produced fluttery sound had an oscil-
lating back -tension arm. As a result the tape tension fluctu-
ated rapidly. Why this has so little effect on the picture and
so much on the sound is hard to understand, but it is so. You
get it with other machines. To be sure that he'd cured this
one, Ray replaced both the spool turntable and the tension -
regulator band assembly.

NEXT MONTH IN TELEVISION

Off -air test signal source
One often requires an off -air signal when working on audio
and video equipment. With this need in mind, Keith
Cummins designed his 'black box', a conveniently small
piece of test gear that accepts analogue UHF signals and
provides video, audio and FM mono sound outputs, a DC
level indication of input signal strength, plus switched and
unswitched 12V supplies. Some sections are optional. The
unit is build from items that are available cheaply from
Sendz Components.

Servicing the JVC HRD720 VCR
John Coombes provides a fault -guide for these well-built
machines.

State of the trade: summary
In our September issue Michael Maurice started a debate on
the state of the trade and the prospects. Many engineers
subsequently wrote giving their views. Michael now
summarises the situation as he sees it.

Dealing with cracks
There are several ways of dealing with a cracked PCB. Paul
Smith describes different approaches, their advantages and
disadvantages and provides additional practical advice.

Rebuilding battery packs
A major expense incurred with high-tech portable
equipment is battery pack replacement. It's possible to save
on this by rebuilding a pack. Pete Roberts describes what's
involved.

PLUS ALL THE REGULAR FEATURES

TELEVISION INDEX/DIRECTORY AND
FAULTS DISCS PLUS HARD COPY INDEXES

& REPRINTS SERVICE

INDEX DISC
Version 8 of the computerised Index to TELEVISION magazine covers
Volumes 38 to 49 (1988-1999). It has thousands of references to TV, VCR,
CD, satellite and monitor fault reports and articles, with synopses. A
TV/VCR spares guide, an advertisers list and a directory of trade and
professional organisations are included. The software is quick and easy to
use, and runs on any PC with Microsoft Windows or MS-DOS. Price is £36
(supplied on a 3.5" HD disc). Those with previous versions can obtain an
upgraded version for £16. Please quote the serial number of the original disc.
See the CD-ROM offer below.

FAULT REPORT DISCS
Each disc contains the full text for television VCR, monitor, camcorder, satellite
TV and CD fault reports published in individual volumes of TELEVISION,
giving you easy access to this vital information. Note that the discs cannot be
used on their own, only in conjunction with the Index disc: you load the
contents of the Fault Report disc on to your computer's hard disc, then access
it via the Index disc. Fault Report discs are now available for:

Vol 38 (Nov 1987 -
Vol 40 (Nov 1989 -
Vol 42 (Nov 1991 -
Vol 44 (Nov 1993 -
Vol 46 (Nov 1995 -
Vol 48 (Nov 1997

Price £15

Oct 1988); Vol 39 (Nov 1988 - Oct 1989);
Oct 1990); Vol 41 (Nov 1990 - Oct 1991);
Oct 1992); Vol 43 (Nov 1992 - Oct 1993);
Oct 1994); Vol 45 (Nov 1994 - Oct 1995);
Oct 1996); Vol 47 (Nov 1996 - Oct 1997);

- Oct 1998); Vol 49 (Nov 1998 - Oct 1999).
each (supplied on 3.5" HD discs).

FAULT FINDING GUIDE DISCS
These discs are packed with the text of vital fault finding information from
TELEVISION - fault finding articles on particular TV chassis, VCRs and
camcorders,Test Cases, What a Life! and Service Briefs. There are now
three volumes, 1, 2 and 3. They are accessed via the Index disc. Price £15
each (supplied on 3.5" HD discs).

COMPLETE PACKAGE ON CD-ROM
The Index and all the Fault Report and Fault Finding Guide discs are
available on one CD-ROM at a price of £196 (this represents a huge saving).
Customers who have the previous CD-ROM can upgrade on CD-ROM for
£46 (other customers call for a quotation). Please quote the serial number
of your disc when you order.

REPRINTS & HARD COPY INDEXES
Reprints of articles from TELEVISION back to 1986 are also available:
ordering information is provided with the Index, or can be obtained from
the address below. Hard copy indexes of TELEVISION are available for
Volumes 38 to 49 at £3.50 each.

All the above prices include UK postage and VAT where applicable. Add
an extra £1 postage for non -UK EC orders, or £5 for non -EC overseas
orders. Cheques should be made payable to SoftCopy Ltd. Access, Visa
or MasterCard Credit Cards are accepted. Allow 28 days for delivery (UK).

SoftCopy Limited,
1 Vineries Close, Cheltenham, GL53 ONU, UK.

Telephone 01242 241 455.
Fax 01242 241 468.

e-mail: sales@softcopy.co.uk
Web site: http://www.softcopy.co.uk

Published on the third Wednesday of each month by Reed Business Information Ltd., Quadrant House, The Quadrant, Sutton, Surrey SM2 5AS. Filmsetting by
JJ Typographics Limited, Unit 4, Baron Court, Chandlers Way, Temple Farm Industrial Estate, Southend-on-Sea, Essex SS2 5SE. Printed in England by Polestar
(Colchester) Ltd., Newcomen Way, Severalls Industrial Park, Colchester, Essex C04 4TG. Distributed by MarketForce (UK) Ltd., 247 Tottenham Court Road,
London W1P OAU (0171 261 7704). Sole Agents for Australia and New Zealand, Gordon and Gotch (Asia) Ltd.; South Africa, Central News Agency Ltd. Televi-
sion is sold subject to the following conditions, namely that it shall not, without the written consent of the Publishers first having been given, be lent, resold, hired
out or otherwise disposed by way of Trade at more than the recommended selling price shown on the cover, excluding Eire where theselling price is subject to cur-
rency exchange fluctuations and VAT, and that it shall not be lent, resold, hired or otherwise disposed of in a mutilated condition or in any unauthorised cover by
way of Trade or affixed to or as part of any publication or advertising, literary or pictorial matter whatsoever.
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at competitive prices - a superior, easy -to -
use headend range with high quality
channel processing that allows the user to
retain perfect vision and sound. WISI's
breakthrough in headend modular design
has processors for satellite TV, terrestrial
TV and radio. Each individual module
incorporates its own control system
enabling quick and easy set up. These
channel processors come together in an
"all -in -one" base unit which contains all
necessary accessories for ease of ordering
- no additional items required!

U. K. STOCKIST

L.W. HARDY

Luis(The
headend
that says
YES to
 Quality
 Ease of use
 Agility
 Each module an

almost total entity
 Superb value

pAr.,
WISI TOPLINE HEADEND

Never before has it been possible to offer - CHECK THESE FEATURES
 Fie, .

in the ,rir or l.- didrp
 Adiacent channel capable.

 8/15, D/K, I, L, M TV standard..

 Modular system for headenu
stations in SMATV and CAT.
systems.

 Modular for satellite Tv
terrestrial TV, FM and
radio. SAT IF converters, TV
modulators.

 Individually programmable
modules

 High output level
 Wall mounting or

mount with lockable cabinet
door

A Breakthrough
in Headend Design

May we send you full details?
Road. Birmingham B33 888 Inn, ..1121 /84 8418 1 /89 7931

PHONE NOW FOR BEST DEALS
ON 'B' GRADE STOCK

(Makes include: Ferguson, Samsung, Crown, etc.)

14" REMOTE

golit £45
14" TEXT

Pitil £55
20" REMOTE

gat £60

20" TEXT

£70
21" REMOTE

£70
21" TEXT

g.8t £80

20" NICAM

vat £80
25" NICAM

Exo £135
28" NICAM

E.)(0 £150

33" NICAM TWIN SPEED VCR CD MICRO

Also massive selection of FAULTY RETURNED
TWCR, HI-FI GASSFAX PHONES

GOGGLEBOX
175 TOWN STREET, ARMLEY. mins from M1 /M62)

Tel: 0113 2310359 Fax: 0113 2310337 Ask for Robert
Prices based on quantity of 1 0 . All prices +VAT

,NEW
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FRUSTRATED!
Looking for ICs TRANSISTORS?

A phone call to us could get a
result. We offer a an extensive
range and with a World-wide
database at our fingertips, we are able
to source even more. We specialise in
devices with the following prefix
(to name but a few).
2N 2SA 2SB 2SC 2SD 2P 2.51 2SK 3N 3SK 4N 6N 17 40 AD
ADC AN AM AY BA BC BD BDT BDV BDW BDX BF
BFR BFS BET BFW BFX BEY BLY BLX BS BR BRX BRY BS
BSS BSV BSW BSX BT BTA BTB BRW BU BUK BUT BUV
BUW BUX BUY BUZ CA CD CX CXA DAC DG DM DS
DTA DTC GL GM HA HCF HD HEF ICL ICM IRF J KA
KIA L LA LB LC LD LF LM M M5M MA MAB MAX MB
MC MDA J ME MJF MM MN MPS MPSA MPSH MPSU
MRF ISM NE OM OP PA PAL PIC PN RC S SAA SAB
SAD SA1.es._ S SDA SG SI SL SN SO STA STK STR STRD
STRM SIRS SV1 T TA TAA TAG TBA TC TCA TDA TDB
TEA TIC TIP TIPL TEA TL TLC TMP TMS TPU U UA
UAA UC UDN ULN UM UPA UPC UPD VN X XR Z ZN
ZTS + many others

We can also offer equivalents (at customers' risk).
We also stock a full range of other electronic components.
Mail, phone, Fax, Credit Card orders & callers welcome.

119
VISA Connect

Cricklewood Electronics Ltd
40-42 Cricklewood Broadway London NW2 3ET

Tel: 0181 452 0161 Fax: 0181 208 1441

OMEN
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SGROVE D
28/29 River Street, Digbeth, Birmingham B5 5SA (UK)

Tel . 0121 772 2733 E-mail . Sales@Wiltsgrove.co.uk Fax . 0121 766 6100
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247E86 £750
057E96 17 50
5514.4 07.50
051E93 (780
047E94 £7.50
5741E95 07 50
551E96 C750
551E97 £750
C51EP1 £750
051E96 £750
051093 07 50
551094 17 50
214682 re 95
014095 18 95
D14991 08 95
559085 £14.85
205601 (.1190
28C061 0 11 90
559597 571 90
059995 017 90
5590051 011 90
014091 (945
020883 (945
022591 £945
026595 £945
051094 (945
251085 £945
086695 £945
HITACHI
C912244 0895
CP72074 E995
CP72278 E9 95
CPT2276 (995
CP72274 E995
CP72248 E995
CPT2248 £995
CPT2240 £995
59912238 09 95
CP12236 £995
5812234 19 95
5912078 £995
CPT2076 09 95

CPT2048 £995
CPT2044 £995
5972038 19 95
CP72038 E995
C2288 £995
C812046 09 95
CP12036 £995
MITSUBISHI
592534 01190
59253837.4 011 90
572555570 £1190
C7255470 E1190
57253270 0.11 90

C12553S10 (1190
5725318M £1190
C72532 E1190
C72553 071 90
572552 111 90
573703510 111 90
NEI
204115 (750
14709 £750
2031 07 50
215170 (750
1451 E750
145710 £750
OSAKI
91456 0895
9740 [895
6745 re 95
PANASONIC
102411 01485
102472 £1485
702470 £1485
902475 £1465
702471 £1485
702492 £14.85
702482 (1485
702840 (1483
702412 £1485
10574 814 85
10578 0+485
10034 01485
702512 114 85
752475 514.85
752592u 074 85

1C2255 En 90
102956 (1190
7x2450 t 11 90
102461 E7190
102464 E1190
102255 Ell 90
15226111 El i 90
15226519 E1190
75246519 E7190
75246619 £1190
75284719 011 90
1528641.1 011 90
70245819 E1190
PHILIPS
155E1210 E750
15662520 07 50
145E1201 (750
5214E1515 (750
526E7512 E750
CP90 07 50
145E1200 £7.50
145E1500 07.50
175(1231 (750
215E1558 07 50
215E1557 E750
0905E 07.50
388E1105 07 50
21092352 07 50
175E1830 f 7 50
175E1538 07 50
52691585 17 50
37857022 £750
215E1559 07.50
275E1059 E750
215E1051 07 50
175E1530 07 50
15092530 £750
15692330 0750
155E1518 1750
155E7010 07 50
115E1211 (750
38852323 07 50
380552325 £750
14517000 £750
145E1202 07 50
438E1312 (7 SO

GPOAE 0750
6100 07 50
151027E11 07 50
21682552 07 50
175E1230 07.30
21692550 £750
547E92 £750
586E2403 £7.50
17692340 £7.50
52652525 £750
27662752 £750
388E1102 E750
651682 £750
145E1002 17 50
21092150 07.50
21061251 £8.95
27681257 £895
21091051 £895
20691250 £895
14667221 08.95
20061259 08 95
14697021 08 95
GR1AX 0695
14061220 06.95
14091221 E895
15X20 E895
1240 08.95
1242 (895
7528 (895
20097051 (895
37851212 E895
37657232 18.95
37651242 08.95
14691024 08.95
14091222 £895
140191224 (895
14061225 (895
14061228 E895
140.61229 0895
14091234 E895
74091236 0695
14693322 1895
14601407 18 95
14801411 18 95
14871415 £8 95
14202119 08 95

74240719 08.95
14242119 £895
14282119 £895
15663322 [895
17083342 E895
20691252 £8.95
20091355 £8.95
20502119 0895
21691254 08 95
21681260 £895
21691261 (895
21091366 E895
21697369 £8 95
37651230 E895
49801257 £895
51651056 E895
5165,1256 08 95
52651528 0895
52851592 £895
014992 E895
1402119 £8 .95
14091230 E895
14091239 0895
993302 08 95
14974202 (895
5285252e 08 95
2568651R 0895
25666519 01 95
25676919 08 95
25099667 (895
25099760 £995
250129765 18 95
25089768 08 95
28766578 (895
28788919 E895
28095676 08 95
28685677 08 95
28095775 08 95
25 £945
215E2640 (945
225E2060 £945
668E2812 19 45
59812706 £945
566E2672 0945
688E2906 (9 45
668E2822 09 45

215E2340 £945
275E2390 E945
518E2402 [945
245E2670 0945
215(2647 E945
225E2061 E945
225E2065 £945
225E2261 E945
225E2267 £945
225E2561 £945
225E2585 £945
225E2567 £945
245E2370 £945
265E2080 [945
265E2081 E945
295E2281 E945
265E258, 09 45
275E2690 £945
525E2403 £945
525E2406 C945
566E27370 09 45
566E2600 09 45
668E2810 E945
689032E15 09 45
689062E6 E945
PIE
386E1185 E750
38652325 £750
526V2529 E750
52852525 £750
52852523 E750
5261+510 (7.50
43652425 £750
436E7385 07 50
436E7315 (750
378E7025 0750
378E2225 E750
386E2325 E750
436E2425 E 7 50
436E1312 £750
386E1102 07.50
528E2523 (750
52612525 (750
37651242 ELI 95
37651240 08 95
5270/1528 08 95

371451242 £895
37801240 08 95
37851242 £895
52851528 £695
37851232 £895
20091259 08 95
20691250 £895
27091051 09.95
21691251 E895
21097257 E895
14691227 E895
268E2615 09 45
666E2815 £945
526E2406 09 45
526E2403 (9.45
548E2703 09 45
586E2810 09 45
596E2703 E945
598E2706 09 45
686E2800 09 45
86602812 £945
661(2819 (945
688E2903 (945
680E2906 £9 45
THORN
814709 E895
914709 08 95

WE COVER
THOUSANDS

OF
MODELS I
GIVE US

A CALL I f I
,

v

OVD SVCD VCD DVCD CVD/CD N

CORDLESS PHONESMULTI -REGION anasomc
cirmse)

Mini Hifi-SC-AM S'
l 0,7 f

'

1 5 5
Features 
1. AC3 5.1 Audio0utput.
2. All region playback.
3. NTSC/PAL Output. 1990994. Karaoke & More l',.111.7 1l7 14 ..,4 1 lf I,IN 671 I

, ...

Vi. Phones are
. supplied

in original ,

packaging

AIWA WX-133
Qty. MICRO HI-FI SYSTEM ., na

SPR-5100 Cordless Phone , . , £29,99
SPR-5150 Codess Phone with

Answering Machine £49,99
51 CD AUTOCHANGER1+ 159,99 : . ii

lit
441 ---

t=
,.

Feares : 200 Watts rms, 3-D space EQ, RemoteFeat
control, Digital tuner, 51 disc CD changer, Jog
dial, Feather touch cassette deck, TPS, Auto
reverse, Super woofer, Timer 8, more

BRAND
,

i
f

NEW & GRADED
- STOCK

AVAILABLE
. . . RING NOW FOR

S555
Qiy. Price MINI HI-FlN.SX-SYSTEM

.

BRAND 00NEW
£ 1 89.

QUANTITY DISCOUNT AVAILABLE !

MORE DETAILS...
...

1+ wag t Panasonic TS-100DP SONY
i MP, _ Surround Sound Speaker Package JAPANESE GRADED

Package consists of STOCK AVAILABLE FROM

14" Teletext TV
 40 PRODS  REMOTE CNTRL

 SLEEP TIMER  UHF/VHF
 AUTOMATIC  CHANNEL STORAGE

 SCARE  STANDBY MODE
 TELETEXT  AUTOMATIC TIMED

4 high quality
speakers.

Power: 15W 8ohm.
 2 x Front Speakers
 2 x Rear Speakers

'  2 x Front .5 2 x Rear
connector wire

.

. ,...1 tM" £59.99
Only SWITCHING OFF

,,69.99
BRAND NEW + 12 MONTHS G'TEE

Package Price :2 . 9 . ..t

,_,,..... _.,

Offers subject to change without prior notice. Prices Subject to Availability, Carriage and V.A.T.

Freefax



World TV AND VIDEO LTD
TRADE PRICES SLASHED!

Massive Discounts on Working Graded Stock 50% OFF.OUR PREVIOUS PRICES All Top Brands Stocked

The days of ex -rental stock are over, Graded Stock is both more profitable and more saleable
TOP BRANDED TV'S AT BARGAIN PRICES

14" Ft/C TV £40 14" FASTEX TV £50 21" R/C TV £45 21" FASTEX TV £55
21" NICAM TV £70 25" SHARP NICAM £125 28" SHARP NICAM £150

SONY 29F2 NOW £175
SONY 29F3 NOW £175
SONY 29K5 NOW £175
SONY 29X1 NOW £175

PANASONIC 29AD1 NOW £175
PANASONIC 29AD2 NOW £175
PANASONIC 28MD3 NOW £175
PANASONIC 28LD4 NOW £175

Wide Screen
from £150 each

Working Camcorders
from £95

Videocams from £150

Digital Camcorders
from £200

SONY 25F2 NOW £135
SONY 25F3 NOW £135
SONY 25K5 NOW £135
SONY 25X1 NOW £135

PANASONIC 25AD1 NOW £135
PANASONIC 25AD2 NOW £135
PANASONIC 25MD3 NOW £135
PANASONIC 25LD4 NOW £135

SUPER LOW PRICES ON VCR's
Aiwa, Daewoo and Sharp

Long Play £40 Video Plus £45 Nicam £50
JVC, Hitachi and MitsuBishi NICAM VCR's from£60

DVD PLAYERS 1V014, AVAILABLE
ALL PRICES ARE BASED ON A QUANTITY OF FIVE UNITS AND SUBJECT TO VAT

(lead Office:

208 Bromford Lane, Erdingtnn, Birmingham 024 8111.
1)1213273"3I 01`11" ?MI

( I 11,1411111.

N111111 Sumer,,) 10,21 61 II
34)789

PRESTON
nit 439 Walton Summit Industrial Estate, Preston

Lanes PR5 8A t'
01772 312101

LauriWholesale Distributors & Export Agents
of Domestic Electronics & Appliances
Possibly the Largest and Oldest Establishment in the UK

_msomm:NINGIsTe_

Ferguson 14" R/c (UHFNHF)
Ferguson 14" Text (UHFNHF)
Ferguson 14" Nicam (UHFNHF)
Ferguson 14" Clock Radio
Ferguson 20" Text/Nicam
Ferguson 21" Text/Nicam
Ferguson 21" Nicam
Sharp/Sanyo Microwaves
Sharp/Sanyo Grill/Micro
Sharp/Sanyo Combl
Bush/Goodmans 14" R/c
Yellow/Sliver/ Green/Blue

Bush 20" Text/Nicam front
Amstrad 28" Nicam F -Text
CD Radio Cass from
CD HI -fl from

£59

£75

£165

£16.

£65

£75

£100

£100

£95

£110

£125

£35

£45

Fergusonahomson/Mitsubishi 14" TVNCR
combi £125
Ferguson (UHFNHF) 20" Text/Nicam £95
Ferguson 25" D.P.L. (complete with stand
speaker kit) £250
Ferguson 28" D.P.L. (complete with stand
speaker kit) £350
Ferguson FV200 VCR Twin speed video plus £65

DIRECT LOADS
£85 UNTESTED RETURNS

F14" r/c from £30
2 sp VCR from £30
Portable CD from £16
Small domestic from £3
Radio cassette from £3.50
Large domestic from £6.50
BT phones from £18
Dect phones from £35
NM/ kettles and toasters £1

£20 All prices based on availability + VAT

MANY MORE OFFERS AVAILABLE
Ouantit based on stock availabilit and all  rites are  lus VAT

Current Stock
Radio/ Cassettes
Car Audio
CD Port

Phones
Faxes
Kettles
Irons
Mixers/ Blenders
Microwaves
Vacs
Printers
Speakers
BT Phones
Fridge/ Freezers
Cookers
Hobs
Direct
Loads

AL411411111ANIkl

NATION-WIDE NEXT DAY DELIVERY SERVICE - VISITORS BY APPOINTMENT

Phone 0121-359 7020
Fax 0121-359 6344

PHOENIX HOUSE, 190 BRIDGE ST. WEST,
BIRMINGHAM B19 2YT

MasterCard 40

2 TELEVISION February 2000
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III Peak detection
 Built-in loudspeaker for AM and FM reception
II Frequency Indication with 4 digit LCD Display

TC-90
Portable equipment, with many applications,
designed to carry out any type of Terrestrial N,
FM Radio, CAN and Satellite TV. installations.

II Frequency Sweep on Satellite

 Peak Detection
 Measurement of terrestrial TV from 20u V to

3V without the need of external attenuators.

 Full Band Frequency Sweep
 Switchable 14V or 18V LNC Power Supply

TC-402D
Due to its weight and size, the TC-4020 is the
ideal instrument for the installation of
FM and Terrestrial TV antenna, as well as CATV

systems.

 Multi -turn potentiometer to enable tuning
 Weight including batteries: 1.9 Kg

 Rechargeable 12V/ 2.6 Ah Battery
 Weight including batteries: 3.5 Kg

TC-80
The TC-80 has been designed for the
reception of TV Satellite systems, the
installation and testing of domestic and
SMATV systems.

 Rechargeable 12V / 2.6 Ah Battery
 Weight including batteries: 3.3 Kg.

Available from most wholesale distributors across the UK or direct from

COASTAL AERIAL SUPPLIES
1111,114,

Unit X2, Rudford Industrial Estate, Ford, Arundel BN18 OBD
Telephone: 01903 723726 Fax: 01903 725322 Mobile: 0976 241505

111M1111111

mvv!"
BSMART (CRAWLEY) LTD

Largest selection
of

MAJOR MANUFACTURERS
NEW "B"

GRADE PRODUCTS

T.V. VIDEO AUDIO
MICROWAVE OVENS

Contact Fred Bean
BSMART (CRAWLEY) LTD.

10/11 LLOYDS COURT, MANOR ROYAL,
CRAWLEY, SUSSEX RH10 2QX

Tel (01293) 618000
Fax (01293) 400133

UK's Largest Electrical Wholesaler
For Both the UK and Export

Ex -Rental and Graded
TV's, Videos, Satellite,

Hi-Fi Equipment and White Goods
FREE Delivery Service to most areas of the UK

World -Wide Export Service
Experts in UHF / VHF Conversion

TEL: 01299 879642 FAX: 01299 827984
CALL TODAY FOR A BROCHURE OR COME AND SEE OUR LARGE WAREHOUSE

Unit 75 Barracks Rd, Sandy Lane Ind. Est. Stourport,

Worcestershire DY13 9QB
Just 10 minutes from MS Junction 6 - Worcester North

TV's
From £5.00

Video's
From £5.00

Satellite's
From £5.00

TV / Video
Stands

From £1.50

Major
Credit
Cards

Accepted

TELEVISION February 2000 251



WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORS
ELECTRONICS OF DOMESTIC

ELECTRONIC APPLIANCES
Unit 15 Marks Hall Margaret Roiling Dunmow Essex CM6 IQT

Telephone: 01245 231684 Facsimile: 01245 231862

GRADE

Large am
Large PROJ

S OChK TRAD RICE

16 x 9 Format Televisions from £450

NUTelevisions 52" from £1,500

We also carry a Large selection of
televisions and videos all at below trade price.

36cm portables from £70
51cm televisions nicam from £150
59cm televisions nicam from £200
68cm televisions nicam from £250
78cm televisions nicam from £500
95cm televisions nicam from £800
videos 2 head mono from £70
videos 4 head nicam from £110
videos 6 head hi-fi nicam from £130
36cm combined TV and video from £170
dvd players £160

LARGE QUANTITY DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE
25cm televisions with DC 12/24 volt suitable for

caravans - mobile homes - cars - kitchen use from £120

- ALL PRODUCTS ARE FULLY GUARANTEED -

IA Mil t21 2111; CIU AN W
We stock a great many other items in the TV and Video

range so if you don't see what you are looking for,
give us a call, we will save you pounds.

Visitors by appointment only

Do you use
Colour Picture Tubes?

D'LEC
(U.K. distributors for Vista)

Tubes for all makes of T.V.

Does your existing C.R.T.
supplier give you a standard

one-year warranty?

No old glass need be
returned.

Tel: 01474 320450
Fax: 01474 320345

E-mail: david@dlecsalesireeserve.co.uk

Postal address:
206 Springhead Road, Northfleet, Kent DA1 1 8HS

CENTRAL WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTION LTD
LARGEST GRANADA EX -RENTAL TV -VIDEO DEALER

SATELLITES
UT WORKING

BT 250/260 £5 £20

MATSUI OP10 £5

BT30 £5
BT 200 £3

PACE 800 £7

AMSTRAD all model £6.50

VIDEOCRYPT £5

PACE PRIMA = SPECIAL=
Inc Remote, Leads £26.95
PACE 200

PACE 500 POA

PACE 1000
ALL ABOVE SATELLITES

SOLD IN 108 ONLY

£15

£25

£20

G90 21" TXT
CP90 20" TXT

CP110 25" TXT
FINLANDIA 21"

NICAM TXT
FIN 28" NICAM

FIN 28" N CHASSIS

FIN INVARTECH

VIDEO WORKING FL
VIDEO UNTESTED

EX -RENTAL
UT WORKING

£25 £65 NOW £50

£20 £55 NOW £45

£30 £70 NOW £55

£30 £90 NOW £70
£50 £110 NOW £90

£50 £110 NOW £100

£60 £125 NOW £100

FROM £25

FROM £5

WE WOULD LIKE TO TAKE THIS
OPPORTUNITY TO WISH OUR

CLIENTS A VERY HAPPY
NEW MILLENNIUM

NEW GRADED STOCK
TOSHIBA 37" TV DOLBY
PRO -LOGIC £999

VIDEO BOX LP
FROM £55

TOSHIBA 33" TV PRO TOSHIBA (NEW) DVD

LOGIC (G) Eso PLAYER SD 2109 MULTI
REGION £229

AIWA  NSX F555
CD PLAYER D191 £29.99MINI HIFI (N) £110

SPECIAL OFFER
SONY CAMCORDERS

TOSHIBA NEW 32 MWDG DCR - TRU 900 £1349

32" WIDESCREEN DCR - VX 9000 £2365
100 MHZ £799 DCR - TRU 310 £599

CASIO 2.5" LCD COLOUR CCD  TRV 36 £399

(G) TV £39 CCD - TR 515 £299

28" NICAM F/TEXT BOXED WM - EX 402 £17.50

(G) £140 WM  FX 473 £22.50

20" F/TEXT BOXED WM  FX 487 £44.95

FROM £70 WM - EX 560 £24.99

14" R/C TV BOXED TCM 453 V £14.99

FROM £45 M335 £9.99

NOW IN STOCK: -
NEW - GRADED, PHONES, IRONS, TOASTER, COFFEE MAKER, VACUUM CLEANER, MOWER,

TRIMMER, FAT FRYER, MINI HI-FI R/CASS, BATTERIES, ELECTRICAL ACCESSORIES AND FRIDGE
FREEZER.

EXPORT ENQUIRIES, WELCOME.
HEAD OFFICE:
221/2 BRIDGE STREET WEST
NEWTOWN, BIRMINGHAM B19 2YU
TEL: 0121 359 0800
FAX: 0121 359 2300
MOB: 07970 290121

LONDON DEPOT: JOSHI
ELEY ESTATE, NOBEL ROAD,
EDMONTON,
LONDON, N18.
TEL: 0181 807 4090
FAX: 0181 884 1314

MICK:
369 STRATFORD ROAD,
SPARKHILL,
BIRMINGHAM, B11 4JY.
TEL: 0121 772 1591

FAX: 0121 766 6383

0
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No other consumer
magazine in the
country can reach
so effectively those
readers who are
wholly engaged in
the television and
affiliated electronics
industries. They
have a need to
know of your
products and
services.

Service
Information

Fryerns

FES
Circuit

Diagram,

TV's, VCRs
SATELLITE

AUDIO & HI-FI
Most Models Covered

Prices are from £4.00 + £2.50 P/P
I item - total £6.50 inc

2 items - total £10.50 inc
3 items - total £14.50 inc
4 items - total L18.50 inc

Payment by credit card or Postal
Order for next day delivery.

Cheques to clear.
Tel/Fax 01206 211570

2 The Lodge
Easthorpe Green

Marks Tey, Colchester
CO6 IHA

CLASSIFIED
PHONE 0208.652 8339 FAX 0208-652 3981
The prepaid rate for semi display setting is E15.00 per single column centimetre
(minimum 4 cm). Classified advertisements E2.00 per word (minimum 20 words),
box number £22.00 extra.All prices plus 17/% VAT.All cheques, postal orders
etc., to be made payable to Reed Business Information. Advertisements, together
with remittance, should be sent t3Television Classified, 12th Floor, Quadrant
House,The Quadrant, Sutton, Surrey SM2 SAS

SERVICE MANUALS EmN
Thousands of model3 available

For most U.K. European, Far East & USA makes

Service manual prices
B/W TV - £6.00 CTVNCP - £10.00
VCR - £14.00 Camcord - £16.00

Service sheets/circuits also available for some models.
+ data for satellite, audio and microwave.

All the above items include circuit diagrams.
Please telephone to check availability.
Payment by Cheque/PO only please.

Add £2.00 P/P etc. to order total. Do not add any VAT.

D-TEC
PO BOX 1171. FERNDOWN, DORSET BH22 9YG

Tel: 01202 870656

iskFAX BACK

SERVICE NOW
AVAILABLE

TEL/FAX A.T.V. on

0114 285 4254
SAT/CTV Circuits £5.00
VCR Circuits £7.00
CTV Manuals £10.50
VCR Manuals £14.50

(P/P add £2.50 to c.icti order(

419 LANGSETT ROAD,
SHEFFIELD S6 2LL

lyJ

Elusive faults - Fixed!!
E.C.S. Celebrates 10 years supplying service data,
Helping engineers complete repairs in record time.
New release: Edition 23 Fault Index books.
Now Available Edition 23 of the Television Magazine Index Covers
over 14,000 Television, Video, Satellite, Camcorder & Monitor faults,
Large easy to read A4 format The latest addition to a highly acclaimed
& recommended series. In daily use in workshops around the world !!
ISBN 1 898394 30 X Edition 23: Complete set f14.75
Brand New: Fault indexes on disk - Version 1.9
Latest faults together with all data from all previous versions, Covering a
MASSIVE 22,500 !! Television, Video, Camcorder, Satellite, CD &
Monitor faults listed in 20 years of Television.

Version 1.9: Indexes on Disk £1 7.50
Low cost updates are available for all Book & Disk fault indexes.

SPECIAL OFFER: Kwik Tips Fault Database
A valuable service resource for workshops large or small, Kwik Tips
Version 1.1 is our LARGEST FAULTS & REMEDIES database
EVER, Compiled from over 20,000 !! Entries & covering 1,435 Chassis
& Models, This concisely Edited TV & Video repair database will easily
pay for itself with just one repair.

Kwik Tips on disk: Millenium offer price - only £22.95
Latest release: Model / Chassis / Equivalents book.
The latest Best Selling 3rd Edition of the Equivalents guides containing
7,500 ENTRIES covering TV Models to chassis and Television, Video,
Camcorder, Satellite & Monitor Equivalents. comprehensive A4 book.
ISBN 1 898394 29 6 3rd Edition Equivalents £6.95

E C. S. (Est 1985)

316, Upton Road,
Noctorum, Wirral,
Merseyside. CH43 9RW

Technical Publishing Tel / Fax 0151 522 0053
Please add £1.75 P & P to total (Europe £2.75, r.o.w please enquire).

Service Manuals
Available for most equipment.

From Valve Wireless to Video Recorders
and everything else in between.

Televisions, Computer Monitor, Test Equipment,
Satellite, all Audio, Amateur Radio etc etc.

If you need a Service Manual give us a call.
Originals or Photostats as available.

Our entire index of Manuals is now being put on our
web site for instant access.

Alternatively complete the coupon below for our Floppy Disc
catalogue of Manuals and Technical Books available.

MAURITRON TECHNICAL SERVICES
8 Cherry Tree Road, Chinnor, Oxon OX9 4QY

Tel: 01844-351694. Fax: 01844-352554.
Email:- enquiries@mauritron.co.uk

Web site at:- http://www.mauritron.co.ukimauritron/

Please forward your Catalogue of Technical Books and Service
Manuals Index on PC Disc for which I enclose 4 x 1st class stamps.

Name

Address

Postcode

Telephone
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TRANSFORMERS LINEAGE REPAIRS

TV LINE OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS
PHONE: 0181-948 3702 FAX: 0181-332 0583

ALBA  AMSTRAD  BUSH  DECCA  DORIC  BLAUPUNKT 
FERGUSON  FIDELITY  GEC  GRUNDIG  GRANADA.
HITACHI  HINARI  INDESIT  ITT  KIMARA  NIKKA.I 
MATSUI  MURPHY  OSAKI  NORDMENDE  LOEWE-OPTA 
PANASONIC  PYE  PHILIPS  SANYO  SAISHO  SHARP 
SONY  SOLOVOX  SUSUMU  TANDBERG  TELEFUNKEN 
THORN  TRIUMPH  THOMSON  GOLDSTAR  BINATONE 

FULL RANGE OF KONIG: VIDEO HEADS, BELT KITS,
IDLERS, PINCH ROLLERS, TENSION BANDS.

LARGE RANGE OF REMOTE CONTROLS IN STOCK

TIDMAN MAIL ORDER LTD  236 SANDYCOMBE ROAD 
RICHMOND  SURREY  TW9 2EQ Man -Fri a am to 12.30 pm t

approx. 1 mile from Kew Bridge. 1.30-4.30 pm

SPARES & COMPONENTS

VIDEO HEADS
Make id Model No Price Hitachi VT -F865 £35.00 Panasonic NV -J47 £11.99

Akai VS -F510 £24.99 Hitachi VT -F860 f35.00 Panasonic NV-HD100 £20.99

Akai VS -F350 £22.99 Hitachi VT -F70 £34.99 Panasonic NV-FS90 £35.99

Akai VS -F497 £15.99 JVC HR -250 £17.99 Panasonic NV-SD40 £11.00

Akai VS -F400 £15.99 JVC HR -D300 £14.99 Panasonic NV -J30 £9.99

Akai VS -G205 £15.99 JVC HR -D440 £15.99 Sanyo VHR 474 £17.99

Akai VS -G215 £15.99 JVC HR -D660 £15.99 Sanyo VHR 775E £29.99

Amstrad VCR6000 £10.50 JVC HR -D830 £18.99 Sanyo VHR 15SP £13.00
Amstrad VC5200 £10.00 JVC HR -D840 £22.99 Sanyo VHR 190F £29.99
Amstrad VCR2000 £10.00 JVC HR -D960 £32.00 Sony SLV 425 £11.00

Ferguson 3V58 £17.99 JVC HR -J200 £32.00 Sony SLVER 7 £32.50

Ferguson 3V59 £15.99 Mitsubishi HS -M38 £16.49 Sony SLVX 810 £30.00

Ferguson 3V53 £18.00 Mitsubishi HS -M48 £16.49 Sony SLV 815 £33.00

Ferguson FV44T f15.99 Mitsubishi HS -M36 £29.99 Sony SLV E600 £33.00

Ferguson FV46T £32.00 Mitsubishi HS -M59 £29.99 Sony SLV E7 £32.50

Ferguson FV67HV £36.00 Mitsubishi HS -M59 £48.00 Sony SLV 625UB £33.00
Ferguson FV22L £15.00 Panasonic NV -F75 £32.00 Sony SLV416 £19.99

Hitachi VT -M622 £12.99 PanasonicNV-FS100 £35.99 Toshiba V 703B £33.00

Hitachi VT -M640 £17.99 Panasonic NV -G12 £10.99 Toshiba V 509 £20.00

Hitachi M822 £1299 Panasonic NV -H75 £25.99 Toshiba V 300 £20.00

Too many to list. Phone for up-to-date prices. Free postage on orders over £20 (mainland only). others 21.00. VAT.

PLEASE ADD VAT AT 17.5°.. WE ACCEPT VISA. MASTERCARD. SWITCH AND CHEQUES. ACCOUNTS WELCOME.

N.A.V. SPARES Tel: 01274 772249 Fax: 01274 772247
AM WEST END BUSINESS CENTRE. 237 THORNTON ROAD. BRADFORD BD1 2JS 1110

RCS VARIABLE VOLTAGE D.C.
BENCH POWER SUPPLY

II Pi
C45 INC VAT - POST & INS C4

Up to 20 volt. DC et I amps continuous, 1.5 amps peak
Fully notable from Ito 20 mite,

Twin voltage end current meters for seer reed out.
240 Volt AC Input. Fully smoothed.

337 WHITEHORSE ROAD, CROYDON, SURREY, UK

Tel: 0181 684 1665 1521
Lot of transformers, high volt caps, valves, speakers, In

stock. Phone or send your wants Ilst for quote.

SERVICE MANUALS
Have you ever turned away work for

want of a Service Manual?
Have you ever bought a Service Manual

and never used it more than once?

Then why not join ...
THE MANUALS LIBRARY

For details and membership
application form write,

phone or fax:
HARVEY ELECTRONICS

43 Loop Road, Beachley, Chepstow, Gwent NP6 7HE
Tel: 01291 623086 Fax: 01291 628786

Visa, Access accepted

RECRUITMENT

Butlers
Er CO =

We are looking for an experienced TV/Video Bench Engineer who
would like the opportunity to be our

Service Manager
Salary and benefits package negotiable.

To apply for a confidential interview, telephone
Mr Butler today on 0800 068 10 37 or send your CV to
67 Chester Road West, Shotton, Flintshire CHS 1DG

and join an expanding company that values initiative and effort.

AVO MULTIMETER Model 8, £45.00. 500
volt megers £30.00. Prices plus VAT and
p. & p. Send SAE for lists of surplus
instruments and scopes etc. A. C.
Electronics, 17 Apleton Grove, Leeds LS9
9EN. Tel: 0113 249 6048.

PRIVATE RETAILER has excellent part
exchange colour televisions and videos to
clear. Tel 01494 814317.

EX RENTAL TV's and Videos in good
working order for export VHF/UHF tuning.
Telephone Dublin 353 1626 9490.

OBSOLETE I.C.S TRANSISTORS,
VALVES, ETC., trade discounts. Visit
http://www.partridgeelectronics.co.uk

To Advertise
in Television Classified
Telephone Pat Bunce

on 0208-652 8339
or Fax on 0208-652 3981

WANTED

BILLINGTON Billingshurst, West

11143.1111-lainign Sussex RH14 9EZ

VALVES WANTED FOR CASH
(KT88, PX25, DA100, EL37, ECC83)

AVO Valve Tester VCM163
Valves must be Mullard/GEC/West

European to achieve top prices
Ask for our free Wanted List.

WE SUPPLY VALVES, C.R.T., WDICONS ETC

Tel: (01403) 784 961
Fax: (01403) 183 519

Email: billingtonexpartltd@btinternet.com
Important -

visitors please phone for an appointment

accent
TECHNIC

CAMCORDER REPAIRS

Collection and delivery any-

where in the UK.

All makes, fast service.

Phone free for details.

Fax: 01905 796385
(0800) 281009

FOR SALE
AS NEW 'A' GRADED PRODUCT IN

ORIGINAL PKG & BOX WITH INST BOOK
LEADING BRANDS ONLY. FULLY GUARANTEED

ALL SOLD AT APPROX HALF USUAL RETAIL

MICROWAVE OVENS £39

14" PORTABLE CTV £69

14" COMBI CT VCR £135

28" LARGE SCREEN ....from £295

CDR PLAYERS £173

KG PURCHASING LTD  BRADFORD
Tel 01274 660196/665670 Fax 665246

Television Magazine

would like to wish all

their readers a very

Happy New Year

and to thank you all

for your support

during 1999 and look

forward to your

continued support

during 2000.
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Can you repair I.T. Monitors, Printers or TVs?
You are invited to attend an Open Day to discuss your next career move with the

UK's NO. ONE I.T. REPAIRER
Date: Thursday, 27th January, 2000

Location: Holiday Inn Express, Castle Bromwich, Birmingham

Time: 12 midday to 9.00pm

Due to our amazing success, we require REPAIR TECHNICIANS at our purpose-built
Repair Centre in Castle Bromwich.

If you have experience in either TV., Monitor or Printer repair then contact us for the
opportunity to discuss your requirements, in confidence, and find out more about Triage from

our professional team.

We offer a competitive salary + Regular Overtime, Pension,
25 days' Holiday and Life Cover.

The Best Conditions In The Business!

Call now on 01438 213000 to arrange an informal chat or request an application form.

Alternatively, just turn up on the day, we look forward to meeting you!

TELEVISION
SERVICING

Book Five
NOW AVAILABLE

ON CD-ROM

£79.00
CURRENT TITLES

Satellite Servicing

1993-94 £39.00

Book 4 £59.00

Television Servicing

1989-90 £49.00

1991-92 £95.00

1993-94 £95 00

1995-96 £99.00

Book 5 £99.00

Book 5' £79.00

 cD-Rom \.etsion

Video Servicing
1993-94 £89.00

Book 5 £99.00

All prices induct,:

UK postage & packing

TECHNICAL PUBLISHERS

Servicing Information
Books & CD Roms

Fault Finding Guides
(Inuit Diagrams

Voltage Charts
Argustments
Safety Parts
Parts Views
Waveforms
Alignment,

Circuit Diagrams Fault Finding
Voltage Charts Adjustments
Safety Parts Waveforms

TELEVISIOI' VIDEO
SERVICING SERVICING

CIRCUIT CIRCUIT
DIAGRAMS DIAGRAMS

Book Five Book Five

Professionally Produced with the Manufacturers Full Co-operation

CALL US FOR A BROCHURE WITH FULL MODEL LISTS.

U -View Limited Unit 3F Plumtree Farm Ind. Est. Bircotes Doncaster Yorkshire DN11 8EW Tel: 01302 719997 Fax: 01302 719995

TELEVISION February 2000 255



Special Offer Sale - 20 Remote Controls £20.00 (mixed all well known brands)
I RGUSON ICC 7 HAND SI I £3.00 CARDIOID CAMERA MICROPHONE -VA SUPER

218 TELESCOPIC BOOM & STAND £5.00

Fl RGUSON VIDEO CHASSIS-TX80-NEW-NO TUNER P/P£S.Opra £15.00

IN HAND SET £3.00
CHOKE -MAINS INPUTTX9-TX10 f4.00

1 V80 LV HAND SET 13.00
CHROME BOARD-1CCS

I-ERGUSON
1/Cs U4647TKE OR HA 11498 £6.00

BATTERY CONVERTER TA606 £15.00
DECK AND CAPSTAN MOTOR.-

24V DC/240V AC £15.00
FV6ILV, FV62LV, FV67LV, FV68LV EACH 030.00

BENCH POWER SUPPLY VARIABLE
FV70B.IN7ILV, FV72LV, FV74LVX EACH 00.00

0-30V 3A -TWIN METERS P/P E5.00 en £511.00
FV77HV 0.00.00

BRIDGE RECTIFIERS 10 FOR £1.00
FV3 IR £12.00

BURGLAR ALARM KIT full desetipuon E7.00
HEAD AND DRUM
MODULATOR-SATELLITE-T1040-SRD3/4 £2.00

..AMCORDER-UNIVERSAL BATTERY 9.6V - PANEL -10 MIXED FROM TX9 TO ICC5 £20.00
1400MA FOR INC-PANASONIC-PHILIPS £5.00 PANEL-DECODER-ICC5 15.00

I. 'AMCORDER-RIPOD SHOULDER POD £3.00 PANEL-FRONT-TX100 04.00
t APACITORS.- PANEL-IF-TX9, TX 10 £4.00

I IN/2KV. 2NZ/2KV, 4NZAIKV EACH 15p PANEL -REMOTE AND POWER SUPPLY
5N6/2KV, 6N2/2KV, 9N I /2K V EACH 15p FV3 1 R DISPLAY P/P f 2.(X)ea £5.00
35V-22UF, 50V-4 7UF. 50V-100UF EACH 25p PANEL-REMOTE-TX9,TXIO EACH £5.00

\ A BATTERIES 1.5 VOLT PANELREMOTE-TX10-540/0 I 15.00

STC ALKALINE 10p PANEL -REMOTE -TX 10. WITH BATTERY
DESOLDER PUMP £2.00 AND 4 I/Cs - 1544-033C £7.00

I OGITAL CAPACITANCE METER CMC200 PANEL -REMOTE TX90 -
200PF-20MF MANI 139 001 1/Cs M293B I AND 6951000 £10.00

/ ILTERS - 455 & 480 EACH 10p PANEL -REMOTE TX100
GAS SOLDER IRON-PORTASOL HOBBY £10.00 I/C M29381-SAA5012 MOO

INFRA RED DETECTOR PANEL -REMOTE TX ISO

WIDE/SHORT ANGLE WITH RELAY MOO WITH STAND-BY BATTERY AND I/Cs f5.00
INFRA RED RECEIVER-MATSUMI MINIATURE £1.18) PANEL -T12213 TEXT

MILLI VOLTMETER -ELECTRONIC -LEADER FOR TX89. TX98, TX99, TX100 16.00

LMV-18IA 40V A/C IN-IMV F/S E5 P&P MOO PANEL-TX90 THORN FRONT -

1M V -300V CALIBRATED - COST £225.00 £5 P&P -8 BUTTONS 01M4-515-002 £5.00

COLOUR TV BATTERY PANEL.TUBE BASE-ICC5 £5.00

CONVERTER IN 24VDC TO 240V OUT £15.00 PANEL-TUBE-BASE-TX89. TX98, TX99 £5.00

MODULATOR -TUNABLE SATELLITE -TV £1.00 PANEL -TUNING 1509G-TX9. TXIO £5.00

PANELIK2-FM221 I STEREO £5.00 POWER SUPPLY I2V-3A

PANEL-CVC80-POWER £5.00 FOR VIDEOS TAR CAMERA PP3 £4.00

POSITOR 18 2 PIN 20p PUSH BUTTON UNIT-TX85, TX86 - e BUTTONS £5.00

005ITOR-2322 662 98012 50p RECEIVER - INFRA -RED -ICSL486TX100 50p

POWER SUPPLY - TRANSFORMERS -SWITCH MODE-

12V DC & 24V DC -REGULATED £2.00 TX85. TX86. TX89 EACH £4.00

POWER SUPPLY -REGULATED 3-12V 500MA £5.00 TX LOO £5.00

PSU AC 1 2V 500MA £1.50 473190-00,40153000 EACH E5.00

PSU AC 93/ IA £1.50 ICC5 3112.338 326842 £4.00

QUARTZ HALOGEN -
500W 200V FOR OUTDOOR LAMPS LIAM HITACHI

0.S. SAFE BLOC E5.00 DECODER -TELETEXT PC232A5 - ISSUE 4 015.00

RELAYS -SUB MINIATURE 25p HEAD AND DRUM - 620E 012.00

SATELLITE TUNER UNIT -2427611 MAINS SWITCH WITH STAND-BY 050p

6666 BASE BANDNI DEO OUT £3.00 MODULATOR No 5587881 £5.00

',CART TO 4 PHONO LEADS I.5M £3.00 OSCILLOSCOPE 20MHZ DOUBLE BEAM

',CART 10 6 PHONO LEADS £3.00 V2I2 0188.00

',CART TO "D" PLUG £1.00
PANEL -TELETEXT GOP - ISSUE 6 010.00

SCART TO SCART LEADS -
PANEL -TELETEXT PC315-1 I - ISSUE 7 015.00

020.00
.ALL PINS CONNECTED - 1.5 METRES £2.00 POWER SUPPLY TV SWITCH MODE

SOUND 5.5MHZ MPM I/SET £1.00 STR 4211 ISSUE 10 £8.00
SOUND 6 OMHZ MPM I040 E1.00 POWER SUPPLY VIDEO SWITCH MODE
TRANSFORMER -RS ENCAPSULATED MAINS VTM3 I 2ELM £10.00

0 -120V -0-120V PRI 0 -9V -0-9V SEC £1.00 THICK. FILM-HM9204A £3.50

TRIFLER KT3/K30 E4.00

IRIPLER - UNIVERSAL £5.00 HOSIDEN
TUBE BASE- MIXED 10 for £1.00
AA Batteries made 6y STC Group of Companies 10p each

AMSTRAD
MEAD AND DRUM - 6000 112.00
HEAD AND DRUM - NICAM E12.00 ITT
PANEL -CLOCK DISPLAY - 8.901 £5.00 IF MODULES: -

PLASTIC FRONT WITH FLAP - 8.900 0.00 5827 -01-51,5827-03-51 EACH £3.00

POWER SUPPLYNS1000-VS 1100 £5.00 5828-04-10. 5829-02-58 EACH £3.00

POWER SUPPLY, LONG OR SHORT CHASSIS 5929-03-41 EACH £3.00

1991/1992 MODELS 03.00 TELETEXT CONVERSION KIT £3.011

POWER SUPPLY - SWITCH MODE CORE 2 90' ITT TEXT PANEL £3.00

- DOUBLE DECKER £5.00

1996/7 MATSUI20 OFF MIXED NOKIA ITT
SALORA FINLEX SERVICE MANUAL £10.00 VIDEO DECK COMPLETE P/P fS.00. £16.00

POST 4181

MAINS ADAPTOR I 2V AT 500 M/A
NEGATIVE CENTRE £1.00 MATSUI - ORION
NEGATIVE CENTRE £1.00 DECKS WITH HEADS -
POSITOR EQV 98009 - SALE PRICE 25p D1096 VXA110 VP 9401 016.00

HEAD-VSR15(0 = ORION 132096 £9.00

FERGUSON
PANEL-MAIN-VSR 150) P/P £5.00ea £3.00
POWER SUPPLY-VSR 1500 £5.00
POWER SUPPLY & REG -

ADAPTOR - VPT - TEXT - VA354 £2.00 TYPE STK 5343-VP9501 £8.00
AC MAINS & BATTERY-VA365 P/P £3.00 . POWER SUPPLY -SWITCH MODE -1500 £3.50

CAMCORDER BATTERY. HIGH CAPACITY
9.6V 1800MA-VA310 £3.00

CAMCORDER BATTERY CHARGER
PHILIPS

9.6 VOLTS VAZ65 EACH £6.00 DECODER-TEXT-K40-KT3 0600

CAMCORDER CAR ADAPTOR CHARGER -
IF PANEL FOR CP9O-CPI10 £5.00

AND BATTERYNA308 £5.00

CAMCORDER LENS 2 OFF - TEXAS
TELE-CONVERSION LENS x1.4 & x0.7 £1.00 NICAM BOARDS MK II 03.00

-.ors 20p 2001432 0100 BE 204 60p BUTilAF 509 BYW29/50 15p

211p 2501453 [1.00 BE '205 75p BUT12A lop BYW95 10p

20p 2501576 £1.00 B. 2116 [1.00 0137.11 11.00 BYW95C lop
10p 2901577 12.00 B1'2117 01.00 131.1718AF 11.00 BYW562A 100V Ilp
20p 2.513180T01 15p 111 208 80p B11T71/800 lop BYX 10 10p

£1.00 2S131878 11.00 131'21109 11.50 BU5V1 I 40p BYX38/300 25p
51'-0105 [1.00 25K1460 £1.00 Bt.2080 90p BLA984 60p BYX55/150 10p

st '19' .4t [1.00 2SK1464 01.00 B/'222 £1.00 Bl.X39 1400 BYX55/600 lOp
1C4111 15.00
..'., '4550

2SC4891
1500V/15A 12.00

01'126 11.00
111,107 40p

91:X84 50p
BUX84AE 50p

BYX71/60
BYZI 06

.0 A 5001' 02.00 00145521 11.00 B13508A 90p BUY49 20p 01W.C110 5p

15p AN5551 £1.00 012508AF 1400 BY 187 Op BZW83-C20 3p
£ Loll AN5831 12.00 01:5110/) 80p 115208.000 8p CA3I23Q 50p

40p BC550C 2.01) 401508024 £1.00 BY228 1.59 CD4555BE 20p

EI.00 BDV648 50p 80705 £1.00 0Y229 6p CLEJ37IA 15.00

30p BDV658 Sop 131900 SOp BY255 Op PESO 4p
30p BE -8695 209 041069 E1.00 0Y299-200 lop 11001140 11.00

£1.00 135070 209 911807 341p BY299-800 30p HA I 185 01.00

75p BPW4 I 15p BUI1081)F1 [1.00 8YT71.800 15p HAI 196 50p
.10p 137 Phone 0/101/, £1 111824 50p BYV 19.30 15p HAI I 485ANT 11.50
511p H1'105514 80p 1311126 11.00 BYV28-200 15p HA 1 1804 INT [1.50

11.00 9/11118 11.00 011(4443800 [2.00 BYV95B 11/p HA511185131 12.00

...DI,/ 11.00 131 '1 24 50p 1313(445/6181 £2.00 BYV95C 12p /IA511019113 12.00

,111315 £1.10 01'126 80p 1311K4541600 11.00 BY V960 10p HCF4520 50p
,11142' 11.00 111'1803 65p EMI I I 50p 91002008-9 [1.00 FICE45201313 50p

BIG SALE
HITACHI

VIDEO MAIN BOARDS
VTM 720E
VTM 740E
VTM 752E
VTM 820E
VT -F 150E
VT -M 220E
VT -M 230E
VT -F 250E
VT -M 330E

EACH
EACH
EACH
EACH
EACH

05.00
£5.00
£5.00
£5.00
£5.00

L.O.P.T.
36061. 36162, 36362, 36383. 36481
36482. 36761. 36831. 36832
36943, 36962
2432211, 2432351. 2432491, 2432851
2432871, 2432981. 2432984
2433952. 2434141. 2434393
2434451, 2434492
2435016. 2435062
7435064, 2435085, 2435121
2435372, 2435701, 2436773
2416792, 2436795. 2436797, 3216001
243066. 243063
3220029. 3714016. 47003481
AT2076/78, AT2076/88. AT2078/25
AT2077/8 I
DST81N243/472593-00
DS1115B235/47328700 & /40153200
DST88N234/400086AD. &/47805200L
DST88N234/47320041. &/47317590
DST I 86N243/473058-00
TFB3035D,TFB3069D. TFB4023AD
O.-84039AD, TFB4066AD

FERGUSON
TX9
TXIO
TX85, TX86
15(89, TX98, TX99
Y26078I
FSTY260482
LOFT RED SPOT
LOFT WHITE SPOT & YELLOW SPI /1

PANASONIC
TC2203.TLF 14560
FLF14570. TLE701/6

TOSHIBA
TFB 30350. TFB 4023AD, TFB 4032BD
TFB 4038AD, TFB 4110AD
TFB 30890. TFB 4088AD

VIDEO DECKS
AIWA 1500
MATSUI VXA 1100
MATSUI 1500 ES POST
ORION 01094 WITH HEADS
ORION 131096
ORION D2096 ETC EACH £20.00
CAPSTAIN MOTOR FOR ABOVE DECKS £15.00
AND HAND SETS £3.00
4 HEAD DECK FOR 1500 £20.00
20 HIGH VOLTAGE CAPS 1500V - 2000V MIXED £1.00
VIDEO PATTERN GENERATOR MODEL 79535 240V
MAINS SMALL £5.06
PAL TV ADAPTOR - ROB IN UI-11 OUT MOO

MOTOR 12V 10p

HANDSETS
AMSTRAD
4600
4700
600
6800
UNIVERSAL

DECCA
NICAM LCD

FERGUSON
BSB
EN4 I R/3V59
FV4 R/FV42 - F3/31-52
ICC5
'K2000.1107000
SRD2, SRD3, SRD4
T780
TV/SATELLITE WITH FST

HITACHI
CPT2158 (NO REPLACEMENT)
VIDEO RM933E VIDEO PLUS

MATSUI
1500
VSR 1500
VX3000
3000/ORION - TV AND VIDEO
RC = PACE 9(0. FERGUSON. SONY GIN 'NINO

MITSUBISHI
RM35 - VIDEO

£3.0
£5.00

£15.00
£4.00
£3.00

£4.00

ELS°

110.01

£7.00
EACH £4.00
EACH £1.00

£2.00
£3.00

£5.00
£30.18)

£5.00
£4.00
£3.00
E2.00
£5.00

£5.00

NOKIA
RC202 14 181

VP940I
D1096
VXAI100
AND VIDEO PLUS

ORION
TV AND VIDEO £2.011

VIDEO WITH LCD - 1992/93 MODELS £5.00

PANASONIC
EUR5 1142 £10.00
TC1632. TC1642. TC2232 EACH £8.00
TX2034. TX2044.TX2200.TX2234 EACH £8.00
1X2244.170300. 7X2636. 7X3300 EACH £8.00
RC201 - TV - REPLACES TNZI411/2

PERDIO
PV 1188 0.00

PHILIPS
NEW TYPE UNIVERSAL £8.0013 In I)
RC4001

SAMSUNG
HANDSETS. TV & VIDEO - 12 TYPES EACH £3.00

SANYO
UNIVERSAL VIDEO 0.00

SIEMENS
TVNIDEO - 1994 MODEL 0.00
THORN
9000, 9600, TX9, TX 10. TX104S1

TEXT AND NON.TEXT EACH £10.00
CPT14118T, CPT2176, CPTZI78 EACH £5.00
CPT2476. CPT2478 EACH £5.00
TEXT. REPLACES PHILIPS

KT3, K30. K4 ETC UN £8.00
PHILIPS 3 IN I HAND SET £8.00
FERGUSON WITH TEXT IKZ

CHASSIS P/P £5.00 010.00
TX86 CHASSIS P/P £4.01 £10.00
ORION AND MATSUI CARRIAGE

1500 TYPE DI 096 ETC £6.00
SANYO LOFT P/P £2.00 4 FOR £5.00
24//V ADAPTOR 9V AC IA £ 1.00

COMPLI REPAIR KIT. CLUTCH AND
PIN( H Kt 0 I FR. IDLER D2906 07.00

TUNERS
IF TERC8-022A TBIZA-00ZA-ALPS
SATELLITE. OXT2302180968
SATELLITE

WITH BASE RAND MIN SXT2302234
SMALL UNE/VHF
VHF/UHF -TEKE-1-1 I 2A
4944
11321, 0341. U342. 03431
U344. U41 I. 4.412. U944 J£2 EACH
0743, 7744

AMSTRAD
U033-1301
MRF77E33
MATSUI ORION VIDEO TUNER IF

FERGUSON
IF2105-RE
MTP201I-APOO
UHF - ICC5
VHF - ICC5
TX85, TX86, 7X89, TX90
TX98, T99, TX 100

ORION
1500 - UE33 1309

PANASONIC
SMALL UHENHE

FERGUSON
DOUBLE SIDE NICAM
ICC5 NICAM SINGLE BOARD ICC5

SHARP
TUNER AND IF 1810587 PA I IX

TATUNG
UNIVERSAL 205 OR EQUIVALENT

WITH AERIAL SOCKET

EACH
EACH

£3.00
E3.00

£4.00
£3.50
£4.00

13.00

£5.00

£5.00
£5.00
£5.00

£5.00
£4.00

£4.00

£4.00

£3.00

£10
EH/

£3.00

53.00

MOTORS
HITACHI
CAPSTAN 150E £3.00

MATSUI
CAPSTAN I/C NO. M56710 ASP £15.00
2 TYPES 1995 TO 1997 MODELS MATSUI VIDEO

DECKS WITH CAPSTAN MOTOR
AND HEAD P/P £5 00 £20.00

MITSUMI
MOD MRF7-UF32 £5.00

MOD TMUG3-103A £5.00

MITSUBISHI
CAPSTAN-HSE41-I/C M5 I782ASP £2.00

H061404251 511p

0061401115 11.181

HE45280P 15p
9EE-10298P 211p

5EF4093 2.0p
00001 I 243. 50p
41M6264

ALP -15 [3.50
1i7,91-16911 111 03.00

3p
101065 10p
122985 £4.00
LA7830 £1.00
LA783. E1.00
M708 ABI £1.50
M708 LBI £1.50
M77204E1'SP £1.00
0458658P £1.00
MN650 11.00
913522V 01.00
SAA 1061 03.00
SAA3018 11.00
SAA5010 02.00
SA5523 I

(TEXT. [2.00

No KO/aunts

SENDZ COMPONENTS
63 BISHOPSTEIGNTON, SHOEBURYNESS,

ESSEX SS3 8AF.

Tel: 01702 338894 Fax: 01702 338805
Specific P/P charges are PER ITEM  For UK addresses add P/P to
order then 17.5% VAT to total. This applies to EC unless VAT No. is
given  Exports - P/P at cost  Postal Order/Cheque with order.
Unless otherwise specified add £1.70 P/P to SMALL ORDERS
Additional P/P for HEAVIER GOODS. Technical information by

telephone only  Government/School Orders on offical headings.
Callers to shop - 212 London Road, Southend-on-Sea.

Open 10.00-1pm. 2.15-5pm.

No Credit Cards

PLEASE ADD 17.5% VAT TO BOTH THE GOODS TOTAL AND P/P CHARGE



PHILEX ELECTRONIC  PHILEX HOUSE  00-124 THE BROADWAY  WEST HENDON  LONDON NW9 7PP
FAX 020 8 202 0015 WEB SITE: http://www.phllex.com Email: sales@philex.cam

select

The new

Philex CD-ROM.
The entire Philex
Product range placed
at your fingertips.
Phone now for your free copy on 020 8 202 1919 or 07000 PHILEX si.
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A.R.D. In response to your requests we have
changed our delivery charge policy.

The UK's favourite distributor
ELECTRONICSagain leads the way by launching a new

Customer based initiative. We now provide
'Our aim is your next order'

NEW 600 PAGE
FREE USER FRIENDLY

TRADE CATALOGUE
It has comprehensive technical
information with pictures to help
in product identification.
All products are clearly and
logically presented to make the
items easy to find.
We have a highly trained and
caring staff and perfect systems
to try and make every contact
with A.R.D. Electronics a
pleasurable and problem free
experience.

 Aerials & Audio Accessories
 Batteries & Accessories
 Cable & Accessories Capacitors
 Computer Components

& Accessories EHT Components
 Electrical Accessories
 Filters/Surge Protectors
 Fuses & Holders
 Games Consoles &

PC Game Accessories
 Intercommunication Equipment
 Loudspeakers & Accessories
 Optoelectronics
 Power Supplies & Adaptors
 Relays Remote Control Handsets
 Remote Control Konig Cross

Reference Chart
 Resistors, Positors & Trimmers
 Satellite Spares & Accessories
 Security Products Semiconductors
 Service Aids Soldering Equipment
 Stands & Brackets
 Storage Systems  Switches
 Test Equipment it Tools *, Transformers
 Video Accessories  Video Heads

Warehouse at Altham

DELIVERY ON
ALL ORDERS
OVER £20
STOP PRESS!!!

All Original SHARP Spares
Now Available in addition to

LG (GoldStar),
Pace and Toshiba

EASY ORDERING
Open a Trade Account today

or pay by Credit Card.
We accept Visa, Mastercard or Switch

Mass BACs
SWI f CH

FREE DELIVERY
on all orders over £20. No Hidden Charges

A.R.D, Electronics Plc, Shorten Brook Way, Altham Business Park,

Altham, Accrington, BB5 5YL e-mail: sales@ard-plc.co.uk

Tel: 01282 683000 Fax: 01282 683010
Trade Website: www.ard-plc.co.uk


